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PREFACE
As long as I can remember, 1 have been interested in the history
of my home town. Many are the hours that I have sat and listened to the
®old timers" tell of the early days in Juab Valley. However, as I grew
older I found there was much discrepancy in the stories, and particularly
in the stories of the very early settlement, 1 resolved that someday I
would gather and assemble as much material as possible and try to find
and tell the real story. This I have tried to do. Everything that is in
this thesis has been checked very carefully for authenticity.

In the very

early period I have had to rely on old diaries. Church records, and written
histories. For the later periods I have relied heavily upon the newspapers,
and personal interviews, along with city, school, and county records, and
published material relating to the valley,
Very little has been written about Nephi and Juab Talley since
the turn of the century, Many people feel that only the Pioneer period is
worth covering. However, I feel that the early 1900's was another type
of Pioneer period—a period when the city and the valley were building to
meet toe twentieth century, a period of great public works, business, and
industrial expansion.
My Graduate Committee Chairman, Dp, LeRoy R. Hafen, has given me
much valuable help, as has my Committee Member, Dp, Russell R, Rich,
The Church Historian's Office in Salt Lake City has a wealth of
information, and they have given me free access to all of their material,
A special thanks to Mrs. Sadie Greenhalgh, a long-time historian

i

of Hephi, who has furnished me with old diaries, ©Id programs, clippings,
articles, and much help in organising my material,
Roy Gibson, the local editor of the Tiaea^ews, the valley's weekly
paper, has given me complete freedom to carefully study all of the newspapers that are now extant*
The many interviews that I had were very helpful. Special thanks
to A, J, lowers, and Jaiies Vickers, the town1 a oldest residents, who gave
me a good picture of very early Nephl, Mrs, Clyde Shaw and Mrs, Ervle
Andrews gave m much Information about the various civic, fraternal, and
social clubs, Milton Ramon gave me a complete story of the turkey
industry, as did Alton Gadd about the poultry industry.
Mayor Winn and Former iayor P, t, Jones gave rae information about
Hephi since 19h0 m d possible projects and possibilities for iephi in the
future,
thanks should also be given to Superintendent Clyde C, Child,
Juab School District* who gave me permission to use all of the School Board
minutes that exist, and to Albert 0, Starr, clerk, who gave me much valuable help in interpreting this information,
the City was very helpful in letting me have access to their
Council minutes and the City Recorder, Raymond Christiansen, gave me invaluable help in interpreting the findings.
And finally, I am especially indebted to my wife, Kenna &*
Worthington, who has spent many hours listening to and reading my work,
and giving helpful criticism.
So many have helped that they are too numerous to mention, but to
all of them I give a hearty thanks, I hope I have given something that will
be of worth now and in years to come,
iv
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lOTROmJCTIOW
This Thesis is concerned primarily with the settlement, growth,
and development of Sephi, Utah, However, an understanding of the physical
features of the valley in which it is located is important, m well as the
Indian Inhabitants who lived here. All these are included in the first
chapter.
Missionaries, trappers, explorers, California gold seeks r e — a l l
cause through Juab Valley, and they are discissed in Chapter Two,
As far as is feasible, the history of Mephi has been covered
chronologically from the time of settlement, September, 1851, until 1951,
the year that marked one hundred years in the valley. The century has
been divided into periods of approximately twenty-five years each, and
Chapteps Three through Seven cover these developments. However, when important developments and changes have seemed irsportant aftep 19!>1* the
writer has included them to give a complete picture of the cowmmlty at
the present time.
The other towns in the valley have not been covered in detail and
have been included only when they have closely tied in with the history
of Nephi, They have a history of their o^n 9 one that is equally interest^
ing. The writer felt he could not give adequate coverage if he tried to
write the history of all thpee main towns in detail.
The final chapter gives D M reader a look into future possibilities,
and the wpltep*s observations that have been gleaned fpoa an intensive
study of a town's development.
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CHAPTER I
LOCATION MD DESCRIPTION
Physical Features
Juab Valley is located in the south central section of Utah at an
average elevation of 5,000 feet. It is twenty-five miles long and ten to
fifteen ailes wide, though in the nopthepn part it is m r f narrow, being
only a few miles wide. South of Mona the valley attains its greatest
width. The Wasatch Mountains, culminating with Mount Sebo, form the ©astern boundary of the valley, ilount Nebo, at an altitude of alnost 12,000
feet. Is the second highest mountain in the Wasatch Range

and njarks the

end of that range. South fro® Nephi the pang© is called the Sanpitch, and
the cliff-like mountains are amen lower. Between Septal and Isvan is
located the famous Levan Ridge, which is about twelve miles long and five
to six miles wide. Here grain is grown without irrigation,
•

Several creeks run through the valleys Chicken Greek, F O U P Mile
Greek, Salt Greek, and Willow Creek, Chicken Greek Pises in the Wasatch
Mountains and flows west, emptying into the Sevier River at the ppesent
site of Mills, F O U P Mile Creek

rises in the Wasatch Mountains approxi-

mately six miles south of Mephi, Salt Cmek pises in the fasatch Mountains
east of Mt, Ifebo and flows southwesteply and thence westerly through Hephi
and northerly into Otah lake. Willow, or Glover, Creek rises in the
»"l»i l
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^tafat A Guide t o the State (Mew lorkJ Hastings House, 19ijl), p , fr
Mount Ti panogos, a t an elevation of 12,008 f e e t , i s t h e highest.
•
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Wasatch Mountains about eight miles north of Mephi and flows through the
town of Mona and thence to Mount Ifebo Reservoir,

Mount % b o Reservoir is

a body of water five miles long and one to two miles wide. Some of the
watep obtained fro« it is used to water farms around Mona, but most of it
is taken to the Qenola and Goshen area in Utah County by a system of canals,
iuppaston Ponds, about five miles nopth of Mephi, are a favorite spot far
fishing and swimming. They are cold, and the water comes from it, M t a
undergpound to the ponds. They ape well stocked with tpout. All of the
area north and west of Wephl is well-^rateped and affopds excellent pastupe
land. The hills on the west boundapy of the valley ape vepy low and almost
devoid of vegetation*

Flora and Fauna
Before the coming of permanent settlers Juab Valley presented a
very beautiful appearance, iherever water was abundant, and this included
most of the valley with the exception of what is now Levan Eidge, there was
beautiful grass waist high. The hills were covered with green vegetation
and cedar trees. Higher up on the mountains were maple, pine, and quaking
aspen. Today a never-to-be-forgotten experience is a trip around Mount
8ebo in the fall when the leaves have turned color. Toward the west mountains in the valley was, of course, such sa^e and pabbit brush, but this
valley was isuch better watered than Salt Lake Valley and presented a mom
pleasing appearance. Today most of the valley is farmed, with the exception
of the steep hillsides and the west hills where sage brush and cedar trees
are predominant.
Every kind of animal that is found in this latitude and elevation
—*"•'"
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This r e s e r v o i r i s coiamonly called the Mona fieservoir.

1*
is found in Juab Valley. The valley abounds in rabbits, bats, squirrels,
prairie dog$ $ chipmunks, gophers, rats, mice, porcupines, coyotes, skunks,
1
bobcats, mountain sheep, mountain lions, antelope, mid mule deer,

Ihe

Mount Ifebo area is the acknowledged noise of Utah elk,2 Elk are not native
to the valley, but in the early 1900*a herds were brought from the Jackson
Hole area of Wyoming*"* The valley abounds in all types of bird lifei owls,
robins, bluebirds, sparrows, blackbirds, larks, seagulls, meadow larks,
humming birds, wild canaries, woodpeckers, and mounting doves, to mention
a few of the most common. Game birds that are most prevalent ape pheasants,
sage hens, ducks and geese,

Trout, suckers, and carp are moat common in

the wateps of the valley. Today the valley is one of the sports centers
for the state.
Origin a t the Kane Juab
The word Juab is said to be oftftaIndian origin, and signifies flat
or level. Originally it was spelled Hlitt§ 9 * the Indians probably having
appropriated it from the Spanish,
mi m ni.ni m mm m i i mi m m •inn tmjmm "" • ' « • - • • — • '
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Stephen D, Burrant, Mammals of Utah (Topekat Ferd Volland, Jr.,
State Printer, 1952).
2

The Deseret Mews 'Hephl Black Hawk Edition8 (Salt Lake City),
August 10, 1935, p. 5.
^Interview with J. Earl Reid, local sportsman, June 16, 1953.
^Angus M# Woodbury, Clarence Cottarn, and John •* Sagdan, Annotated
Check List of the Birds of Utah, Bulletin of the -diversity of Utah, KBu
i?, B o T T K {Salt Lake ditys university of Utah, March, 19k9>.
%ome Important Facts About Utah (Salt Lake Cityt Utah Department
of Publicity and Industrial Development^ 19uo), p« 20.

'

Indian Inhabitants
The Indian inhabitants of Juab Valley were of the Bte Indian nation
and spoke the same language as the Timpanogotl* Indians, according to
Escalante.1 They wore very little clothing and did very little farming,
Daniel T. Potts, who visited the region in 1827, wrote of the Indian inhabitants, the Pie-Otaws (Plates, closely related to the Ute)«
Their clothing consists of a breech-cloth of goat or deer
skin, and a robe of rabbitskins, cut in strips, sewed together
after the manner of rag carpets, with the bark of milk weed
twisted into twine for the chain. These wretched cpeatupes
go out barefoot in the coldest day of winter.
He said their diet consisted of "roots, grass seeds, and gpass, so you may
judge they are not gross in their hablt«"3
The Indians did some fishing and hunting mid much begging after
the Mormons settled the valley. At first they were very friendly, but
misunderstandings finally brought about the lalker and Slackhawk wars.
After this they were moved to reservations inttintahCounty,4

Mo Indians

are found in the valley today except for an occasional few who cose from
the reservation of Southern Utah for celebrations and special events,
X

J. Cecil Alter Ced.), Father Sscalante's Journal - 1776-77*
(Salt Lake City? Utah State Historical Society, 155577 p. W ,
2
Donald McKay Frost, Motes on General Ashley, the Overland Tpall,
and South Pass (Worcester: American Antiquarian Society, U S 5 / | p. 66,'
3lbid,, pp, 66-67,

% , H, Roberts, A Comprehensive History of the Church Vol, 5
(Salt lake City* Deseret N«m r r a a a , 1930), pp. l k 6 ~ l S h "
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Fathep Escalante
The little band of %rmon pioneers who entered Juab Valley in the
fall of 1851 were not the first white people to see that valley. Indeed,
many had been there earlier. On July 29, 1776, Father iSsealante and his
associates set out from Santa Fe, Hew Mexico, to discover a direct route
tofeonterey,Califomia,* They entered Juab Valley from the noPth on
September 37, 1776,2
We leapn from Escalante*s journal that they entered fpom Wtah
Valley and found "another extensive valley in which there are, close h j
to the east, the salt mines from which the Tiapanola Indians take their
supply. **

They aaaied this valley ?alle de las Salinas, or Salt Valley J*

Escalante's description of it is interesting?
The whole of it is flat; it has v e r / abundant springs and
pastures, although only a small river runs through it. In this
valley there are numerous hens, of the kind we have already
Mentioned,5
As they continued their journey through the valley they came upon
some Indians naked except fop a chamois skin covering their loins,
"
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Ibid,, p. 71
3
Ibid,, p. 71
klbid., p. 71

S

Ibid,, p, 71* The birds which are described were probably sage hens,
6

7
Escalante spoke with them and told them they would sena missionaries to
teach them Catholicism, He reports they were very happy, "showing great
joy on hearing that mope Fathers and other Spaniards would cone to live
with then."

They met these Indians near the present site of Mephi,

Escalante related that they arrived on. a small river which descends from
the eastern side of the mountains where, according to what the Indians
told thers, the salt mines were located. The next day they left Juab Valley
and traveled to the Sevier River which they called Santa Isabel,

Although

their sojourn in Juab Valley was brief, they left a good description of
the land and its inhabitants and, as far as has been discovered, the
earliest written record of white men in the valley.

The Fur Trappers
Although Juab Valley is m v e r mentioned by mm®$ it is probable
that the first Americana to enter the region 'were trappers with Willies
Umwy Ashley.
On August 1 $ , 1826, Jadediah Strong Smith and a party of fifteen
men left Great Salt Lake for the purpose of exploring the country southwest
of the lake, and especially to find and determine whether the Buenaventura
River existed •** On August 22, he arrived in Utah ¥alley and there gave
*—*— "
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IbM*, P* 72,

2

Ibid., p, 72.
3
Clapence .4, VandiveeP, The FarWTrade and Early Western Exploration
(Cleveland: The Arthur H. Clark Co., X R 9 T * p. & * .
^Dale L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith and the Opening of the West,
(IndianapolisJ The Bobbs«4ierrill Co,, I n c , 1953), p. 193. The 'Buenaventura was then thought to run into the Pacific Ocean, .

ppesents to the Indians, but they told him very little of the countiy
below Utah Lake,

After leaving Utah Valley" he traveled on to Juab Valley

%-here he saw no more buffalo, nothing but an occasional antelope, a mountain sheep, or, what was most plentiful, "black-tailed hares," He took
three days in his journey through the valley, and on August 27 he peached
the Sevier River, which he called Ashley* s River.2

He had finally found

his Buenaventura Siver but soon learned it did not n m Into the Pacific.
Nevertheless he kept on with his exploration and became the first white
man to enter California on the overland route,^
In 1827 a party of General Ashley1s mm passed through Juab Valley,
In a letter of Daniel t. Potts, a member of the party, to the Gaaatte and
Daily Advertiser, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, he wrote from Sweet later
Lake, July 3, 1827, that they made preparations to explore the country
lying southwest of the Great Salt Lake. Accordingly, in February they
took their leave and marched to Otah Lake and thence south to a small
river,* of which he said:
To this I have given the name of Rabbit river, on account
of the great number of large black tail rabbits or hares found
in the vicinity. We descended this siver about fifty miles to
where it discharges into a salt lake^ the sise of which I was
not able to ascertain, owing to the marshes which surround it,
and which are impassable for man and beast,"
IIWII .Lin m I
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I b i d , , p , 195.
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I b i d , . p . 196.
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I b i d , , p . 193.
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ny h i s d e s c r i p t i o n , the Sevier River,
%evier Lake.
Fpost, pp.. c i t , , p . 6 6 ,
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the next pecopd of white men being in the Juab Valley concerns
John Ghaples Fremont*s party who, on >^ay 23> IBkk* reached the 3evl#r
River where it deflects f r m its northern course and bpeaks through the
mountains to enter ievler Lake, f&ey made rafts of willows growing along
the river bank and crossed the river at latitude 39^22*19% ^hile they
were camped at this 'point, Francois Bedeau, a Frenchman who had been with
Fremont >n both his famous expeditions and whoa Fremont regarded as one
of his moat faithful and efficient men, was accidentally killed when his
gun discharged in his own hands, sending the ball through his head, the
following day, after burying Sodeau on the river bank, they crossed ifcss
slight Pidge along the river and entered grassy Juab falley, thereafter
directing their coarse toward Mt, Mebo.1

iiles Goodyear
Miles Goodyear, a Connecticut born youth who had come to the west
with the Whitman-Spalding party in 183^» had withdrawn from the group
and established himself near the site of Ogden, the first white establish*
ment in at ah.

In the fall of ldU6 he trailed down the route presumably

followed by Fremont in 1814, Me took skins to Los Angeles and sold them

2

to John C, Fremont, to clothe the letter's starving and naked troops.

Milesttoodyearmade two trips to los Angeles, undoubtedly passing thpough
Juab Valley. His trips wepe in 16U6 and l Q h $ J
^Allan levins, Karratiyea of Exploration arid Adventure by John
Charles FFremont (Mew t o r k * Xongsana, "Green & 'do,, 19$&], p. li'lS.

2:
'LeKoy
R, Hafen and Ana W, Hafen, Journals of F orty^Miners t t h e
Far Vest and the Rockies H i s t o r i c a l Series,'' vol* I I , (OlendaleV t h e
Arthur H, Glark Go,, lf|SW # p . 22.
3

* Ibid,, p , 2?.

10
Captain Jefferson Hunt
It was only a few months after the arrival of the Mopmon pioneers
in 3alt Lake Valley that a membep of the M O P S O U Sattalion, Captain Jeffepson Hunt, and a party of eighteen traveled to Southern California by
the old Spanish Trail, They were the first of the Utah settlors to explore
the southern route to the Pacific Coast, On November 13, lot*?, the party •
left Salt Lake City, Their route took them through Juab Valley and over
the present site of iephi, following the approximate route of the present
CI, S, Highway 91* ^&ny of the members of the party described their
journey and sojourn in Juab Valley,
the party returned to Salt Lake City during February, lUi3, and
. brought with then cattle, other livestock and seed grains, A company of
twenty-five Battalion oeabera followed the trail of Hunt's party from
California and arrived in Salt Lake City on June S, 18L8, bringing with
the* a wagon and over one hundred Miles, This wagon was this first to
travel over the old southern route to California, and was the first to
•

•

'

•

•

•
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•
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traverse Juab Valley*
Captain Hunt left Salt Lake City in October, 101,9, for a second
trip oYisr the route, acting as a guide to a company of five hundred men
from the east, bound for the California gold fields,1 Sheldon loung saidi
Oct, £th. Went ten ailea* Had good road, Came to a
small stream of water and camped, Plenty of grass and willows
for fuel. This day left for Utah Galley,2
6ths this day went fourteen miles and ©anped on a
small stream of water.3 Plenty of grass. Had a good road*
•"'•"
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^Journal History of the Church, October 9, 18%?, p . h*
^ I b l d , , p , 6 3 . Hafen says *% has crossed the divide, into Juab
Valley and i s probably encamped on Willow Greeks
3

l b i d , , p , 63* Hafen says of t h i s , "This caap appapently was on
S a l t Cr#ek, near the s i t e of ftephi. Here th^y lay over the next day

n
but rather dusty, ifc game seen, Fleasant day. Mountains
not v e r y high and no snow on them, Plenty of wolves, but
no other game,-**
He continues the log, telling that on the 8th they cashed on
Chicken Greek, southwest of Levan, He brings out one interesting point,
"A train of packers passed us, tt&d a pleasant day,"

m

On the !?th they reached the Sevier and on the 10th they forded
the Jevier and passed out of the valley,"
Addison Pratt left Salt Lake latep than Jefferson Hunt, and he
did not overtake the© until the latter part of October when he recordedi
"traveled 3 aiiles and overtook the main body of the camp, about 100 wagons
on Salt Creek L^cphiJ !^ear here is a -mountain of salt,4
JaT.es S. Brown, another m&jsher of the group, also recorded, overtaking the group,
Charles C, Rich, who traveled with the Flake-Rich Company of packers, and who was going to California in lc4*9 to help manage ionson affairs
there, gives the following account of his entrance and journey through
Juab Valley:
TUESDAY., X T , 16th »J# Stapted about 8 o*clock and
reached Summit Creek after 3| miles we soon entered lohab
[juab]] '/alley, we passed some springs on the prairy 6ic]]
5 miles from the- last creek i reached sick creek after 5 miles
travel. We traveled 10 miles and camped on Salt Creek,
WEDMC.'DAY, 0f:T. l?th *h9 Started v e r y early this
waiting for wagons in the rear, Pratt's wagon caught up with the main
camp at Salt Greek on the 8th, toung's mileage estimates in this region
are high. He makes it sixty nine miles from Spanish Fork to the Sevier
Riverj Pratt's rodometer measures it fifty-five miles| the modern state
highway map gives it as sixty miles,n
3

3SS4»» P* 6 3

3

Ibid,» p, &t

b

Ibid,t p, 11?

a

ibid,, p, 63

^Ibid,, p, 71

12
morning left the tohab falley by creasing a low ridge and
entered into a pleasant Valley no water though a v®ry little
tistoep the hilla wepe covered with'scrub Cedapj we stopped
at noon and unpacked about Z houps on a cpeek very clear
called Chicken creekt we traveled until after Sun down and
camped on the Severe tic] River, the road in the afternoon
was hilly a\ dusty,

Parley f% Pratt
In December, Wk9» Parley f* Pratt passed through Juab Valley on
his way to the southern end of the territory*

He traveled as far south

as the Kio Virgin and then retupned to &alt Lake where he recommended
various sites for possible settlement*

His descpiption of Juab Valley is

very good, and possibly a little different from others because he climbed
a high peak2 and looked over the valley with the aid of a telescope. He
said in his Autobiography %
1 took a walk in the morning about three miles and
ascended a beautiful height, which afforded a fair view (with
a telescope) of the head of Utah Lake and the Valley of
Salt Crtek, which enter® the lake through an extensive
meadow at the head of the lake, forming at its junction
a beautiful harbor and a convenient beach of sand. The
depth of watep not known, but its deep blue color intimated sufficient depth for small crafts,^
He then tells of returning to camp and Journeying on about eleven
miles to Willow Creek (the present site of ^ona) where the country was
"rich in grass, and watered by Salt Greek, a stream one ami a half rods
wide, and several large springs running north into Utah Lake,"

*Safen, op, oit., po, i9U-9£,
2
Tradition says that he climbed Mount Hebo to the top, but this
cannot be substantiated,
Parley Parker Pratt, Yhe Autobiography of Parley Parker Pratt
(Chicago* Law, King, & Law, I B M ) , p, 1*15,
k

SM*t p. ui5.

CHAPTER III
BfiOIHNINOS. 1851-1875
Settlement and First Settlers
As Mopmon explorers such as Parley P, Pratt and George A, Smith
brought back word of the fertile valleys to the south of Salt Lake and
Brlgham 5Toung personally visited1 the valleys, new settlements were soon
established and faithful Saints left their comfortable homes in Salt Lake
City for further colonisation experiences, Mephi, tftah obtained its name
from a Book of Mormon prophet. The name is derived fpom an Egyptian poot,
"fl-ph" meaning w good, w£
In the Sixth aeneral Epistle of the Presidency of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, dated Septeafeer 22, 13$1, Brigham
Xoung said:
ie decided on locations for settlement on Salt Greek,
in Juab Valley, and Corn Creek in Parowan Valley, between
this end Iron County, m i companies will leave immediately
after conference to form these settlements,'
^o time was lost in carpying out Brigham1s ordeps, fop in the
lattep part of September the first settlers entered J%?ab Valley. Charles
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Journal History, August 3» IdSO, p, 1,
2
Cieorge Reynolds, •Staff of the Book of Mormon,w as cited in
Franklin Keith Brough, Freely, I Pave (Wichita: Orlt Printing Co,, 1953),
p, 63* Popular opinion is that the settlement was first named Salt Creek,
but 1 have been unable to discover in any historical records (other than
local accounts) where the community was ever named 3alt Qreek, Only the
stream upon which it was built &nd the canyon above it have this name.
^Journal History, September 22, 1851f p. 3.
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Ik
and Quy Foots, their father Timothy Bradley Foote, his wife and two other
children were the first permanent aettleps to arrive at Salt Cpeek,

A

monument located on the Ooimty Faip Opounda marks the spot whepe their
house stood. Next camo Levi 0ifford. During the month of October, 1851,
£imri H. Baxter, Charles Sparry, Chaples H, Bryan, William easier, J-*hn
Gamier, Josiah Miller, and Israel Hoyt arrived, and after looking over
the ground, selected building lots, put up five loads of hay and decided
to make Nephi their permanent abode. On Noveatoer 1? of the sane year,
Isaac Urace, Sr,, and family, Thomas Tranter and John Bavis peached Nephi,
enroute to Iron County where Parowan was being settled. An accident to
one of their party necessitated a temporary halt at Salt C r m k and resulted
in their deciding to settle here. Spending the first winter In the little
2
settlement were seventeen families, numbering seventy—five persons,
Joseph L. Heywood had been commissioned by Srighao loung to layout the city, and with the help of ^Jesse «. Fox they did this on September
25 and 26, 1852*

They laid out a townsite one-half mile square, divided

3
into square blocks, and surveyed a field one mile long,
Joseph L, Heywood was a man with a great deal of experience in
the Church m d had had a personal acquaintance with the Prophet Joseph
Smith,

He -was baptised by Orson Hyde and confirmed by Joseph Smith at

Biayvoo in December, 16U2,

When the Saints were forced to leave Mauvoo

Delphi's Centennial Jubilee, 1851-19.51 Written by Mephi Centennial
Historical ^oaaittee whose members were»'"3eorge A, Sperry, C, W, Johnson,
Sadie Howard Greenhalgh, Grace Jenkins McCune, Martha Casier Eager, and
Iris Garrett, p, 6,
2

Ibld.

^Martha Spence lieywood, Journal of Martha Spence Heywood (Typed
copy of Sadie Howard Oreenhalgh, unpaged.)
McCune, op, c i t , , P« 5U.

1$
he was one of the three trustees of the Church who remained behind and
disposed of the Church property there,

Soon after arriving In Salt Lake

City in 181$, in rapid succession during the first papt of 181*9 he became
first bishop of the Seventeenth Ward, first postmaster of Salt Lake City,
and surveyor of highwaya in the provisional State of Deseret, He had
filled all of these important positions by the time he was thirty-three
years of age,^ He served the settlement of $ephi for three years as
President of the Hephi Branch, but due to M a e misunderstandings, &nd
the little tine devoted to the community, he was relieved of his position

in iaSL.3
the Journal of Martha Spenee Heywood, wife of Joseph L,, contains
a rich history of Nephi, She tells is great detail of the difficulties
and uncertainties of that first winter.
-iepteafcer 23rd - Wednesday, I8£l, Arrived here on Monday
evening at half past six o* clock. Found the brethren on the
ground in good spirits -delighted with the valley, had some
corpals made, 3ro, Baxter invited us to suppep of which we
partook and immediately after Mr, Haywood called a meeting to
commence the organisation of the people* Meeting opened by
Father difford after which Mr. Haywood made some appropriate
remarks in reference to the necessity of having a watch as the
little property we had in cattle and horses was our all and
could not be r e r y well risked mM by strictly guarding the
settlement in way it sight save a gpeat deal of trouble with
the Indians. 8s called for an expression of the bpethren on
the subject a few of which spoke in favop of establishing the
watch, whereupon a vote was ta^en and also a vote appointing
Brother Foots the captain of the guard and also to have an
Roberts, op*,, cit*, vol. Ill, p. 15.
2 .n
i^cLune, op, cit,
Heywood, op 9 cit.
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oversight in reference to the brethren having fire anas and
in good opdep with the ppivllsge of calling them out fop
examination and dpill when he thinks suitable.
Tuesday we all enjoyed ourselves as n m settlers remarkable well and the more the bpethpen explored the ground the
better pleased they were. In the afternoon I walked about one
half mile up the creek to see where we would have our lots, as
Hr« M, will take more than he wants for himself as some of his
friends may come on and he would be glad to have a place for
the®, that portion of the Creek that we desire is^beantifully
adopned with tpees according to my heart*s deslpe.
On October 3pd, Sister Heywood recorded the anxiety and fear that
filled the hearts of the women who were yet living in wagons in that
Indian-inhabited country,
Friday, Monday warning Brother Baxter started in Compaq
with one of the Oiffopd boys for the canyons to get out some
house logs and remain one or mope nights, Tuesday Mp, H, and
Bpothep Fox with Theodore started for Sanpete to get lumber and
a wagon box made. Also Brother Miller with his company started
for the city to be there in time for Conference, so that we had
but two men and three boys left to take care of us women folks
if the Indians should happen this way, towards night the sail
carrier arrived which strengthened our party*
October 22nd she wrote*

II

Thuraday,.,As a company we are very

indeed, thepe being only 2 men, four women, 3 boys and three children. If
the Indians were known to this our cattle would be in danger,11
The first white child born in Kephi was Joseph Meal Heywood, the
son of Joseph L, and Martha Spence Heywood. He was born on the 18th of
November, 18S1* Sister Heywood recorded in her Journal, dated January
1, 18£2.
It is now over two months since making m j record,
time ay dapling boy was born on the 18th of Nov* about
past nine fopenoon in the wagon. Was first taken sick
night of the 15th* Suffered much unnecessary pain and

in which
half
on the
distress
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from taking a wrong position as also from the aoallnass of the
wagon and its openness* Sister Anna Qifford was all the assistance I had and afttP my sweet one was born was left pretty much
to myself, having taken all the care of my babe from the time
he was first dressed *•**
On April 1, 1852, Harriet knn Grace Pyper, daughter of Isaac and
Elisabeth Grace, became the second child and the fipst girl to be bopn in
2
the little community*
In late NoTOitoer the Saints were still living in their wagons, but
they had a road made Into the Canyon, and they were hauling logs out rapidly so that they could build their homes•
Sister Heywood felt that the brethren were the right kind of pwople
to make a settlement and "with little exception they are united in efforts
to build up the place**
First Buildings
Individual homes were the first buildings to be constructed in the
Valley* On December 13, 1851, Joseph L, Heywood wrote the following
description of Mephi to the Deseret News.
About 12 houses have been erected; via, 3 built of adobies,
2 of willows, plastered inside and out, 1 two-story house built
of h inch plank, and the balance of logs obtained from a distance of ten miles.
Our roofs and flooring are principally of lumber cut at
Hamilton A. Potter's mills, San-Fete valley, distant about 30
miles from iephi*5
""mini m m m m m m
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Ibid,

2

McCune, op, cit,, po» 60-61,

^Journal History of the Chupch, iovember 25, 1B51, p. 1*
Heywood, op, cit*

5

Journal History of the Church, December 13, 1851.
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the turn of the Sew Iear eighteen houses had been constructed, three

1
of adobe, the remainder of logs. The public corral wm nearly finished.
In a letter from D P , Willard Richards to im* Clayton in April,
1852,

he states:
There are several beaittif.il settlements on the road to
this point, among which, perhaps, Springville may rank the
fipst, and Mephi the second. At both of these places the
spirit of enepgy and industry is almost without a parallel*
All the houses look clean and neat, fences in good ordep, and
everything shows that S-dnts live thepe. The city of Hephi
was commenced in September last. There ape now 20 good houses,
a splendid carpel £sic] for cattle, and a good quantity of
land undep cultivation,2
After t h e homes, the meeting house was built. This was completed

in Id52,

It was not only used as a religious edifice, but school and many

parties and entertainments were also held here. The building consisted
of one poom eighteen by twenty feet, with windows on the south and east
and a door on the west. This door had a latch inside, with a string
attached to tht latch and threaded through a hole above so it would hang
outside. The string was pulled to open the door* the roof of the building
was coveped with willows, and a layer of hay coveped with clay. The building was located on East Main Street whepe the Hephi City Kail now stands,
between Center and 1st North Stpeets, In 13 5U this building was torn
down*^
In 1853 a small fort was built to ppotect the settleps fro® the
Indians* fhe fort occupied the two blocks upon which now stand the Juab
•'•"""
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^Heywood, op, cit,
2
Journal Histopy of the Church, April 2?, 1852, p* 1*
%ephi*s Centennial Jubilee, 1851«l?5l, op, cit,, p. 1?, Also
The Tiiaes Jews (Nephi}, January 12, 192J, Ppobably this is the m m
building that is spoken of in the diary of Edwin Hapley as the '*Council
House,"

County Coupthouse and the First Security Bank, and extended one block west,
Latep a larger fort was built that was three blocxa square, and affopded
a«aeh gpeatep protection. This will be coveped in greatep detail later.
In 1851* a Tithing House was built on the corner of First East and
Center Street where the present Post Office stands. This was thirty by
twenty, three stories high, basement included, the adobies for the outside were nade irom clay hauled from the bottoms, worn three miles distant,
This old building was torn down in September, 1931, to make way for the
new Fedepal building.
As the town gpew the old Social Mall was constructed to take cape
of theiP needs. lira. Unity Chappell gives an interesting account of the
"Old Social Hall*.
About the year 1659 op i860 the town of iephl had grown
to the extent that the people felt the need of a place to more
fully take care of their recreational Deeds,
tith this in mind they selected a piece of ground at about
170 Kast Center Street and there proceeded to erect such a
building as would meet their raquireisents aid be both comfortable and coswodious. It was built by donation and labor, and
each person received share in the building according to the
amount contributed. The dividend on their share was two fpee
tickets to the amusements held there,
the building was built of blue adobes arid was about thirty
by sixty feet and faced the north. There was a doable door on
the north, thpee windows on the east and three on the west, a
stage in the south end, with a basement beneath in the stage.
The sain room was heated by • large iron stove and the basement
by an open fireplace. An exit from the baseiaent was on the
south. The only lights in the building were tallow candles.
Oil lamps were latep used, the seats wepe cpude benches; some
with backs and some without.
$n top of the building a lookout was built whepe a ®aa was
stationed every day, with a spyglass, to watch for Indians, If
any were seen soring toward the town, the isan would beat a
large drum. This was a signal for everyone to hurry inside the
fort. The gates would then be closed until all danger was passed.
In the large poos of the building wepe held all meetings,
x

The T I T O S Hews (Mephi), September 13, 15;31*
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dances, dpassas, banquets, and othep gatherings, School was
held thepe in the mmmer and in the basement in the winter.
The stage mm arranged with a window in the east and one in
the west, and equipped with all kinds of scenery,1
By the turn of the century this old hall had outgrown its usefulness and was topn down.
Mine years aftep the Pioneers first entered Mephi, the Juab Stake
Tabernacle, then called "ftephi Tabernacle* was begun. The church building
was completed and dedicated in ld65*

This sepved as the meeting house

fop the Sephi Ward and for Stake Conferences, Few other buildings wepe
built duping this early pepiod. Hoio© manufacturing eliminated the need
fop stores, and about the only othep buildings constructed duping this
e
time wepe grist and flour tills,6

Early Occupations
Faming was the chief occupation of the people* They raised wheat,
oats, barley, and even the first year they produced potatoes, peas, beans,
melons, squash, and corn from seeds they had brought with them. Gradually
they acquired aome livestock.
In the spring of Id52, Zlnrl K. Baxter obtained some apple seedlings
fro® a Salt Lake City nursery nan.

In 1655 the grasshoppers robbed the

trees of all their leaves and even some of the bark. In 1$56 Mr. Baxter
replanted all he thought would grow, giving the rest to David Casier, who
succeeded in raising sosae trees and was the first to pick apples in the
valley*a

%cCune, op* cit.* po, 78-79*
2

Joupnal History of the Church, Septea&er 12, 1B60, p* 1.

tophi's Centennial Jubilee, 1851-1951, 0P« cit,, p. 8,
**Ibld., p, 9*
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In the same year, 1-352, Charles Sryan planted, some peach stones,
but they were winter killed, except for a few which produced fruit in the

year 1&5B.
Paring the 60*3 the Belllston brothers obtained acne bees and the
luxury of honey was enjoyed, From that time until the present the words
"Selliston* mid * honey'* have been synonymous to the people of Mephi*
For Juab Valley in Utah Territory, the following horticultural
statistics were .given f o r the year 1866? 12 acres in apples, ? acres in
peaches, 2 acres in grapes, and 10 acres in currants.
Biven in the very earliest period there were occupations other than
agriculture. Apostle Eara T. Benson and Seth &* Blair, who were making a
missionary tour through the southern settlements, visited Mephi said held
nestings with the people. Elder Benson writes:
On the 12th (Koveafcer 1052) we set out for Sepal, Juab
Valley, and reacted it about 5 o'clock p,ia,j preached in the
evening to the saints and had a season of rejoicing; found 26
families of the fall emigration at this point m d Mephi begins
to extend her borders ®nd assume quite a village appearance
and is truly situated in the heart of a valley capable of sustaining thousands* The brethren are erecting a griat mill and
a saw mill is ouch needed.
Andrew Love in referring to this mill saysi
The new from grist mill, built by Mr, Joaeph Birch, is
expected to run in a short time| this mill is situated near
the mouth of Salt Creek Gmyon$ the owner is building as a
protection against hostile Indians, around the mill, a stone
wall twelve feet hlghj this fort will, In case of m attack
from the Indians, be Anita a protection, for with long ranged
guns the south of Salt Creek Canyon sight be guarded,3
^-Journal History of the Church, January Li, 1668, p* 6,
2
Journal History of the Church, Movtmber 1852.
•Journal History of the Church, 1859.
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Brough points oat that the above mill wa* never finished, for at the
advice of Brigham £oung it was moved into town where it would be more
safe against Indian attacks.
Love gives an account of many of the early occupations, Adams,
3race, and Baxter were nail manufacturers and in 1659 he records that
their business had grown %o m e n an extent that "they are going to erect

2
more extensive buildings*

t h i s same year he records that "Messrs

.3

Gardner and Andrews are putting t h e i r saw mills in good order* 1

In 1863 i*ove wrote, "Among the trades here i s a hat shop conducted
by Mrs, Job S l d w e i l * ^
In a letter to the i>eaeret gaga from Samuel Htchforth dated
July 23, look, he writess
Mr, J:>hn Hague's new grist mill is doing good business,
^
as also the M#phi t a n n e r y owned by Messrs, Andrews &nd Soswell,
brother L, H, Baxter had a fine nursery started also, according
to Andrew Love*
In the spring of 1670, William Garrett, a pioneer brick maker of
Davis county, moved his family to iephi and again engaged in the brickmaking business*
.•.mn i.iMiiiiinii.i n
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He continued this work for five years with his sons,^
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Brough, op cit** p* 63
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Andrew I*ove, Andrew Love's Journal, as cited In Joupnal History
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3 Ibid,

^Ibid.

^Andrew Jensen, Juab Stake, Mephi Ward History,
6

Joarnal History of the Church, 1859•
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The midwife played a big p-rt in the early days of Uephi. When
doctors were scarcely known, ^mid-wives" were depended woon to see the
wunen through their hours of travail, Mrs. Bllaa Chapman Gadd and ilerusha
Boswell wepe two of the earliest ones, Together they brought more than
1
3000 babies into the woPld.

A latep mid-wife who has delivered probably

m-^re t h a n a thousand babies is &nn Leavitt Stephenson,
The Telegraph lint came through $f?phi in I066 and gave employment
to many y o m n fellows and girls of the day, William A. C, Spyan stated
that he put the Nephi office to wopte about Christmas Bay, I066, fhe
telegraph office was in the home of Chaples H, Bpyan, his father. After
the *boys on the line11 had been wording fop a few months, Ppesident Xoung
called on them to take n-p classes and teach young women the apt*

Mary

Ellen Love Neff reminisced about their training?
In the rammer of 1$67 Miss Elisabeth Partes, ilea
Elizabeth Ann ClaridgCi Miss Hetty Grace and myself were called
by the Ecclesiastical authorities of the ward to study telegraphy* Oar teacher, W*. A. C. Bpyan, had been called to
study telegraphy ^nder Professor Clowes* Me made a good
record and was installed operator in charge of the Nephi
Telegraph Office as soon as it was opened In the late fall
of 186$,
We girls had a hapr-y* busy time that summer and enjoyed
our study and practice of telegraphy so that the time passed
swiftly*
She continues, saying that after they learned to be telegraphers they were
assigned to various offices, Lisale Fapkes being put in charge of the
2
Mephi Telegraph office.
Up* Bryan was an efficient telegraph opepatoP in Mephi for yeaps,
*McCune, op. cit,, pp^ 100-101.
2

S«sa Soung Gates, Memorial to Elisabeth Claridge MoCune* Missionary
Philanthropist, Architect (Salt Lake City, 1921*'), PP» 7U-73.

2U
Elisabeth Parkes becoming his wife and first assistant,

Pn October lb,

19un, Mr, Bryan was honied fop his eaply wopk as a telegpaph operator by
western -nion, during the Centennial celebration of the fipst American
2
telegraph line.
In the little town of &@phi there was always need for the cobbler
and the blacksmith, and this was supplied.

Very few opepated stores,

however, for everything was home gpown, but one enterprise stands out in
Nephi history and that is the 0o-*op Store. It stood as one o t the landmarks of the town*

It was established in the early fifties and was what

its name indicated, a cooperative institution, owned and operated by ©ore
than one hundred residents of Mephi. It often paid as high as twenty's
five p e r cent a year in dividends.

Early Government
The people of Mephi were first organised under a complete and
.judicious ecclesiastical organization.

It cared for their welfare,

settled differences, ?ave the necessary leadership as well as the spiritual
help, Bpough saysJ
This complete organisation was necessary O P the pioneers
would never have survived the crossing of the plains nop the
fipst years In their newfaoaeain the Utah territory. There
was peace and order, at all times because they were united .in
spirit and purposed
It wasnH until the spring of 1652 that civil government waa
1.
*McCune, op, cit., p, 92.
2

Ibid.» p, 93

3

Ibid*» p* 73

^Journal Histopy of the Church, September 30, 1852, p* 1.
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organised, Joseph-1*, Heywood, writing to the Deseretftewain September,
1352, lists the following officerst
Mayor* Josiah Miller.
Alderman* Timothy B. Foote, Charles H. Bryan, John Carter,
Isaac Grace.
CouncilorsJ Amos Gustin, John Casier, &avid iebb, James
Crabb, Cleon Elmer, Levi Clifford, Ichabod aifford,
Thomas Tranter, and Miles Miller,
iteeorder. Assessor and Collectors %» X« Baxter.
Treasurer* isu Oasier.
marshal: Israel Hoyt*
Supervisor of Streets* Charles ^perry*
At first there was very little for the civil authorities to do,
for the Church had everything well in hand. The gradual transition from
Church leadership to civil government brought some problems. One such
incident Uoourred in March, 1853*
of Juab County*

Jacob 0. Sigler was presiding as Bishop

Brother Heywood was president of the iephl Branch* George

W, Bradley was probate Judge of Juab County, and the city had a full staff
of officers with Josiah Miller m Mayor, Each of these men had responsibilities over the people. But there were only a few people, and soon there
were some differences among the officers, particularly Brother Heywood,
Judge Bradley and Bishop Bigler. It was decided that on March 13 a
conference would be held in which all the people would vote as to whether
they wanted to sustain the p r e a e n t officers,
A Brother Sly and Brother Foote voted against President Heywood
and Judge Bradley, some did not vote, but the vast majority voted to sustain
the present officers,2
There wepe no doubt many misunderstandings, but usually they were
1

Brough, Deseret News, May 3, 1352*
•

^Heywood, op. cit.

.
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settled in a spirit of falp play and without the characteristic rowdyism
and lawlessness of most western frontiers.
Jaab County was organised March 3, 18522, and in 1866 Hephl was
designated as the County Seat.

Sephi City was not incorporated as a

municipal corporation until 1339*

the Walker War
roUowing the early Indian skirmishes in %Mk9 at Battle Creek, now
feasant Grove, peace prevailed among the Mortons and the natives.

The

Indians were learning to support themselves, and the settlers were helping
to support them until they could learn white men*i ways, Martha Spence
ileywood records having the Indians come to help her with the yard work*
She also tells of a meeting in which several Indians were baptised.
February 20, 1853 - Sunday, Yesterday had a meeting for
the Indians Who had been baptised last su»er and the old captain whose name is Feoro-——was orda|ined and .uada known some
interesting facts to the brethren by means of Bro*J3old who is
the interpreter concerning his faith and doctrine*
1, km C, Bpyan in his later yeapg told of visits fpom friendly
Indians, one such named Juab that he pemembeped m r y well,
I remember that eaply one spring morning as light from the
stars grew less a rap was made on S U P C O O P . Fathep lifted the
latch and looked out and without closing the doop said, "aether,
Juab is outsiae,*1 I jumped wo and in a moment was outside| and
there stood a tall Indian, erect as an image, and holding in his
left hand a gun which he was in the act of setting down at rest,
• li . . i n .
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dpongh, op, cit,, p, 66.
2
Acts, etc., of the Territory of Utah*. IS$2, p, 163, as cited in
Andrew Jensen, history of Juab'Stake, op* cit. '
%eCun€, op. alt., p* 33,

h
trough, op, cit*, p, 70
^Heywood, op, cit<
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He was standing probably a distance of 30 feat from the door,
in an attitude of dignity and expectancy as if waiting, to be
first spoken to, I can see him now-aa the gun slipped through
his hand, and I heard the bang, and almost see the bullet as
It sped past his ear. He never relaxed his dignity out quietly
put his hand up to his ear and felt of it, and shook it, as if
only to clear his hearing, and then waited for father to salute
him and ask his desire.
Father was a great lover of Indians and he never failed to
get into their hearts. They always said that father had but one
tongue, and spoke as straight as the flight of an arrow.
At this iisie after father had said %ilei ticaboo husfeo
aahanty Juab* (Good morning, or, as you pleasef I an friendly
toward you, what la youp deslpe Juab'*)—the Indian told father
that while he was hunting in the Qaa Creek mountains about kO
miles southwest from Nephi, he had found a number of cattle,
and he was wondering if they did not belong to father and his
friends in the valley.
Father told him that on account of scarcity of hay before
the snow came, he and his friends had been compelled to turn
their cattle out upon the range, and though they had diligently
searched for, they had been unable to find them, and they were
very such in need of the cattle for use in cultivating their farms*
Juab explained to father that it would be unsafe to go to
find cattle in the day-time, on account of unfriendly Indiana who
might make the discovery, and so It was arranged that after night
Juab would lead the owners to the place where the cattle would
be foundt and he did so.
This Indian seemed to have no tpibe, and no relations! he
was alone, always alone, but he was a great friend to the early
settlers, and gave thgm many needed warnings of danger,
Hn often came to our home when I was a boy, and ay »arent®
parmitted m to go with him. Be sometimes picked beppies along
the cre€k bank| and when mother made pies of them, Juab always
got a slice*-'These stories serve to illustrate the |ood feelings between the Saints and
their red brethren.
In the early tuaner of ltj3 trouble began to brew*

Chief Walker

and his braves oegan to attack the settlements, Quite a number of white
people ana many Indiana were killed in these .skirmishes, Several small
settlements were broken up, among them the neighboring towns of Santaquln
in Utah County and Spring City in Sanpete County, this made the citlsens
of Sephi on edge and necessitated strong guards being established and
' "
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caused m m hardship to the citizens.1

Me had to tear down some of our

houses m d move into closer quarters," said Bishop Bigler later, H It was
necessary to do all our works in companies,"
George A, Smith was given military powep to put all the communities
in order as he proceeded south*

Mephi was put undep military law on

July 19, 1353, Majop Oeopge Epadley was commanding*^
On this same day, the Pesepet.Hews reported? "On the 19th of July
the Indians attempted to surprise the settlement on Pleasant Creek (Mount
Pleasant) in the north part of San Pete County, and stole horses and cattle
at Mantl and Mephi*"1*
these actions brought on the fort-building era in Utah, It was not
long until the Mephltes wepe also planning stronger and lapgep fortifications*
fha

Pesepet «ews of October 1, 15*53, told of the following en-

counter with Indiana at Glover Creek (Mona), nine miles north of Nephi.
On the 10th Inst*, at 20 minutes past 10 p.m., the Indians
commenced firing on a party of 10 men, under command of Lieut,
R. Sums, who were encamped on Clover Greek, in Juab Galley,
and continued firing until 1*0 minutes past 11, slightly wounding
Isaac Buffin in the knee, killing two horses, and wounding one
horse and several calves, i n the morning Lieut, B u m s ' party
Judged, from the signs, that they had killed two Indians and
wounded three,*
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As these deppedations continued, many people became vexed and
wanted Brlgham Young to retaliate through the Mauvoo Legion which wan the
State Militia, but Brother Brigham saidi
Mow many times have I been asked in the past week, what X
intend to do with Walker. I say let him alone severely. I have
not made war on the Indians, nor am I calculating to do it. Uy
policy is to give them presents, and be kind to then, instead of
being talker's enemy, I have sent him a great pile of tobacco to
smoke when he is lonely in the mountains* He is now at war with
the only .friends he has upon this earth, and I want him to have
some tobacco to snoke**
Even with Brigham1^: advice to leave the Indians alone some few
deviated from the course, much to the regret of the majority, Martha
Spence Haywood tells of one such instances
The Saturday after Mr, Heywood left fop Salt Lake Citgr the
San Pete bpethren arrived here on their way to the city to attend
conference and brought with then the bodies of three nurdeped
bpethpen, by the Indians, out of foWP who started fpoa Sanpete
the day before the company did* They had not obeyed counsel in
camping where they did that night. They were -very ameh sutilated
and the other one was fonnd and brought in the next day.
This barbarous circumstance actuated our brethren counselled
by Father Morley of Sanpete (who no doubt was «mch excited in
the time of it) and IVesident Call of Fillmore, to do quite as
barbarous an net t h e following sioming, being the Sabbath. Mine
Indiana cosing into our camp looking for ppotection and bread
with us, because we proadaed it to them and without knowing they
did the first evil act in that affair or any othep, wepe shot
down without one minute*• notice, I felt satisfied in jay own
mind that If Mr* Heywood had been here they would not h a w been
dealt with so inhumanly. It cast considerable gloom over my mind,
Mr, H, has told me on leaving to do all I could to encourage thea
by employing theia to work for me,^
Most of the $ephi people tpeated the I n d i a n a r e r y well, howevep.
Chief iallcep seeded to have a lot of confidence in some of the Sephl
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J, Cecil Altep, Otah» The otopied Domain, Vol. I , (Chlcagoi The
American HistoPical Society I n c . , 1932J, p . 159*
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brethren, particularly Father Caaler who gave Walker a Patriarchal blessing
and told him that if he learned of the Mormons, and to do as they did to
1
cultivate the earth, e t c , he would be blessed,*
Soaatine in the very early years of Hephl an Indian farm was
established*

Sister Heywood records, April 16, 155k, that*

Brother Jeremiah Hatch has located with usfcosupervise the
Indian farm by appointment. He is a young man that I have
respected for his intellectuality and I have faith to believe
he will be a blessing to this settlement*
On ^«y 3, WSk$ Sister heywood r e c o r d s of a blessing being put
upon the Indian farm by Father Caaier.
In Jfeay, 105b, Chief Walker appealed to Governor Brigham loung for
peace*

Juab Valley became the scene of the peace tpeaty at Chicken Creek,

Just eleven miles south of Mephi* Daniel H, Wells fives an interesting
account of the peace meeting.
When we approached then?, Walker was in his wickiupj he had
fastened it down to within about k feet of the ground and we
had to crawl to get in and out, I raaaaber our having a good
laugh at him because of this. He sat in this * arrangement• like
a prince and never r o a e at all. He renarked thpough ovtr interppetep that Brtgham was a Pig chief and Walker was a big chief.
Suiting the action to the word, he put him thunba up to indicate
that he was as big a chief as Brighaa, and Bpigham as big as he*
In the treaty the Indians agreed to give up the stolen horses-*
at least all they had of then then in their possession, talker
would not talk. He had a sick child* If this child died, someone else he thought, might die, and it was a long time before
we got him to talk. He asked us to administer to the child
(through p r a y e r and laying on of hands) which we did. President
Young asked him what he wanted in the way of presents. He said,
'I don*t know. You talk.' 1 think he was afraid he would say
nonething less than President Young would give hiu. After this
treaty, talker became ^rery f r i e n d l y * Be traveled with us to
Cedap City, and camped with as that night. He did this fop our
nwniMs^i^isiwwtfiwniiWMilwnnnni *amm mmapf&BHiBW
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protection, fearing some of his Indians who did not know of the
treaty night make a paid on us. We enjoyed good peace after
that for several years,1

Building of the Fort Wall
Sot long after Mephi was settled the people commenced to build a
fort so that thej would have protection from the Indiana, As was mentioned
earlier in this chapter, the first fort was very small* covering only two
blocks, Sfartha Spsnca Heywood mentions the building of this first fort
in her Journal as early as 1852, She records on November 11?
The Fort has had quite a start, having four rooms peered
of adobes, two belonging to us, one which we will occupy the
othep pent to Bpo, Bentley and two roosis fop a tithing house
to be occupied by Bishop Bigler who is our Presiding Bishop,
This fipst fort no doubt served the citizens very well until hostilities broke out with talker. Then in 1853 a larger fort was started
and for a time progpessed very well, but Just pplop to the Walker Peace
tpeaty, the lack of Indian activity had lulled the Nephitea to negligence.
In fact they ceased the work altogether*
Early in May, President Bplgham Young and some of the bpethpen
arrived in Mephi. They held a meeting in the schoolhonse and Brother
Brlgham reprimanded the people for not having better protection against
the Indians, Sister Heywood says of this meeting, "Brother Brighan spoke
and one of his remarks was that if the people did not obey council in
building their Fort and tall and securing themselves they wo^ld get their
throats cut,*-*
H
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This spurped the people on in theiP building activity, but there
was a difference of opinion as to whether they should build a fort or a
wall or both* Many of the citisens objected to Brother Heywood and his
council that they should only build a wall. They Insisted that Bri#aa
Young*s counsel had been to build both a fort and a wall,
A public meeting was held, and the people asked that Brother H^y*
wood be removed from office and voted down his plan, Brother Andrew I*ove
records in his Journals
Sat, May 20, 1851** t h e house was full of spectators who all
voted to sustain the council. At a public meeting held at 10
o'clock Bro* Heywood called for a. vote of the people to sustain
him in carrying out Pros, loung's plan in building a city wall,
but he was voted down as the question was unfaiply put, There
was a little squabbling arid cross firing In the afternoon and
considerable division in camp,
K-ven after this there was no unanimity as to what they should do
so another meeting was held. Pour of the members of the Quorum of Twelve
Apostles were there and listened to both cases, Hinckley recordst
After due deliberation (they) decided that each p.!*rty had
gained their case and that constable should pay the costs. The
Twelve counselled that the people should forgive Brother Keywood
and that he also forgive the people who were asked to reinstate
him and all begin anew,2
Before the Apostles dismissed the heaping, they discharged all the
old committees and a new one was appointed.

It consisted of timothy B,

Foote, Jacob G, Bigler, David Webb, Joseph 1. Heywood and Qeorge Kendall,3
Under the advice and counsel of Brigham tonng they built a wall around
three square blocks, twelve feet high, sixfeet at the base tapering to two

Journal of Andrew kove, as cited in Journal Histopy, May 20, I85u.
2

Jensen, op, cit,
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feet at the top. this was to be completed in three months,1
tidwin Harley in his well-kept diary gives us a ~ood picture of his
part in rearing the wall,
June 1st, iSSnt lent to the p i n e r y and cut some poles for
the city wall.
2nd 9 Ianled hone eom« poles,
6th, 7th, & 8th - t o r k e d at the wall poles and cleared
off the gpound fop the city wall,
July 3, 16£M Pot the poles fop my city wall.
July n, 185b* Layed the .first mud on ay city w a l l /
Sister Heywood records in her Journal for June 15, 1351** *on this
day the brethren commenced the wall with vigor and unity*"3
The work progressed very rapidly until Walker objected. She
further recordss
talker on seeing the wall go up demanded what it was for
and on being told it was to preserve ourselves from the Americans
who were displeased with us having more wives than one, he appeared satisfied with the explanations and Batiste desired that
there weald be a gate left for his special use on the southeast
corner so that he night come In and out as he- pleased.
On Saturday evening, June 10th,ftalkorwent to Bro. Sradley
and told him the wall should not go up that it was not as he
had told htm to keep the Amepicans out, it was to keep him and
his party out, that it was made known by a Mormon white boy to
one of the Indian boys and that Brigham was coning here by ^.nd
by to decoy hi* into our midst and cut off his head* He told
him that if the wall went up our people not gather crops, that
they would be destroyed in consequence the wall had to be stopped and an express sent to Brigham Young*4
This slowed down the building considerably, but by November 20,
iSSli, it was reported that the City lall was up *most of it twelve feet
^Heywood, op. cit,
2£dwln llarley, Biary of Sdwin Harley (personal records of Mrs*
Elmont Carter, Mephi, Utah.)
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31*
high, and the pemalndep about nine,** The gates wepe hung, and had been
locked on the night of the 18th, and the guards had been dismissed.
On the 30th of November, 135«, the settlers appointed a day of
feasting arid merrymaking to celebpate the completion of the walls. Truly
they had accomplished a great task. All the labor had been donated, each
person responsible for so much of the wall.

If It had been paid for it

would have cost 18,1*00, a huge sum In those days, the only cash expended
was in buying the metal parta necessary t o hang the two gates which permitted the Old California Trail to pass through t h e Main Street of the
fort, Abraham Boswell, who had been a member of the Mormon Battalion,
o
supplied the cash for these.
Concerning the fort wall, an Interesting article appeared in the
Deseret !lews of December 21, 1851*,
II
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We are requested by the Committee, vis* — 1• T. Benson,
J, 1, Heywood, J.tf.Bigler, f. B. Foote, and George Kendall
to Inform the traveling cojsnunity that the city gates of iephi
will be closed at 6 o'clock p.sa* on each day during this winter,
(tould it not be well for aotm person to live near one of the
gates, ana notify the public, which as travelers are often
belated, and night suffer inconvenience-'* mm Sd*H
The Saints continued living inside the fort until i860. Andpew
Love pecords, "This year (i860) the oeople commenced to move out of the
city fort where they had lived on their one quarter acpe lots and now
built on their other city lots,* *
In 1863 Love records that President Young had given instructions
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te'cCune, op* cit., p* 68*
^ h e Deseret Hews. Salt Lake City), December 21, 1 S & .
k°**# QP« cit., as cited in Journal History of the Church,

3*
to level the Port tall.
At $ ofclock we assembled for seating in the new social hall
where a full house was addressed by Pres. Xoung and KSaball and
Elders John Taylor and Lorenso Snow, The instruction given was
invaluable, advising the people to level down their old fort
wall, enlarge their lots, beautify their homes, improve their
orchards and pleasant walks and still continue to add to their
public iapro/enents until a fine city should adorn their present
site.1
In 186U Edwin Karley tells us that he was then helping tear down
the city wall when he wasn*t hauling wood.
By 1920 only a few traces of the wall remained, bat in this year
the four corners of the wall were narked with concrete monuments,-* In 1935
the last remaining piece of the wall was given a p r o p e r uronunent and is now
preserved at the Hephi City Pioneer l&emoplal Park fop all to see,*1
The Gpasshoppep War
The year 1855 dawned upon the little settlement of Mephi with much
Joy and ppospects f m the future*

The trouble with Walker had been settled,

and the CPODS looked good. The farmers were- congratulating themselves on
what good crops they would have. They discussed the possibilities of enlarging their granaries. Then a destruction as dreadful as any the Indians
had inflicted caase upon then. They called it the grasshopper war.
In May Brother George A, Smith wrote back to t h e Ueseret jfeflj fpon
Kephi,
m n m OF t m HEWS?—Having Just appived at the city, I
improve the first opportunity to inform you of passing events.
x

The Peae-ret lews (Salt Lalce City), August Id, 18£5*
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All the settlement* thus far a r e bountifully supplied with
millions of gpasshoppeps, which ape feeding luswrlantly upon
the tender blades of the growing crops, and have entirely used
up hundreds of acres of grain in this county, and are still
busy at their vocation. Every settlement in !Jtah County is
visited in like manner, and. I understand that the grasshoppers
are very plenty in Sanpete county.I
John Pyper, John dickers, and David Caaier, prominent citisens at
the time, gave the following picture.
At the thickest migration of the flying legions passing ovep
OUP valley, those grasshoppers were so numerous that they
actually darkened and hid the sun from us, such as a cloud
passing through the alp, A field of grain that was fresh and
green in the laornlng was at night as some land Just plowed*
lot only the fields wepe robbed of vegetation, but e v e r y t r e e
was also stripped of the beautiful green foliage until the earth
resembled the winter time of that season.
It was a most pitiful and discouraging sight to us. The
crops and prospects destroyed, with but little bread stuff on
hand, nothing like a sufficiency to last until another harvest
come.
The 190? Improvement Bra gave a description of this terrible
calamity and recorded that ttthe Insects piled themselves into the northeast corner of the fort wall making one great mass for 20 pods down each
side from the comer almost to the top of the wall. (12 feet hlgh),1*^
On August 18, 1%S% Bishop Jacob Q, Bigler of the S^phl Ward wrote
, the following to .^resident John Taylor?
Mephi City, Juab Co*, Aug. Id, l d $ $
President John Taylor5 Pear Brother
I thought I would drop you a few lines, thinking you would
be glad to hear from me and the brethren at Kephi, Myself and
family have enjoyed reasonable health, since you were here, as
also 'the Saints in general in this place. You have heard before
this of the destruction of our crone*, by grasshoppers eaply in
the season destroyed nearly all of our wheat crop, we shall not
realize more than half the seed sown. Our potatoes were seriously
1
Journal Histopy of the Chupch, May Ii, 1855, p* 1#
JyrJMi ,
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injured gray bug that ate off the leaves| our corn was injured
by grasshoppers and black crickets, our crops ape late, but
first rate, considering the trouble we have had to save them,
and we think we Shall raise enough to sustain us until another
harvest* •*•
He then continued, explaining that after the wheat was destroyed
they planted corn and potatoes,2

It was a hard year? they lived prac-

tically wholly on fish from the brooks and • Johnny Cake,M but with all
of these hardships they felt blessed, Brothep Bigler continues in the
same letteps
the Saints In Hephi enjoy themselves well? they realise that
the hand of the iord is over them for geod| and when we read in
your most excellent paper of the waps, bloodshed, contentions,
mobs, riots, whirlwinds, etc., it makes us say of a surety,
the Lopd has taken peace from the earth and Utah only remains
to spread forth over the earth,
"Gentile r a y a of truth sublime.
And peace for esrer dear,**3

rloneer Life
in who enjoy the many modem inventions of today have a hard time
visualising the conditions under which those early pioneers lived. Their
first light was the blaze of the fireplace, their first floors were often
dirt, their water was obtained from the creek and irrigation ditches.
Traveling was slow and arduous, the people having to go by horse, coveped
wagon or stagecoach. While the men worked on their farms and In the mountains, the women-folk washed, carded, spun, and' wove wool, making all theip
own clothing. They ooloped the cloth with sagebrush, dogwood, Indigo,
and perhaps othep herbs. The stockings were knit* Rag carpets wepe made,
^Journal History of the Church, August l(i, 13S5, p* 2*
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Many of the farm implements wer devised and made by the men-folk. Most
everything worn or used waa made and provided by theae industrious people,
A man of that day and age had to know how to do many things. The account
given by &dwin Barley of building a house is filled with details of pioneer
ingenuity,
lie started his house in 16$2 in the month of Deceafcer*

He tells

us that on the dates of the 2nd, 3rd, and kth, he hauled some cedar logs
for to "try and make a house as there is too much snow in the Kanyons
[sic]*

*• then continues his daily entriesi
Dec. 6i

Went to the cedars for a big log and cleared off the
snow from the place fop my house,
f t Layed the foundation fop my house,
9 It 10* forked at my house, it snows most every day,
13* Hauled a load of wood f o r chinklngs*
lli* Hauled a load of willows.

The next four days he pecopds trying to work but the snow was so
bad that it took most of his time clearing away the snow.
20s

Worked at house put the hay and a thin coat of dirt on
the roof,
21s Hauled a load of wood,
22s Chinked at the house.
23* Chinked and began to plaster up the house,
2i*t Finished plastering house. It still snows more or leas
every day, the snow is quite d m p *
2$% Christmas day layed the floor In my house*
2?: Moved into my house today.

Probably one of the saddest parts of pioneep life was the lack of
medical aid that they experienced. When someone became sick, no trained
professional doctors O P nurses wepe there to help* The people had to use
the home remedies they had leapned and hope for the best, Martha Spence
Harley, op* cit,
2

Ibid,
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Beywood gave a good description of the type of remedies that were used*
When her little daughter was sick she gave her some Saffron and sage tea.
Then she bathed the child with Saleraters water to bring out the rash.
than her breathing became difficult the child was given Castor Oil and
annolnted with consecrated oil and given so?ae inwardly. Lobelia was also
given to aid her breathing, then the breathing became much worse Sister
Heywood put onions under the child's arms and oiled her well.

In spite

of the mother's careful and prayerful watch, t h e child died, leaving a
sorrowing mother, father and brother.
Social, cultural and recreational,—Even though the Pioneers who
came into Juab Valley were v e r y busy wresting a living .from the soil, they
found time to provide recreation and social activities for themselves,,
As eaply as March of 18S2, Martha Spence Heywood .mentioned a party and
ball that she attended where mince and custard pies and fried cakes were
sepved,*
In December, 1852, Sister Heywood records that "they had the first
dance for this season on Friday night as a reward for getting the school
house repaired."^
In Pioneer times people found it necessary to provide their own
recreation, even though it had to be mixed with the more productive activities. Thus, if a housewife wished to make a quilt she would invite hep
neighbops to a "quilting,1* The guests wonld do the sewing, and she would
ppovlde the food.

In the evening after the men finished thelp wopk they

Heywood, OP, cit*
2

Ibid*

3

Ibid,

ko
would join the ladies in a dance.
Dancing seemed to be one of the most popular forms of recreation
for the early settlers of Utah* At fir at the leaders frowned upon round
dances, so the -Saints restricted theaselvea to quadrilles. However, other
dances were gradually introduced, such as Banish tucker, Sootch reel,
lancers, waits quadrille, waltzes, arid two steps, Charles Sperty served
as the fiddler. Later more instruments were added, making an orchestra,
Charles Haynes and Alfred Gowers took turns calling fop the quadrilles.
Often there wepe too many dancers to go onto the floor at the same time,
so each man was given a nutter as he entered.. Then when a dance was announced, t h e manager would call out all numbers, say, from one to forty.
At the call of the next dance the remaining nusbera wo^ld go on. This
2
way they avoided overcrowding.
House warming parties were in o r d e r when new homes wepe completed.
It answered two purposess It offeped the chance fop an enjoyable visit
among friends while the dancing helped to smooth the pough floor boards,'
In the winter sleigh riding was one of the most pleasant pastimes
for young and old. Young people would put a wagon box on a pair of *bobs,M
fill It with straw, blankets, themselves, and then with sleigh bells
tinkling go speeding over the snow, Sonetiioes they would pace one another
for excitement. In the suraner, hay packs on wagons took the place of
sleighs.k
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Horseshoe pitching was a favorite sport for men, while the ladies,
dressed in the "cumbersome but elegant riding habit of the day,11 enjoyed
this diversion*
Celebrations were a highlight in the Pioneer's life. Swan the
hardest-working nan in town would take time off to celebrate the Fourth
and Twenty-fourth of July, A synopsis of a typical celebration of the

2hth follows:
At day break a salute of musketry by Capt, J, 0, Bigler's
Company, Capt. Sperry's Band serenaded the city.
At sunrise the stars and stripes were unfurled.
At 9 a«a«, the escort was formed by Li. John Klenkee, Marshal
of the day, marched through the principal streets, called at
Ppest, Blglep's residence and escopted the President and his
council to the newly epected Bowery,
ORDER m ESCORT
Advance guard, in charge of It, S* Randall| Military Band,
led by Capt, C, Sperryi Choir, led by 0, iebb| Hand-cart, drawn
by Father and Mother Bowles, motto on banner, 'Gathering of
Israel.* Twelve aged fathers5 motto on banner, #Fathers in
Israel,' led by S. A. Wolf, Twelve aged mothers, 'Mothers in
Israel,1 led by Trantep, Ppesidency and. Patriarch, Mayor and
Alderman of the City, Committee of Appangements and Reporter*
Twelve marpied ladlesj motto, 'Sion shall increase,' led by
H. Brown, Twelve young men, motto, 'Zion'a Defence,1 led by
A Wolf. Twelve lonng ladlesj motto, 'Virtue of £ion,'led by
J* Casier. Twenty-four little Boys, 'The young sons (?) seen
in the vision,' led by Z* D« Baxter. Twenty four little Girls,
motto, 'Our future hope to propagate,' led by J. Pyper, Gitisens,
led by Wn. M, Black, Hear Guard, commanded by Lt« E, Elmer,
At 10, the Marshal called the assembly to ordep.
CholP aang, *Lo, the gentile chain is broken,•
Prayer by Patriarch Wn, easier.
»Ie Qentile nations, cease your strife,1 was sung by the choir.
Oration by Elder Andrew Love,
Remarks by Pres, J, 0, Bigler,
Address by Klder Saml, Pitchforth*
Music by Capt* Sparryfs Band,
'0 ye mountains high,* aang by the assembly.
Benediction by father J. Miller,
At 3 P*m,, re-assembled. Singing and prayer.
Toasts read by S. Pitchforth.
The Presidency of.Mephi, like faithful shepherds, ever
watching—God bless them.
The Deaeret Mews —the organ of President Brigham Xoung,
played by a skilful hand.
Editors John Taylor, Erastus Snow aid George Q. Cannon—May

la
the Snow storm blow, the Gannon poar and the Taylop cut, until the
gain-sayers of £lon a r e silenced*
The Prophet Brigham—The greatest telegraphic conductor In
the universe—a cable reaching from earth to heaven.
3ongs and dancing closed the exercises of the day,
Nothing occurred to disturb the ?.^eace of the Saints*
Janes Pictan,
Andrew love, William Evans* Isaac Grace, Thomas Ord, Committee
of Arrangements* Samuel Pitchforth, Reporter.1
Also In Kephl eash September Z$ the early settlers observed the
founding of the city. Sister Heywood has faithfully recorded the first
celebration.
On last Saturday, 'being the 25th, we celebrated the anniversary of O U P settling this place, ie met in the school house at
about eleven o'clock with n W invited guests. Father Morley and
lady with several others from Sanpete and Sro. Benjamin Johnson
and their ladies from Summitt Creek, The Clover Greek folks
were invited but did not come with the exception of Sister Siglow,
ie had also new settlers who applied the night before, 3ro, Odell
and Viokers (English), also brethren from iron county on their
way to the city, ie had excellent remarks fro® Fathertforleywho
referred to his past experiences' - also from SPQ, Johnson who also
r e f e r r e d to his past experiences in the Church, The most of the
company then adjourned while the tables wepe set and at about
thpee o'clock we took O U P jests, OUP feast was composed of what
we had paised in oup settlement duping the last yeap and made a
v e r y handsome appearance - chickens cooked in various ways,
vegetables, ppesepves made with watep melon molasses, cake,
bpead of flour raised here, wine of choke-cherries and. we found
that our house was too small to accommodate the people,2
Brother Kdwin Karley records that he and his wife and children
attended a feast "prepared by the Bpethpen that have lived here for those
3
that have crossed the plains this season,"
Sister Heywood records attending on Christmas Pay of ld$2 a picnic
p a r t y at the schoolho* me.

Also during this Xule season she attended a

wedding party at Amos 0ustin's home, the first wedding mentioned in the
^ h e Besepet Mews (Salt Lake City,} July Hi, Id 57*
2r,

Heywood, op^ cit»r
^Barley, op, c i t , , February 23, 1853*

M
little settlement. And on Kew leaps Bay, Timothy S. Foote arranged an
outstanding supper and dance for those emoloyees that had worked on the
oevier briage.
Said Sister Haywoodt
I had a special invitation from Sister Facte which extended
to Sister Oandace Smith who la staying with me. And I must say,
a better party I have not attended in the Valley, nor up to this
time have we had so good a one in this place,1
After the Social Hall was built, drama became an important part of
the community. Some of the early dramas played there were*rti>amonand
Pythlus," "Wacfleth," "Merchant of Venice," "King I*ear," and "Othello,"
2
Included In the casts were many of the citisens of the town.
Music played a vepy vital papt In the community.

In ld*>3 tflllian

Mlnshall Evans was called and set apart by President Brigham loung to
organise and conduct a choip. He served fpora that date until his death
in 187?, with the exception of one year's leave of absence. There was no
opgan, so the choir sang acapella. As time went on, concerts were presented to raise money to buy music. The soprano part was purchased, &nd
ar* Evans would copy by hand, on home-made paper, the other parts to harr-aonlae, Gustave Henroid later helped him with this work,3
I n 1863 violins began to furnish the choir accompaniment. Violinists were David mi ebb, Tom Mldgley, brother Uttlewood, Charles 3perry,
Oustave Henroid, and James Darton. In 1870 the first organ was purchased
m m in
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Heywood, op* c i t .

2

Eebecca May Odall, Amy Bigler, Caroline B i g l e r , Asa Klenke, Mapy
P i t c h f o r t h , Samuel r i t c h f o p t h , Cyrus Mangum, William May, John Spencer,
Edwin Williams, Charles P r i c e , Edward Booth, John Sidwell, David S a l i s b u r y ,
John Sienke, and Homer Brown. McCune, o p . c i t . a pp» 79-61*
^ j e p h i ' s Centennial J u b i l e e , 18$1*19gl, op* c i t , , p . 12.

and Custave Henroid becatne the first organist. Some of the other early
choir leaders wepe Charles Speppy, James Darton, Charles Morris, David
.^ebb, Frederick 1* Chappell, and Charles Haynea*

l

In 1857 the Beseret Mews wrote, "There is m excellent choir at
o
Nephi arid the Saints ape Justly proud of it,"

Often the choir was in-

vited by President Toung to accompany him on his trips to Sanpete County
3
arid Southern Utah, They also sang at some of the General Conferences.
There is a discrepancy as to when the first brass band was organized in Mephi, dates varying fpom I8>h to 1S61, but thepe is no disagreement as to the quality of the band.
h
bands in the Tepritory of Otah*

It was one of the outstanding

In 1865, a peseret Uems correspondent traveling with Bri^han
Young* s party m he Journeyed to Salt Lake City, said of the band?
A few miles south of Mephi the Presidency wepe met by an
escort, and as we halted In front of Bishop Bpyan*s peeidence,
an excellent brass band, numbering twelve Intelligent looking
pepsons and led by Mr* Hawkins struck up a lively air, which
cheered our spirits anc| made us forget somewhat the fatigue
of forty ssiles travel *>
The Journal Histopy records in 1865s
At a meeting in Payson
?he singing and music were beautifully executed by four good
choirs from Springville, Spanish Fork, Payson and Mephi, and the

W . p. 13.
2

The Deaeret Sewa (Salt Lake City), May 7, 1857.

%

noCune, op* cit,, pp* l|**ilu
^aphl'a Centennial Jubilee, lggl-1951, op. cit., Karly members of
the band were Oustave nenroid, Ceorge barter, thonas Midgley,ft*F, McCcne,
Charles 'Sperry, (leorge &oCnne, Isaac Barton, Joseph Barton, Jases Jenkins,
John Andrews, William Evans, and Enoch Bowles,
^The Beseret Mews (Salt Lake City), J n m 2£, ld65.

U5
excellent band fpora Mephi which accompanied the ^pesldent on his
southepn tpip last susniep, and afforded wo nuch harmonious gratl- x
fication to the company and settlements through which they passed.
President Jrigham *totmg*s scribe recorded the following information
concerning a visit nade by the President and his party September 9 , iMi*
t h e reception the company met acre ma® a remarkable :>ne* The
brass band which is in the first class of musicians under the
leadership of Captain auatave Henroid was at the edge of town
waiting for us and searched into town at the head of the company,
discoursing sweet music as they went* Opposite the meeting hoase
the street was spanned by an arch of ^vergretns which with the
wings occupied the entire street* Over the center of the arch
the words *2ionf8 Chieftain Bver Welcome.* After passing through
the arch the people extended the whole length of the street up
to the Bishops, tht nustoer of children was something astonishing
for a place no larger than Mephi. Aeeuatoned as we are tOgSaeing
children in great abundance, the nustoer here surprised us.
In 1662 the first fair was held in the falley. The Kephi branch
of the Deseret Agricultural and lianufacturlng Society sponsored it. fhere
were several sections: Stock, vegetables, fruits and flowera. Clothes,
Dry Goods, etc.. Women1 s Work, and Produce, f, S, Foote reported that
there were many fine entries and the fair was successful*

He further

states, •An opinion has prevailed in this county that fpuit could not be
paised here, but the exhibition of peaches, plans, applee, and grapes,
showed that such an opinion was utterly falaoiona,
Trials were held i n Hephi quite often, and this created excitement
and interest for the settlers. The Journal History has an item on the
Gunnison trial which was held at Nephi, probably the ®ost famous trial ever
held in that place,
i in m mtmmmmmmmm •nMnn»ni>i4i.i»i..—.»i»nm trtwp n w * ,
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^-Journal History of the Church,. June 10, 1865, p, 3.
a

Ibid,* Septenber 9, 1868, p, 2.

3

the Deseret News (Salt Lake City), 3epte®bep 37, 1862,

Chief Justice John F» Kinney, assigned by the Legislature
of the Second Judicial District, held a Llatrict Court, at &eohi
City, last week, for the trial of the murderers of Capt. Gunnison
and party. Three of the Indians were convicted ox nurder in the
third degree and sentence pronounced, imprisonment in the penitentiary for three years,1
fhe cultural pursuits were not neglected in this frontier connunlty.
In January, 1653,ttartha3pence Heywood recorded, {l^r, Heywood—propones
On Uarch 5, V&Jk

to get up a lltepary society which I think will go.

she recorded, "There was organised on last evening a society called the
Mount $ebo Lltepary Association - President, treasurer, Secretary and
t

twelve directors,nj

Samuel Pitchforth, who was noted for his excellent penmanship,
wrote to Joseph Cain on March 1, \W$%%
We have enjoyed ourselves first rate this winterj we have
had first rate meetings and the spirit of Ood is with us. I
have never lived in a place where the faints were more united
than they are in Hephl, if have had a dancing school in operation
fop some time, also a cyphering school.
Kdwin Karley in 1362 wrote of attending meetings of the library
society.
In Idol* the Journal History reported an act passed by the Territorial Legislature to incorporate the Nephi Library and leading Room association. This was the beginning of a city library for Hapten*
Andrew Jensen noted in his history of Juab Stake that the Juan
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Journal History of the Church* March 29, 13*>5, p* 2.
2
Heywood, pp. cit.
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**Joumal History of the Church, March 1, 1§53, p. 2*
^Harley, op, cit,
^Journal History of the Church, January 22, 186U, !>• $*
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Dramatic Association was presenting parties, dances, and performing two
very fine plays, *the Golden Farmer* and "Deaf as a r'ost.H
The great American pastime of baseball made Its appearance in
tfephi on January 1, W $ *
2
played In Utah*

McCune says this was the first baseball g a m

The following is an account of the game written by

Charles Haynea, April 9, 1929s
Mr. Samuel H, Gilson, at that tine a resident of Mephi*
challenged Up* George C, Khitraore In the following languages
"ie will play a g a m of baseball and I will give you the
right to pick your nine men first, and when you are through X
will pick nine men from the town at large and beat you**1 (Each
man on the winning teas was to pecelve a •quarter of beef.")
"All right,1' said -'ieorge, and aonewhere in the month of
October, I87u, they chose their respective ball teams and started
to practice* fhey were to practice about a months, then they were
to play the great game, then all the boya wepe ready to Invade
the diamond, a controversy arose as to an umpire having no book
of rules to use. The game was postponed until spring, since we
had no means of obtaining a book of rules. There were no railroads or telegraphs or telephones In those 'days, and we had to
send to ^ew ?ork, by mail, for a book of rules of the game*
This book did not arrive until December 27th, so we bad
given up all hopes of playing the game until the following spring.
However, when the book did come, it put new life into the boys m
well as the principals, so they thought they would play it anyway,
A light snow had fallen the last night of the old year, but
everybody wanted this great game to come off, so fill mid Hobert
Pyper and George Kendall and others scraped the snow almost off
the entire square (located on Main Street between $th and 6th
Morth and now known as Pioneer Park), We were to have started
the game at lOsOO o'clock a.m., but it was 10*30 befope we got
undepway.
Charles Foote was the umpire, John Chapman and Alma Hague
were the scorers, respectively. This notorious game took from
10:30 a.m. until 3*30 p.m., and the score stood? Qilson'a side
171 iShltnore's side 37.
t h e townspeople at that time were so enthused they turned
out en mass to witness the game* Billy S p e r r y was the backstop
fop -uilson, but after one inning had been played, he was called
home because of the appival of a son, and Jab»'S Nowlin took his
place behind the bat.
Jensen, op. cit.
2
McCune, op* cit*, p. m

Following was the lineup fop the two teams:'

wumMs

Walter r* Raid
L* L* Hudson
Samuel Henroid
Ghas. Haynes
aeo. C, Whitnore
David Bigler
Joseph Beparty
James Belliston
Edward Ockey

Pitcher
Catcher
1st Base
2nd Base
3rd Base
Shortstop
Right Field
U f t Field
Center Field

8XUKM
3am Gilson
Jabus Nowlln
Abe Boswell
R. C, Blackett
James E, Black
Jacob Bigler
Alex Pyper
Barve Mangum .
Jose|*i Park

iehools*—Education for the children of the settlement was one of
•1
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their first considerations—even before they had fully established their
homes. Martha Spence Heywood ..wrote this description in bar Journal on
May 2, 1852.
Sunday. Had a meeting to regulate about the school and it
was decided that school would eotantnee forthwith engaging Oandaca
Smith to teach at the pate of five dollars a week and board herself.
This woman was the first school teacher in Nephi* Other books
list Martha Heywood as the first teacher. This is in e r r o r , however. She
soon was to become the second teacher. She explains it in this way:
to our gpeat surprise we found that Candace left f o r Jfcanti
vacating hep situation after six weeks tpial of Itj she being
somewhat dissatisfied with some of the people and the people
generally dissatisfied with her management as School Teachep,^
In-another few weeks Sister Heywood was persuaded to teach the
children the basics of an education. She had about seventeen students.
Other early school teacheps were Andrew Love, Geopge Spencer, amy
Bigler, Amos Gnat in, James Bailey and Thomas Ord, Ho one now lives to tell
us the tale of those fipst early school days, ie glean What we can from

Ibid., ppm 36-87,
2

Heywood, OP* • cit,

3
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1*9
diaries, journals, histoplcal. sketches and n*m$foered conversations.
Homer Brown reminisced at the 50th celebration*
On May 16, 1852 I attended Sunday School In our new nesting
house which was also used as a school house. I think the first
school teacher of Staph! was Miss Candies Smith* Should there be
an earlier teacher it would be interesting to learn his or hep
name.*
i>avid Casier wrote in his Journals
In 1851 there were no schools nor .meetings fop me to attend.
The first fall and winter we were busy obtaining logs from the
canyon so we could build homes, • • .Mow by this time (H$c7 the
people of Mephi had. built a log meeting house and there was a man
and his wife by the name of Ceorge Spencer who taught school and
lived in the meeting or school house* I was 17 years old and It
was my first chance to go to school.
In the y e a r 1655 a school house was built inside the fort. Just
west of the present site of the new Forrest Hotel.-' The building was
eighteen feet by forty feet and wag built of brown adobe with a willow,
straw, aod dirt roof. Thin building was used not only as a school house,
but also for Church and amusement purposes.
Andrew Love gives the following entry in his Journal of Wednesday,
March 2d, 1S55« *l commenced a d*| school at iafephi with k0 scholars, most
of them being small chiloren*
In 1356, Edwin Barley recorded hauling wood and leaving half of it
at Sister C. Haableton's school*
These schools were only grammar schools and gave instruetion to
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^lephl1* Centennial Jubilee, 1651-1951, op, cit*, p. 19.
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About 50 inn* first Korth*

^Jensen, op* .cit*

5
Barley, op* cit*
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the eighth gpade. As the community grew, mope schools wepe opened.
Andrew Jenson pecorded in the Histopy of the Sephi Ward, quoting
from an article written to th® ipeseret Sews in 1867:
ie have three schools in full operations| Elder love is
teaching in the Social Hallj Elder J, Midgley opened on Monday
last, a school in the new school house in the 1st school district;
and Elder J* Chapssan is teaching quite a number at his private
residence*1
In 1S68 Elder Joseph ». Xonng wrote the following to the Deaeret
Hews:
This is an enterprising place, and though only two years
since I was last here, yet I see many and marked isappoveiaents.
Four good schools a r e kept here, and what is best, all are taught
by our own teachers*2 There is a manifest improvement in t h e
great work of Education*
The Joupnal Histopy for 1869 gives the following statistics for
Juab County, of which Juab Valley was the only inhabited area of any
consequence:
Juab County, k districts in county, 3 district® reported*
h schools, « male teachers. 207 boys in county between I* and 16
years* 239 girls in county between h and 16 years, oit6 children
in county between k and 16 yeaps, M male scholars enrolled, 100
female scholars enrolled. 19? total enrolled, U,i$ of names
enrolled. 11*1 average dally attendance. H $ l df population
actually attending school, #1200,00 paid to male teachers. Also
total amount paid to teachers. o%. months sehooL has been taught
during the year. $1000,00 building fund raised.11
In 1673 the first Teachers* Institute was organised in the Valley,
and State Superintendent E, I*, Campbell complimented.the people on being
one of the leaders in the state in this phase of education.>

Jenson, op,.cit,
"Our own teachers** here is referring to the fact that they ape L*D«S.
J

The Deaeret Mews (Salt I*k» City), Uarcb 6, i860*

^The Journal History of the Church, February 19, 1869* p. 2.
h b U r n . June 16, 1873, p. I.

51
Church.-*-Central and forement in the life of these early aettlem
mt

• .11

the Church*

It was the reason for their being in the valley, and It

provided for them when everything else failed. The first Sunday meeting
mentioned is October 12, 1851, lees than three weeks after the city had
been surveyed. Sister Martha Spenee Haywood recorded that they bad a good
meeting and all acknowledged the goodness of the Lord,
It has- been erroneously written in a history of Mephi that the
first k,D,S. Ward was organised at Mephi in Noveaber, 1852, with Jacob
0. Bigler as Bishop,
There was no ward in Mephi at this time, Joseph I*, Heywood was
president of the Nephi Branch of the Church and thepefope leadep of lee
people* Jacob 0, Bigler was called to be the Presiding Bishop of all the
people In Juab County, which at this time included the Saints in ftephi,
a small settlement on Glover Greek, now Mona, and others. Among his duties
2
was the Managing of tithing*
In 18£3 the people became dissatisfied with Brother Haywood as
their President and succeeded in replacing him with Jacob 0* Bigler. Thus
Brother Blglep served a dual position as Bishop of Juab County and President
of the Mephi branch. Except for a handful of families in Mona, the dominion
of Bishop and President was the same. It was suggested that as Branch
President, Jacob would not require counselors extra of the two he had in
the Bishopric* Bpothep Charles Bpyan and Bpother Tiuothy B. foote wepe
thepefope sustained as first and second counselors, respectively, Spothep
Richard Bentley became the olepk. Many years later, as the Church organisation grew, the office of Presiding Bishop on the county level was
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1
discontinued, and the organisation took the form it has today.
In October, 1853, th<? iephi Branch had the following membership*
32 Seventies, 9 High Priests, 2k Slders, 12 Priests, 6
Teachers, h Beacons, 8? Total Authorities, 161* not ordained,
251 Total Authorities and members. ^Persons m m S years of
age not baptised, UiO children under 6 years of age,2
Andrew Love gives us an interesting account of Clsuroh happenings
in Hephi, In his journal for July 8. 18$5, he recorded that "in the
afternoon meeting held at Nephi, 7 missionaries were nominated to go to the

3
Snake and Cpow Indiana,*1

Five responded to the call and left for their

missions on Friday, July 13.
$e are indebted to Andrew Love for giving us a picture of the
various meetings they attended In that early period. Be wrote!
Nothing of great ii^joptanoe happened at Kephl during the
winter of 185*7-$8. Meetings were held regularly on Sundays,
the High Priests net on Monday evenings, the mass quorum of
Seventies Tuesday evening; a council meeting of the presidents
of Seventies was held on Wednesday evening| ppayep O P testimony
meetings on Thupsday evening, meeting of the u9th Wtaoron of
Seventy, Friday evening,*4
Prior to ISS5 the brethren and sisters sat separate in theip meeting
house.

In 1835, after returning from General Conference, Jacob 0, Biglep

made the following pequestf
t o n know it is OUP duty to stpengthen and unite OUP family
and achieve a oneness that was aeaat when we were married* I
request, therefore, that the brethren and sisters sit together
in the meeting house, not the brethren on one side and the sisters
-nnswwinsneiiiwsan^
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Ibid*, p, 76.

2

Journal History of the Church, October 6, 1856, leport of the
various wards at General Conference,
3Journal of Andrew Love, as cited in Journal History of the Church,
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July 8, 1855*
**Ibid* He writes this an a nummary of the winter p e r i o d , 1857-58.
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on the other.
The year 1856 brought the gr«?at reformation in the Church, and
Mephi was no exception, most of the Saints being baptised and renewing
o
their covenants.
A somewhat temporapy stake organization was effected in 1868
with Jacob 0. iligler as President, At the time it included the whole of
Juab County. A High Council was organised at the same time.

During the

administpation of President Biglep the settlement of levan, twelve miles
south of Hephi, was founded*

In 1871 Joel Qrover succeeded President

Bigler as Stake President and soon after, in 1877,

the Juab Stake was- more

fully organised**4
Auxiliary organisations developed as the population Increased and
the need arose* the first of these was the Sunday School, As early as
1352 Martha Spence Heywood tells of attending Sabbath School, but finding
no one thepe except Superintendent Baxter and herself* She was very surprised for this was the second time it had happened. She mentions nothing
more in her journal regarding a iabbath School*^
la the summer of 1858 a Sunday School was organised at ^ephl with
Jonathan Midgley as superintendent. The school was well attended,6
inni.ii. '»in
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%inutes of Mephi Branch, l8Sn-6l, Chupch Histopical Office,
^Journal of Andpew Love, as cited in the Journal History of the Church,
Members of this Council were-* Samuel Casler, David Canier, Timothy
S. Hoyt, timothy B, Foote, William H, larnep, Samuel Claridge, %dmard Ockey,
Jacob 0, Biglep, Jp,, MatthewfcleCune,Israel Hoyt, Andpew Love, and Ceorge
Kendall,
Andpew Jenson, Encyclopedic History (Salt Lake Gitys 1930), pp,
360-331.

5

Heywood, op, cit*

Journal of Andpew Love, op, c i t , , 1059*

A
Andrew Love recorded la his Journal in Septeaber, ln#i *&* Sunday,
Sept. 17, 1859, an annual Sunday School festival came off In good style.
Teachers, scholars, and parents manifested a lively interest In supporting
the Sunday School***
For some reason which has never been ascertained, the Sunday School
was discontinued soon after this and was not reorganised until 1867, with
Samuel Claridge as superintendent. Subsequently this school was divided
into two schools, one under the superintendency of Samuel Pitchforth, and
the other under the direction of Oeo, Kandall* This lasted for only a
shopt time, and they were again amalgamated into one school with tfn, I«
-

2

tfamer as superintendent*
In 1358 the Relief Society was organised at Hephi on June 23, with
Mrs, Amelia Goldsbrough as president. This Belief Society was on a stake
basis.3
The year 187k brought the organisation of a t m m g ladies Ketrenchment Association, a forerunner to the toungttonen'aActual Improvement
Association, The organization was effected March 1 9 , 187*4, with Mrs,
Charlotte A, Evans as president.*4
In 1865, at a public meeting held in the meeting tense, Brothep
Edward Ocfcey was called and ordained to be the First President of the
Seventy-first Quorum of Seventies, by President Joseph toung and Albept P,
Rockwood, Six otbeps wepe called to act with him the following day.5
«""•*
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Other aenbera sustained were Samuel Claridge, £dwln Harlny, Daniel Miller,
John Kienke, Charles Sperry, and Benjamin Elches*
This quorum has carried on to the present day (1953) &nd has a
very active missionary program.

It is one of the few quorums in the Church

that has its own farm, the income from which is used to support the missionary program.
In 1369 when President Xoung organised a stake, he also organised
a School of the Prophets, which helped the brethren to lea*n the Gospel
more fully arid Increase their Itnowledge of languages, etc,^
The United Order was established at Mephi in l87tt, and for a tin*
was quite successful. Joel Grover was the first president.
At the close of the year 187S, the Church wa# well established in
Uephi and the people were thankful that they were so united in their efforts to build up the Kingdom of God,
The Blackhawk War
After cessation of the' Walker War, peace reigned In Central and
Southern Wtah until 1865 when Blackhawk, owing to a misunderstanding with
a Manti cltlsen, determined to seek revenge and began again to wage war
upon the people. Ha was successful at first, and other tribea throughout
the apea joined him. This was the opening of hostilities between the white
settleps and Indians in Southern Utah which continued thpough sevepal
years.^

It "was the moat disastrous to the white population of all the
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Utah Indian waps*"1
Mephi, being in the ccntep of the hostilities* took great p r e *
caution to be wall-prepared, Andrew Love recorded the following In M s
Journal fop I8661
All t h e cattle owned by the inhabitants of »ephi an* Chicken
Creek are being moved today, north of this city. It is considered wisdom to do so, in order that they might be better protected
from the hostile savages.
All our horses are herded In the day and brought In the city
at night.
The Juab Militia are a much more effective force than they
were a few years ago* Much credit is due Major Sutton, his
adjutant C, Foote and the officers of the Juab Military district,
for their untiring exertions to improve the effective force of
our battalion, a great many firat-clasa ,<uns have been obtained|
a battalion muster comes off every other Saturday; target shooting has been a good portion of the exercises*
Bishop B r y m and Major Sutton are on the slept, and a stpict
guard is being kept up both night and dayi there is also a company on hand, with horses and arms ready to start in short notice.
in case of an assault being made on any of our citizens or stock.2
Over sixty citizens of Sephi served in the Blackhawk in# in suppressing Indian hostilities in Sanpete and Juab Counties, from April 8,
1866, to June 8, 1866*3

They were mustered out at Hephi on June 8, 1866.

In 1867, peace returned once mope to Utah's valleys.

Coning of the Railroad to Juab Valley
On May 10, 1869, the East and lest were linked together by rail
at Promontory Point.

Soon after, the road wag extended south from Ogden

to Salt kake and from Salt Lake south by the Utah 'Railroad Company. 8y
^Aoberta, op. cit*, ?ol. V, p p . 150-156.
Journal of Andrew l o v e , as cited in The Journal History of the
Chupch.

Original Bole, Apehives Division, Utah S t a t e
toobepts,

QE* c i t , , p . ZUt*
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February 2, 1375, the railroad had reached Juab Valley at Xork, about
fifteen miles north of Sephi,1 This event marked the end of the pioneer
period In Juab Valley and the start of a new era. This was to be an era
in which the valley would becoiae a great wool center for all of southern
'Utah and many »©« Industries would get their start.

^McCune, op, cit*, p, 110,

•

.

CHAPTER IV
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Coning of the Utah Southern Eailroad to Sephi
It was two yearn before the railroad was extended to Nephi* During
this tint f o r k became a booming area. Before the cowing of the railroad
it had been unsettled, but after it became the terminus i - ® * s p of homes
were built, aoae railroad employees living there as well as others. During
the time hundreds of loads of produce were hauled to and fpom Nephi* Bwerything was hauled that had any use* Mrs* McCune pecopds the- following
interesting bill of freight*
Utah Forwarding Co., 0eorge I, Wsllice, Supt* Deseret d m k
Suildlng, deceived of Peter Sutton, fifty cents (50 cts*) in
payment of storage on one baby carriage for a*. Southworth, ftephl*
Bated Tepmlnus ii. S. Rail Road, Soveiteer 7, 1876. «. 3. rXwt,
agent,
Bally trains applved at t o r k , c a r r y i n g freight, passengers and^
mail. Every day Henry Ooldanrongh, Sr. met the train with his ^hacM* to
take the mail to and carry it from the train and also to bring passengert
to Mephi to stay at his hotel* Always he had a full load, and sonetlmss
thep® were more passengers than his vehicle could carry. Some of the men
who hauled fpeight during this tins were iephi Jackson, Edward Cokey, Meber
Ockey, Samuel Tolley, Silly Webster, and others* Mrs, icCune says "ihlle
that point was the tepminal of the pailpoad. It was a lively western
railroad frontier, with something always happening."
%cCune, .op* cit., p. 110,
2

Ibid*» p* ill.

.

•
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On Saturday, May 3, 1379, the railroad came to Kephi. Bishop Thos.
H, a. Farkes gave the following account in his Journali
On Saturday, 'l&ay 3 r d , 187?, the whistle of the fipst steam
engine was heard in Nephi at 6«30 a.m. and on Monday, May 21st,
the first tpaln was pun up to the depot. School children, m n
and women got on and pode down t£ Brother Chaples Speppy's and
back. The band was thepe, also,
Bvepyone was full of enthusiasm to welcome the train, the peonle
were thrilled with the thought that %phi could boast of a train coming to
their town daily, and they looked forward to the expepience of Piding in a
pailroad car*
The line was soon extended to Chicken Greek O P Juab as it was pe~
chPistened,2

This became the southern terminal until 1689 when the line of

Central Utah was extended to Milford and to Frisco to haul ore from the
Horn Silver Mine, but for all intents and purposes Mephi became the business
center.
This line was Joined on the north by the Utah Central at Frovo and
the Otah northern at Salt Lake. These three Utah lines connected with the
3
Onion Pacific HailPoad in Horthepn Utah,
The Sanpete Valley pallPoad was built in 1630, running from Sales,
Sanpete County, to liephi* It was built by an English Company fop the purpose of hauling coal from its mines. This line later went into the hands
of the Uenver and Rio Grande Railroad Company*

Thus, Nephi with two rail-

roads was in an enviable position.
^Thomas H. 0, Parkes Journal, as cited in MeCune, op* cit*, p. Ill*
^Journal Higtory of the Church, June 19, 1379, P* 2 * , also The
Deseret M«na C«nU Lake City), June 19, 1879*
^Hephi's Centennial Jubilee* 16S1-1951, op* cit*, p* 3k.
klbid,, p. 112,
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Hephi during this period became the hub, the shipping point for
Southeastern Utah and Hevada. Wool was hauled by teams to Mephi, bailed,
and shipped to Bantam markets.

The Boston Wool Company had its office

and storage wapehouses at Second South and Main Street in Wephi. Cattle
and sheep wepe dplven fpom southern Utah panges, loaded on pallpoad caps
at Mephi and shipped to market.
The Journal Histopy pecorded In 1^87« *The Wool Association of Mephi
puns several shifts of hands--day and night, balling wool fop shipment.
3
Othep firms ape doing a lively business in that line,11
During this time Charles Andpews built and operated a lapge baling
centep. The Summephays establishment, opepsted by John Cowan and latep by
his sons, was also in that business. Hundreds of thousands of pounds of
wool wepe baled hope each year before being shipped,4
I n writing to the Desepet Mews in 1887, Samuel Pitchforth, in discussing the various industries around Mephi, said of the wool industry!
This industry haa been steadily growing for a number of years,
and the people of the northern portion of the Tepritory a r e Just
awakening to the greatness of it. There are hundreds of men in
the southern counties who depend entirely upon the wool produce
fop theip sustainance, Thepe spe hundpeds of thousands of sheep
poaming the hills and finding pasturage in the pich mountain
valleys of that section, and yeap after year their number increases and the wealth of that section incpeases with them. No
one can really believe the importance and immensity of this in*
dustry until he visits iephl and sees for hinself• iepM is the
market fop all the wool of this section and towards this popt all
the wool gravitates. In May and June the wool business is at its
height, and liephi is alive with bustle and activity. The wool clip
hbUmm p. 31*
2

Xbid.* p. 31*

^Journal Histopy of the Church, June 17, 1887, p* 6.
^McCune, op. cit** p. 112.
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last season was ovep 3,000,000 pounds. Two million and a half was
clipped in the spring, Mephi last season exported 3,000,000
pounds of wool and received for it $700,000. The wool merchants
are enabled to offer the highest market price for the product and
the poor man thereby receives the benefit, Juab County is a
natural winter range fop sheep, and within the immediate vicinity
of Kephi thepe are 200,000 sheep wintered. Success of gpeat commercial intepest is steadily Increasing.
He continued, telling of the second gpeat i n d u s t r y which was stockgrowing. He said the pegion was particularly adapted to It, and
already thepe are imniense hepds paatuped hope and the industry
is rapidly increasing. Farmers a r e taking hold of these two
industries—wool growing and stock-raising—with profit, and by
^
combining them with farming they ape enabled to become pposperous.
inch of this ppospepity was due to an organisation called the
Wool GPOWSP'S Association of Southern ytah. Thin association was opganiaed
•September 9, 13&6, and according to Pitchforth, ^consists of 200 meisbeps,
who peppesent 200,000 head of sheep that will clip ovep a million pounds
of wool annually,"^
Ue fupthsp states?
The Wool Growers1 Association of Southern Utah was organised
fop the benefit of the wool gpoweps, and if we save a mapgin on
all materials used, and ppocupe the highest ppices for our products, then, will the ppesent object of the Association be accomplished.
Motels and Salt Lake "Drummers1*
"Dpummeps** from the large wholesale houses made iepni their headquarters. These wDru«mersR loaded their "white tops* and toured the south
looking for business. Most of them made their headquarters at The

^The Salt Lake Herald, December 25, 1837*
of the Church, December 25, 1187* pp^ 13~l««
a

lbid*. ppm 13-U**

3

lbld*a pp* 13-11*.

klbld.. p p . 13-H*.

Alao the Journal History

6a
Goldsbpough House, O P the Sephi House, as it was p r o p e r l y named,

Mp, Gold-

sbpough had a*Sample Room* for the drummers to display their wares to the
merchants of Mephi, and his hotel became a very important place. Often it
was necessary to make beds on the floop to accommodate all his guests•*
Mp,
ant,

Qoldabrough, O P CJncle Harry, as ho was more commonly called, was "pleasgenial and hospitable,'* said Hps. icCune, "these attributes being an

Invitation to make his home their home.*
As business increased he acquired teams to take traveleps to the
southern part of the state. As late as 1385, the following appeared in
t h e Salt Lake Herald.
Salt Lake Hepald, January 7, 1885.
H, Goldsbrough the accommodating ppoppietop of the Mephi House
is yet at his place of business, where he is prepared to convey
travelers by team to all points of interest in southern Utah. His
accommodations for travelers a r e ample and his teams excellent**1
This old hotel is still standing in Senhi today (1956), and one can imagine
when he looks at it, the gpeat deal of activity that must have taken place
thepe in bygone days*
In the late 70's Henpy Forrest moved his family to Mephi, and in
i860 he started a hotel in a seven-poom house at the COPOCP of Fipst South
and Second East Streets. A few years later he purchased the Hague pesidence
on Fipst South and Fipst last Streets and continued the hotel business
there until 1909, when his son took over the business. Today (1956) the
major hotel in $ephi still retains that name although since 19i*7 it has not
mm
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been owned by the Forrest family.
In the 1880's Cyrus Foote and his wife Elisabeth opened a hotel
on the southeast corner of Main and First iorth Streets, After the death
of Mr, Foote in 1921, ^llsssiie" continued to operate the hotel* The hotel
was started in a one-story adobe building with several •front*' doors and
a porch punning the full length, A two-story bpick building was later
built on the north end of the original building. The building has now
(1953) been replaced by the Utah Oil service station*
Merchants and Businesses of the Period
As the cattle and wool industry increased and iephi became the
center of two railroad systems, new businesses came in ana" otters expanded
until

the town swelled beyond the three thousand mark. There was so much

business, and the town became so prosperous that the nlclmame "Little1*
Chicago® was attached to it.
The one and only hardware or tin shop In llephi, called the Cooper
and Pyper Shop, sold a carload of stoves and ranges in a year, McCune
adds this interesting item:
$hen a cooking stove o r range was sold, it was the custom
to add the stove "fupniture* with it, such as a copper wash
boiler, teakettle, copper coffee pot, saucepan, steamer, two
griddles, two dripoers, coalhod, fire shovel and one length of
pipe. These articles wepe all made by hand by the tinner in the
shop and valued at only 13,50 when they went with the stove,3
Pitchforth gives m an interesting insight into the shops of the
time*

He says*

%cCune, op cit,, p* 115,
a

m i d „ p, 116,

3

Xbid*, op, cit., po. 112-113*
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In describing Hyde and ilhitmope*3 stock, one describes the
stock of all the principal merchants in iephi. On entering the
stops of % d efttthitnorc,you are ushered into the genepal salesroom. Mere on the left are found dry goods In endless variety,
such as dress goods, woolens, llnseys, hosiery, ladies*, misses*,
and children*s cloaks, wraps, new markets, etc. In the centre
^ic] of the poom Is found n«nfs and boys' clothing, glassware,
cpockery, etc. On the right side will be fonnd the grocery department which is replete- with choice groceries. Their stock of gents1
furnishing goods, clothing, etc., is full and complete.
The Co-Opspatl'/e Mercantile institution o r , as it was cofwionly
known to $ephites, "the Mephi Mere,* was doing a flourishing business in
those things mentioned above and also in butter and eggs, harness and saddlery goods*

2

Charles Foot® & Sons, one of the oldest stopes In Mephi, was ppe3
pared to fupnish everything fpom shoes to patent medicines and chemicals*-'
aeopge Atkin Jp* opepated a store that had as Its motto *Small
profits and plenty of them,,, H® advertised in the paper the following*
Ohl ye Mephites, and inhabitants of Southern Utah, if you
have youp own interests at heart you should call at the cheap
cash store. Main Street, Sephi, Jtiab County, and secupe some of
the many bargains offered in every line* 0ent*s suits are being
sold fpom 16 to $20* Boya* suits fpom 12*75 to 16, Overcoats
from 15 to |15 each...,We are paying the highest market price for
grain, eggs, chickens and butter, and endeavor to please all,**
Duping this period many new business buildings wepe constructed.
An example of these was one constpucted by Reed and Bpyan, The building
was two Stories high, and had all the "modern imppocements, elevator, steam,
etc.,® and was nfinished inside and out in excellent style,11
••
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110,000 and it was given the unique name of the «Kebo Block.11
In 1688 the Deseret Ever ins Hjgws pccorded the following new
businesses in Hephl*

M

A rather pretentious looking livery stable for

D, 3, Broad head, a harness shop for Booth, and Broadhead, a new bakery
1
for Ja?oes Woods, and a furniture -store for 3tils and Blnwoody,,, Also
2
a new county cou.pt house was b^ing erected,
Othep stores during this period that contributed to the gpowth
and prosperity of »Little Chicago11 were J ISxnelslor Mepcantile, Gasiep
Brothers Clothing Store, James W, faxnan Shoe Store, Edward William,
Tailor| Cartwrlght Bakery; Ostler and Allen Harness Shop, Heidfs Harness
Shop* Frank's Clothing Store, National Collar Store, two millinery stores,
two barber shops, and several sal sons.'
Just prior to the turn of the centupy it was rumored that the
Denver and Eio Grande Railroad was going to build its line to Hephi, go
up Salt Creek Canyon to San Fate County, and on to Southern ^Jtah. There
was a lively speculation in real estate and much land changed hands at
high prices, flour and salt nills wepe built, a plaster mill was established, there was talk of building a beef packing plant and a cheese factory,^ and the railroad had decided to move its terminal from Juab to
c
%phi.
Everyone felt optimistic about the future* Samel Pitchforth
expressed it this way:
^ h e Deseret Evening Mews (Salt Lake City), May 25, 1SSS*
2

Xbid*

%cCnne, op* cit*, p* 134*
**The Salt Lake Herald, Decoder 25, 1887 •
^The Journal History of the Church, June 2 2 , 187B, pp^ 5-6*

Nephi.••soon will r m k among the first cities of Utah* Tht
population is now 3,000 and papidly increasing* The climate is
salubrious, invigorating, and healthful| the winters never v e r y
cold, and the sunmeps fpee fpom excessive heat. The death pate
is remarkably low. The people are happy, healthy, and contented.
Already iephl has attracted a nusfcer of people from different
papts of the Union, and m n y mare are looking in that direction
fop homes and investments. There are a number of fine residences
in the city, and pleasant homes a r e to be met with everywhepe*
Mephi is capable of supporting a large population, and thepe is
every facility that is needed to make a big, prospepous city.1
Hephi Becomes a Farndng Consmmity Again
Today o m hears many of the old timers say, **If the railroad had
Just stayed, in $ephi this would be a big city now,*

Of course this is

only speculation, but there is probably a lot of truth in it. Just whsn
$ephi was on the threshold of h e r greatest development, the fJnlon Pacific
Railroad bought the Utah iorthern, Utah Central andtftnhSouthern lines
and built on south and west to California, In the early 1900' s they moved
the main line from Hephi and Juab Valley farther west via Delta and left
Mephi stranded with only a branch line. The Denver and Elo Grande by-passed
Nephi, building their main line up Spanish Fork Canyon, The great developments suddenly because only dreams-, the boom gradually subsided as some of
the families moved away to other settlements, iephi became a farming conmunity again.
But the railroad was not the only big develepoant duping this
period, Many othep Industries had been developed, and much progress had
been made in education. Let us now turn O U P attention to these other
developments,
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CHAPTER ?
m m mrnjommm -1375-1901
d r y Farming on the Levan Hidge
Development of d r y farming on the Levan tidge has been one of the
Thousands of acpes of v e r y

greatest sources of Income for Juab Valley*

fertile land are cultivated without the benefit of iprigation, but it has
not always been this way. Once this was a gpeat apea of sagebrush, pabbitbrush, and cedar trees. Only by chance was it dlscoveped that wheat could
be raised without water.
Sometime before 1387» David 8, Broadhead had built a small home on
the land near Four M U e Creek and had planted various grains, vegetables,
and sugar cane. The water from Four Mile Creek was used to irpigate the
crops.1

In 1668, however, there was a terrible drouth, and Foup Mile

Creek no longer furnished water to the crops, David resigned himself to
not having a crop that year. But to his surprise and happiness the fall
rains came, and the wheat grew like a well-watered lawn. That year he
har/ested .fifteen bushels to the acre. The demonstration was so promising •
that David immediately filed for 160 acres of land, taking It up under the
pre-emption Act, which specified that the applicant must grow cpops successfully In order to secure title,2
A question apose over the final proof of the homestead entry,
" "Hi11linn..,,, i n . . ,
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S* H* Boswell, "Perjury Farm* The Utah Farmer (Salt Lake City),
October 6, 1955.
"""
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Ibid*
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and David made the statement that the land he was homesteading wo:ld grow
grains and mature without water. As a result of this statement David was
arrested for perjury,
Samuel Broadhead, in latep years said this took place under the
following circumstances*
It hapoened one morning as David was taking care of his horses
at the Livery stable he was building in Mephi, on Center Street,
Just below Main Street, when to his ^reat astonishment, the officers put him undep arpest and placed him in Jail on the charge of
perjury. He was kept there until the following d a y , when they
took him to the Ppovo jail, rrovo, at that time, was the County
Seat, After giving him a hearing by the Court he was put under
bonds to appear three months latep, which he did, taking several
witnesses with him. As thepe was no one to apnear against him,
he was released; thus making one of the most unusual events
occurring in a/^picultural annals of the county* David, thereafter,
called his farm the "perjury farm,,,i
About 1690 two men by the name of Samuel Lay ton and John Moorehouse
took up squat top rights in the center of the ridge. They built fo*jr small
buildings on the four corners of their land. They used most of the l&nd
for grasing. However, a few acres were planted into barley which ppoved
2
unsuccessful, Befope Utah gained statehood they left the land.
The men most pesponsible fop development of the dry farming were
Stephen Boswell, Lewis and Henry Garrett, and. A. J, Ooweps* They had believed the prophecy of Bpighaia Young that he utteped just pplop to hie
death In 1877*

Ha said* *Stm»day the land between Hephl and Levan will be

one waving field of golden wheati n *

These nen set about to bring this

ppophecy to fulfillment,
Samuel Broadband, as cited in the Centennial story, w 100 leaps
in liephi," the Times Hewa CMephi), Iffti
2

Ibid*

t have been unable to find t h i s in any of the peccrds, but many
of the older people pesiembep hearing Srlgham u t t e r i t , so I f e e l there i s
no valid reason to doubt i t *

hioawell,

op* c i t *
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In 1397 Stephen Soswell and h i s b r o t h e r - i n - l a w , Charles Henry
Gappett, f i l e d for land on the r i d g e ,

A couple of years l a t e r A, J . Govern

and Lewis Gappett, two mope b r o t h e r s - i n - l a w , f i l e d on other lands in the
same a r e a .
Fencing of the land was begun immediately, and p r o t e s t s were
Strong from Hephl and Levan people because thev were losing m m of t h e i r
vast c a t t l e range.

But t h i s did not d e t e r the men and in 1898 they s t a r t e d

l i v i n g on t h e i r land with t h e i r families*

By 1902, a f t e r l i v i n g on the

land five y e a r s , they had completed the requirement of t h e homestead law,
2
and t h e y secured the title to the land from the government*
The equipment they had to work with was very meagre. S, E. Soswell,
son of Stephen, said of his father during this early honesteading period,
•the only equipment father had was a hand plow ^iven him by his father,
Abraham Boswell**

They not only had very little equipment, but they had

to put up with the taunts and sarcasm of their neighbors. S, R, Boswell
further states:
Most of the friends anJ relatives of father and mother had
plenty to say about their new venture of trying to paise wheat
without irrigation. They were ridiculed so uuch that they traveled back and forth to the fapm in the night to avoid seeing their
friends. Many, of their Immediate relative® did not believe It
could be done.*
In 1897 Str* Boswell planted six acres with team and hand plow,
but the ground squirrels and jackpabbits were v e r y abundant and did a lot
of dannge*

The CPOWS ate what was left. Only one-hundred bushels were
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realised,1
The problem of removing the brush fro® t h e land was a big one*
S. R. ioswell saidJ
Father used a b n s h gpubbep and a pailroad p a i l dpawn by
three OP foup horses* We also did considerable gpubbing by hand.
The land was then plowed with a sulky plow dpawn by thpee horses,
1 drove the team a large p a r t of the time. The h r m h was harrowed
into rows and piled thepe and burned. We piled the brash in the
daytime duping the hot weathep and burned them a t night t o avoid
the h e a t /
The f i r s t seed grain was of the £offord v a r i e t y and the Blue Stem
OP Sllvep Chaff,
from Spanish Fork.

The second yeap seed of the Blue Stem vapiety was secured
BosweU says? n At that time farmers

I t was smutty,

did not know how to t r e a t to k i l l samt, they J u s t soaked the seed i n water
t o wash t h e smut b a l l s away**^
The f i r s t grain was out with a
by hand.

This was in 1898 and 1699.

tt

dropper*H

The bundles were bound

The second year the s e t t l e r s raised

600 bushels, which was about f o r t y bushels per acre*

I t was threshed by

John Warwood from Mephi**4 The f i p s t few years the fapmers tPied to paise
corn, but i t "grew very abort and small eapsj w a l s o Alfalfa was t r i e d and
a l i t t l e more success was achieved, but grain grew the b e s t by far*
The next year the crop came along w e l l .

David Hdall, prominent

churchman aid farmer, used h i s binder t o cut the grain*

But he did not

do i t r e a d i l y for he was not convinced t h a t gpain could be grown without
irrigation.

I t took a l o t of talking to get him to com md look a t the

farm**
From the beginning i t was necessary to haul water i n f i f t y gallon
bappels fop family and l i v e s t o c k .

Two tPips were made each week to Nephi

for t h a t purpose*^
1

Ibid*
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Summep fallowing was a common practice in the fields west of
Mephi and this was immediately tpansfepped to the d r y f a r m of the Levan
Eidge*1
As the first homesteaders becaiae increasingly successful in their
operations, other people becaine Interested, and by the turn of the century
such of the land had been taken up. The new century would witness many
developments on the Levan ridge.
Development of Industries
The railpoad was the most important development duping this peplod,
but many other industries were getting their start also, and they added
greatly to the economy of the valley. The Plaster Industry was one of the
first.
The v e r y first year that the settlers enteped the valley they
knew of the Plaster of Paris mountain. Martha Spence Heywood wrote*
October 25th, 1851* Mary Anne and I had a pleasant pide
today to see and determine about the lots and also to the Plaster
Papis mountain**
Although the mountain of gypsum was known from the beginning,
nothing was done toward makint plastep until the middle eighties*

In

1885 John Hague commenced making plastep by gplnding the gypsum between
two lapge stones, then cooking the fine powdep. This cooking ppocess was
done in an open six foot by eight foot molasses vat and stipped by hand
with a hoe*3
In 1887 Alonso % d e , Geopge C. Vhitracre and others wepe able to
obtain a grinding machine to grind the gypsum, and they built the first
IWWl***i
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mill. Power was obtained from a small watep wheel opepatird by the watep
of Salt Creek diverted a short distance above the mill site* 1
The Mephi Plaster and Manufacturing Conpany was incorporated la
1889, and the first'real mill was constructed to permit installation of
a six foot calcinating kettle obtained from Blue Ban-ida, Kansas, Power
to operate was Increased by diverting water at a point high up the ere**
to give greater f a n at the mill. Thin was the starting of the grsat

i
industry and later years would witness a tremendous growth*
The Salt Industry was very important to Jnah falley in the early
days* The s e t t l e r s soon found that the cre#k running out of the mountains
was salty, and with a l i t t l e exploration they found s a l t in the Canyon,
Martha Spenca Heywood wrote in her journal of the brethren going for
s a l t just two days after arriving in the valley*-*
As early as tteceriber k$ 185k, s a l t works ar# mentioned in the
pecords of the county*
A petition presented by T* 8* Foote for the Pight to wopk
the road to his Salt %Pks and to slain t o l l on the same* Petition
p-anted and twenty-five cents t o l l allowed for every load of wood
or lunsber hauled therefrom, said road to co?wence at the f i r s t
©possing of Salt Creek above the Salt Cave mar the Sanpete road*®
In 1855, Elder Jacob G* Bigler wrote to the Deseret Jews, and in
part he said of the s a l t industryi
Sro. T, B, Foote i s making a large mount of s a l t by evaporataion in vats at oup s a l t springs, which i s of an ejtfcra quality*
The s a l t mountain six miles «rast of us i s of a supers, OP quality,

a.
jfcjftNi P* 31

^Juab County iinute Book •a*. December k, loft
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but is mixed with clay, so that it is hard to separate,1
During this same period Samuel C, Ooulnon hauled the salty brine
from this same spring to his home farther down the canyon and there boiled!
and evaporated the brine and barteped O P sold the resulting salt to the
people of Sanpete and Juab Counties,
David Salisbury, Eichard Jenkins, and Thomas Booth located a salt
cave about seven miles north and east of Mephi, and in the year 1859
began manufacturing that product. The rock salt was crashed, boiled until
pupified, then dpied. They produced five hundred pounds daily, selling
it for a l x cents a pound, Indian troubles forced them to move their
Plant to Mephi in 1862,3
William Warner, Sr,, and Jonathan Piatt wepe actively engaged in
the salt industry*

People came to ^ephl from all over the territory to

obtain salt,14 McCune aaidi
From St, George they came, bringing wine, dried grapes and
cattle to trade for their salt. People from the nopth brought
boots, shoes and other merchandise as exchange, and from son*
- south, flour would be exchanged*
In 1893 the N«bo Salt Manufacturing Company was organised*

This

company was located at the mouth of Red Creek Canyon, The flow of brine
was brought a distance of over 350 feet further south to a twenty by forty
foot building erected for manufacturing the salt*

The Journal History of the Chupch, August 18, 1855*
2
Sephi'a Centennial Jubilee, l85l~1951, op. cit., p. 33
McCune, nop. cit** p* 9k

^typhi's Centennial Jubilee* 1851-1951* op* c i t , , p* 35*
^McCune, ,OP« c i t , , p , 95*
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In

The Blade, a newspapep published in iephi in 1895, we peadj

Mr, A, Caiier, 3-rpt, of the Seen Salt Mfg. Co,, returned
from Denver on Thursday* While absent Mr* easier was successful
In placingftephi'sincomparable salt produce on the Colorado
market, having acid six car loads and arranged with the principal
grocery house of Denver to handle the Sena Salt**
^uch was said of iephi1s salt industry in the Pioneep Jubilee
Edition of the peseret Hews under date -of July thj 1897*

Quotations fpom

this article are as follows:
At the very foot of Mebo on the east aide emerges a spring
of water clear as crystal. It was discovered soon after the
settlement of Nephi, and no doubt gave the name to the canyon.
In 1893 a corporation of Hephl oitisena was fopned undep the name
of the Mebo Salt Manufacturing Go* to place the produce on the
market.
Some time ago a sample of $ebo Salt selected in the open
market was analysed by a leading chemist in Salt lake City, with
the following results«
Sodium Chloride (pure salt)
99*172 p e r cent
Calcium Sulphate
•,,«.*«•••«,*,*«•*•*• .176 per cent
Sodium Sulphate.
,
,.,.•••*•«•*
*0U6 per cent
Magnesium and Calcium Chlorides•,•-,.,,,,,,,
none
lioisture*,».,.««•••««.*••,.,•«••..««•.,,.,,
,60ii p e r cent
This is the only salt made In the state which can be successfully used in preserving butter o r in packing meats—a fact which
dairy men and butchers have not been slow to discover for the
product of this factopy—about 12 tons a day—goes as far as it
is made, and it is sold as far east as Colorado and as far west
as California,2
The last venture in the salt business waa made by Sdwapd and Fped
Kendall fpom 1925 to 1929* This salt waa made fop table at'id d a i r y use.
It was sold locally and later trucked to Southern Otah*^
Today, 1958, the fallen remains of these once flourishing enterprises remain. These small salt companies could not compete with the large
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ones established on the shores of Croat Salt Lake. Only the creek and
the canyon remind one that salt was once one of the very important indue,

•.

•

.

•

.

.

•

.

tPies in the Hephi area.
Most of the foundations of the early homes and business houses of
Nephi were built fpom stone obtained fpom the Coulson quarry up Salt Creek
Canyon. Such an Important building,in Mephi as the .Juab Stake Tabepnacle
had its foundations made of this building stone. The qtiarry was located
opposite the Hephi Slectpical Plant, The stone Is of grey sandstone
formation, easily quarried and worked into building material. It was
soon found, however, that when this stone was exposed to the elements It
would deteriorate very rapidly. So the people looked for harder building
material,
In Andrews Canyon a suitable r e d sandstone was found, and Mephi
residents began to use this stone for their buildings.
About the year 1895 a Salt Lake company became interested in the
stone and built a pallpoad spup of the Sanpete Valley Hailpoad line fpom
Dckeyfs panch to the quarry,2
Stone for the Deseret iews Building, the A, W» McCune residence,
until recently the home of McCune School of Music, Morth Main Street, Salt
Lake City, foundation of iephi Central School, and the foundation stone of
the George G. Whitmore home, now owned by Franklin Bpough, fipst South and
Main Stpeet, Mephi, came fpom the Andrews Canyon quarry,3
The stone proved too hard to be successfully worked and the

Ibid** p, 35*
Ibid*, p, 36.
3lnid*, p, 36,
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operation of the quapry was discontinued, and the pailpoad spur topn up.
North of Mephi, David Salisbury built in the late 1800*8 a lime
kiln, which furnished lime to builders and residents needing this product.
For twenty years he operated this kiln,2
One of the first industries to be established in #ephi was the
grist mill.3 Martha Speace Heywood pecorded in hep Journal the first group
meeting they had after peaching the new settlement of Mephi, In this meeting Brother Heywood instructed Spother BaxteP to build a gpist mill,14
Two men claim the honop of milling the fipst flour made in Sephl.
One of these was John Koile, who established a burr flour mill in 1359 on
First South and Second East streets. This mill was later bought by John
Hague and associates.
At the mouth of Salt Creek Canyon Joseph Birch established a burp
mill and called it the Ft, Birch M i U ,

Joseph Birch sold his mill to

John dickers and A. Milton Mussep, secretary to President Brig ban loung.
Mr. Birch later moved to Leeds, Utah. In 1070 the Ft. Birch mill was
•

destroyed by fire*
Soon after this Joel G P O V C P and associates established a stock
floup milling company, known as The Standard Milling Company, the sill
being at the mouth of Salt Creek Canyon* J* A. Hyde, Mephi, and Andreas
Jensen, Fountain Green, later bought this mill, and it became known as Uyde
milium
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and Jensen*s Mill*
In a lettep written by Joseph Birch fpom Leeds, *Ttah, dated July
1% 1878, to Joel Orovep, 3uperlntendent of Standard Mills, he gives Mr,
Qrover some tips on how to make the best flour. Then he says:
I take the liberty of suggesting the foregoing to you as I
made the first fine flour in your town, Mephi, for which 1 was
always able to ..get 11,00 p e r sack more than any other brand
from San Pete.*
Fpom this lettep Joseph Birch, too, claims the honor of milling
3
t h e first floup In Mephi,
T. C, and Robept Winn, Mephi, bought the Hyde and Jensen Mill.
They changed the name to the iephi Mill and Manufactuplng Company, As
the wheat area in the valley incpeased the need fop mop© flour mills
became apparent and new ones were built, but this belongs to a later period.
Community Improvements
As Hephi grew, its citizens saw the need of incorporating so that
they could have powep to make Improvements In the city. For many years
they had tried to accomplish this, but each time the Governor had vetoed
the proposal.
The Salt Lake Herald Pecorded the following In January, I83h*
Nephi is the capital of J«ab County, and one of the thriftiest and most enterprising places in the terpitopy. F O P a numbep
of yeaps she has made application fop a city charter, and the
Legislature has given it the ppivilege, but Governor Murray in
his inscrutable wisdom, and knowing a great deal more about the
m» "

^bld,,
2
Joseph
tennial J u b i l e e ,
*I have

I ••mi

p . 37.
Birch, l e t t e r to J o e l Qrover, as cited in Henhi'a CenI8$l-195lj I b i d . , p , 37.
been unable to find any more proof other than t h a t c i t e d ,

^The Journal History of the Church, January 3* 1 6 % , p . 6
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needs of the people than they know themselves, has seen fit to
veto enactments looking to the incorporation of Mephi as a city.
In 1889 Hephi was finally Incorporated, Bdwin Barley recorded*
Jan, 11, 188c, la had an election to vote for a City Incorporation, and for Officers of the same.2
The first officers elected far Uephi City were J
Mayors- Alma Hague
Councllmeni Peter Sutton, Herbept Burton, Jaa, H. Myndeps,
Jas, Jenkings, Jr,, E, B* Sooth*
Eecopder* J, 1, Hickman
Tpeasupers Bdwin Barley
Henry M a m was appointed the City Attorney, and Walter P.
Read, the City iiarshal.3
The first meeting of the new city council was held Mapch 23, 1889.
•est of the time was spent in getting the ppoper bonds fop the offIceps
and appointing coanitteen to handle vapious phases of wopk in the community,**
In Appil 1389f Idwin Harley wrotet »1 r e c e i v e d some money into
the City Treasury today, being the first business that I have done as Wephi
City Treasurer.n

g

After Mephi was incorporated,the first big project was to get a
culinary water supply. For over thirty years people used watep from Irrigation ditches for culinary purposes. Citizens wepe left to their own
devices to secure water*
William A. C, Bryan was the fipst to put in a private water system.
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He piped irrigation water to a filter tank and thence into his home. Mrs.
•

.

.

.

.

McCune gave an interesting account of this*
On May 15, 188H, Mr. Bryan made an agreement with John Rrsrley
to manufacture cessent water pipe of ij inch inside diameter to
pipe the water fron Salt Creek to his home. It required about
2500 feet of pipe from the Bryan home to the intake of the water
pipe from the flune of the John Hague grist mill near Second East
and First South Streets* The trench was dug and the pipe was
laid by Mr, Bowley and his son. A m&zdm tank about ten feet
square and seven feet deep was built arid filled with alternate
layers of sand, and gravel which clarified the watep. Neighbors
for some blocks around gpadually Joined onto the watep line and
piped the water to their homes, and these included W. P, Read,
£dwin harley, John Andrews, William V« Allen, John Hague, Shedraeh
k m t , Daniel »• Miller, James T. Belliston, Thomas Carter, Walter
Brough, andfcldwlnBooth. They continued using this pioneer water
system imtll the city water works were installed,
I n 1889 the City Council asked permission from the Ipplgation
Company to pipe the watep from Mapsh Canyon to the City, and in 16*93 •
genepal agreement was made concerning the matter.*
The main line consisted of four-inch pipe imported from Hew ¥opk,3
This line extended to the city, and gradually it was extended to the residents in each section of the city. Those people who were not on a pipe
line wepe obligated eithep to carry water or to connect by their own pipe
line,1*
By the year 1901 most of the pesidents were connected to the city
system.

In 19U7 the city supply was increased to support a city twice the

siae of the ppesent population (3,000). when a new one million gallon tank

McCune, op* cit., p, 119,
2

»lnutt Heeord Book #1, iephi City.

3

Ibid,, p p . 36-3?.

^epfai's Centennial Jubilee, 1851-1951, op* cit., p* 18.
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was i n s t a l l e d .
The telephone nana to Mephi in the middle U S D ' s .

Jeorge t u n t was

the f i r s t telephone operator in Bephi, with his wife. Rose, as his a s s i s t ant.

The Casier Brotheis Cents* Clothing s t o r e on the west side of Main

S t r e e t , bet-ween Center and F i r s t South S t r e e t s , served as the f i r s t

office,

¥nm the very e a r l i e s t tinea the Nephi Office has been connected with the
Mountain S t a t e s telephone and Telegraph Company*
The f i r s t newspaper of Nephi began publication in the year 1887*
and the f i r s t issue was dated Friday, June 10, 1887.

Jases t* Jakeman

waa editor and publisher of t h i s paper that was called the llephi Ensign*
During the next decade or so, several o t t e r papers were s t a r t e d in Mephi
with varying degrees of success and length of existence,

Among the other

publications were the Hephi Coupler, Juab County Standard, the Hephl Slade,
The Republic, the Hephi Times, The.Neyhi Record, the Juab County Times and
The

Cifcy

foPfri

**»**«

'°K April 1, 1917, the Juab County Times and the

Hephl City News were combined into the Tlnes-Mewgj which was published
3
by Bennis Wood and A. B, Gibson,

In the mid-twenties A, B, Gibson pur-

chased t h e shares of Dennis Wood and became sole owner.
moved to Pleasant Grove to manage a paper thepe.

In 191*2, A, B,

His yomiger brothep,

Soy S», w b had been associated with the paper since t h e t h i r t i e s , because
editop of the Times-News.

In 19kl the two brothers formed a partnep.fhip,

with Roy as Editor-Manager of the Times-Jews*
—
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Eoy i s an outstanding e d i t o r and has brought many honors to the
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City of Hephi with his papep. In 1950 he was given the Exceptional Community Service Award by ^tah State University.

In 1951 he received the

state award for having the best editor's column. In 1957 the Times-lews
received the first place award for General Excellence in papers under 1,000
circulations in the state of &tah. Probably the most outstaying awards
thus far received were given in 1956 and 1957 when the paper was given the
second and thipd place awards in national competition for service to agriculture.1
Certainly ieohl has a paper that Is outstanding m d that has faithfully recorded the progress and mirrored the events of Juab valley thpoughout the years.

School Growth and Development
A capeful examination of the Tpustee Minute Book of District Ho*
2, Hephi City, Utah Teppitopy, for the yeap® 1083*1893 reveals the changes
and gpowth of schools In Hephi. By the year 1881* Mephi was divided .into
thpee school districts, with a school in each. Schools were held In the
Mopth School house, the old Centpal School, and the South schoolhouae*

2

FOP the fipst tine, that y e a r (1881,) a graded school was established at the Central School with Fred 1* Chappel, Fpinclpal, md Elisabeth
A* Schofleld, teachep.^ There was an attendance of one hundped fifty
pupils* Evidently the iopth and South schools were inadequate, for the
•"" •" "•""""
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^Pepsonal intepview with Hoy I. Gibson, June 23, 195$.
*The Horth School house was located on First East between Fifth and
Sixth Horth Streets, The South School house was located on Main Stpeet
between Fourth and Fifth South Streets, This was a i m c a l l e d Millers Hall*
The Central School was, and is still, located on First Morth between First
and Second East StPeets*
^Trustee Minute Book.

S a l t ..Lake Herald commented In 196*4, a f t e r p r a i s i n g t h e work being done by
Mr, Chappel and Miss Schofleldi
The other schools are located in d i f f e r e n t p a r t s of the c i t y
and i t i s a lamentable fact—and—a pare one—that the accommodat i o n s are unequal to the nrraber of a p p l i c a n t s . I t Is said 100 op
more students would attend If accommodations could be found for
them. This i s not due to a lack of i n t e r e s t , but t o a ridden
awakening of i n t e r e s t , which has been so rapid t h a t f a c i l i t i e s
could not be had to keen np with t h e remarkable growth of t h e ,
demand.
The s a l a p i e s panged from 150,00 to 130,00 per t e r n , and they were
paid p a r t l y i n cash, and the p e s t i n merchandise and produce,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Parents

•

.

•

paid tuition the same way,2
The year 1890 marked a year of advancements, especially relating
to teachers. This year weekly teachers1 meetings commenced, teachers'
contpacts and monthly salapies-wepe started, and it became compulsory f o r

3

teachers to dpaw up term and weekly plans*

The part t h e various chupehes played in the educating of Mephi*9
youngsters will be discussed later*
When W* 1. Brown began teaching school in Mephi, he was in charge
of the more advanced pupils. This led to his founding of the Nephi High
School, At the beginning of the school year, 189^-95, the Board of Education found themselves shopt of teaching force in the eighth gpade. The
new Central School building was completed, and with the incpeased poom many
oldep students had returned to school to take advanced work, Mrs. Elizabeth
Schofield Adams was principal and also a teacher of the eighth grade. To
take care of the increased enrollment, the Board secured the services of
i««
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W, I. 3rown, a man with a number of year's of teaching experience in
eastern and mid-western high schools, A f©w high school subjects wepe
off sped daring the winter.
At the end of the year Mrs. Adams retired and Mr. Spown was elected
principal. When it was made known to the student * that he would be there
for another year, they told hint that they would like t o ba^e a high school
established in Mephi. He told them If that was what they wanted he would
teach them the necessary courses, but they must arouse the interest of the
townspeople in such a opoject.
had completed the work

In the spring of 1699, nine students

equivalent to three years of high school and wepe Pead^r f o r graduation.
One problem remained? they had. no legally established high school, and
in order for this to become a reality the people would have to vote for
the additional tax for high school pupposes.
The nattep was placed bef ore the Board of Tpustees who presented
It befope the people. The citizens wepe v e r y surppised when they learned
that already thepe were nine students ready to pjpaduate, and the vote
carried, Mephi High School began its existence as the third high school
in the state of Utah.2
Church Growth and Change
•

..

'

.

•

The last q u a r t e r of the 19th Century was a tine of change afid
expansion for the Chupch in Juab Valley.

In 1877 the Stake was mope

fully organised, and Sephi had grown to the extent that thepe could be two
i n m •"
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Iephlfs Centennial Jubilee, 1851-1.951, P* 25* These students
wepe? Elva Bailey, Claude £ryan, Francesfililison,Will Latimer, Allen
Mcpherson, Jane MoPberson, Hattie Scott, iillard Sells, and Kate ftllson*
2

The Booster, (Haphi,tftah,the Mephi High School Boosters Ass'n*,

0%

wards.

On October 20 and 21 t h i s was accomplished.

The f i r s t and second

wards were organised with Joel Grower and Charles Sperpy as the pespective
bishops, , Brother Grower's counselors were B'dwin Harley and its, A, C.
Bpyan*

Brother Sperry chose as h i s counselors Wn, F, f a l l e y and Chas,

Caaier.1

The F i r s t Ward covered a l l the south p a r t of town south of
2
Eallroad S t r e e t , and the Second iard a l l the p a r t north, so very soon
these wards were called the South and the North, although they were not
o f f i c i a l l y named t h i s u n t i l much later,-* when s t i l l another wapd was epeated.

In 1363 the boundaries wepe changed to Centep Street and William

t a m e r and David Udall wers i n s t a l l e d as the new bishops of the F i r s t and
Second l a r d s pespectively***

They sepved In t h i s capacity fop many years*

The Young Men's Mutual Improvement Association had i t s inception
in Juab Stake i n 1377*

The following correspondence was published in the

Deseret News of March 30t
I.M.M.I,4, Mephi, March 26, 1377*
« Editor Deseret News:
On t h e 5th day of March, 1677* under ansoiees of Bros, V* G,
founs? and John loung, an Inproveaent society was established here,
called the loung Men's Mutual Improvement Association, Our worthy
Bishop, Joel Drover, and his council were appointed a c o « i t t e e
to suggest o f f i c e r s . They repopted Lyman Hudson for president!
Janes Jenkins, J T 4 , 1st Counsellor, Thomas Molliston, 2nd Couns e l l o r , with a corresponding secpetary and l i b r a r i a n t o be added
when n e c e s s a r y , '
The writer further stated t h a t they were waiting f o r c o n s t i t u t i o n
and by-laws and that they had received great assistance in f e m u l a t i n g
Jenson, Histopy of Juab Stake.
_
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The Deseret News (Salt Lake C i t y ) ,
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1

October 20, an! 2 1 , 1577,
2

Iow F i r s t Berth
Jenson, History of Juab ^tajce, op* c i t .

**Ibid.
*The Deseret flews ( S a l t Lake C i t y ) , March 30, 1677.

as
theiP rales iron Brother Jualis ialla, President of ths X,M,I4,1,A, Association, Salt Lake City, The correspondent closes, reeling that this organisation will be the means of bringing ranch good to &ephi. The letter is signed
by Deorge Carter, Secretary,The Primary was organized in 1&79, and the following Stake officers were chosen*
Presidents Mra, Hannah Q P O V S P
Fipst Counselor* Mrs, Matilda E, feasdale
Second Counselor1 Urn* Mary E. Caaier
Secretaryi Mrs* Adelaide Schofield
treasurer* iira* Anna Schofield2
The Primary had immediate success and did mssxj interesting tilings,
an example of this being the Primary Fair in 1382»
On the Friday (Jan* 20, 1682) preceding the conference the
Primary Associations held a special conference at the close of
which a Primary Fair was held in the Nephi Relief Society Hall,
It was exceedingly interesting to view the works of industry
performed by little hands, there were beautiful bouquets of flowers
in wax, wool and tarleton, choice saiaples o£ m&ta, work mottoes,
knitting, fancy crochets end needle Wijrk, Thare waa also a presentable exhibit of cookery in the shape of bpead, tartlets, and
candy by the little girls, and a o m talents displayed b y the
little boys In drawing, painting and wood work,3
The Relief Society which had been organised earlier (l83o) had
gpeat success, and the women soon discovered they needed a building of
their own. In 18?6 the hall was started, and on Hovenher 30, lS8l, it was
dedicated by President George Xeasdale,** It cost $1800*00. In 189<* this
building was sold for 126*30 and each ward built its own Relief Society i a U ,
These were two nice brick buildings twenty-two by thirty-eight feet with
—WWWM—•«««•
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Ibid*

^Jenson, History of Juab 3take, op* c i t .
%he Ceseret Mews (Salt Lake C i t y ) , 31« US, a s cited i n Jenson,
Histopy of Juab 3take* op* c i t .
Jenson, History of Juab Stake, I b i d ,

vestpies on the pear and porticoes on the front. Each building, cost ap1
proximately |l£00.
As the membership increased, the m ^ d for more seating in the
tabernacle became apparent, so in 187? a vestry was built onto the east
end. At the same tine the name was changed .from the iephi Meeting House

2

to the Mephi Tabernacle at the suggestion of President Teasdale*

In the

early Bo's a gallery or balcony was placed in the assembly room. This
building served the people well and was a credit to the community,3
Today In Sacrament Meeting we partake of the Sacrament in individual cups, but not so in the l8S0»s, The minutes of the Quarterly Stake
Conference, January 21 and 22, 1382, record that apostle Erastus Snow
dedicated a new sacrament set, consisting of *two flagons four baskets
and four cups which had been donated by the voluntary subscriptions of
li

the people fop the use of the Tabernacle•
The year 188? was a bannep year fop the Ghupch and education in
Hephi, fop this year the Juab Stake Academy was established. This academy
was the beginning of the high school system. Edwin Barley recopdedx
Feb. 2 , 1890
At Sunday School and meeting. SPothep Maesep was here in
the interest of Stake Acadimie £sicj .
September 10, 1B91
I was at the opening of our Stake Academy in the forenoon.
January 27, 1893
Attended the Examination at the Church academic & H 3 school.
It wts^varey [sic] good, a credit to both teachers and schollars
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2

Ibid,
3
Mephi'a Centennial J u b i l e e , 1851-1951, op. c i t . , p . 101.

kJenson, Hlatory of Juab Stake, op. c i t .
^Harley, pp. c i t *
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From these entries we learn that the Academy was making its impression for good upon t h e community.
The Deseret News had the following Item In 1893 about the Academys
—1« mi mi
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The Juab Stake Academy, located at Hephi, of which Justin D*
Gall is principal, commenced its fourth academic y e a r August 29th,
and 1ms an enrollment of 61*. Besides the branches taught in district schools, the following are an stained, vlsi Civil Qovepnment,
phonography, algebra, and bookkeeping* The primary department
is undep the management of % s a Mattiefifeilsoa.Miss Oraan McCune
instpucta the lady students in fancy work and painting*3This Academy floupished until the turn of the century when the
Hephi High School took its place*
Mo h i s t o r y of this period would be complete without mentioning the
name of George Teasdale, beloved stake president and Apostle. He waa the
son of William Russell Teasdale and Happiet Henrietta Tidey*

He was b o m

in linden, England, December B, 1831, In 1852 he accepted t h e Gospel and
in 1361 he came to Utah*

He came to Nephi and settled and was v e r y active

in various Church positions, being called In 1877 to be Juab Stake President,

lie served in this capacity until 1882 when he was called, along with

Hebep J. Gpant, by direct formal revelation through John Taylor, 13 of
2
October, to be an Apostle. He was ordained on the 16th of October*
He is
the only resident of Kephi who has ever held this high office in the Church
and Hephites are justly proud of him.
Ulliam Paxman replaced Elder Teasdale as stake president and
served until his death in 18ff*

Mis son, James i* Paacnan, succeeded him

and served until 191U.
•

The people of Nephi held President William Paxnan in such high
uw mm!
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The Deseret Mews (Salt Lske City), U7* U73, as cited in Jenson,
History ofTuaF3tatee* op. cit*
2

Roberts, op. c i t . . Vol. 6, p* 105.

08
esteem t h a t they subscribed 1650 toward the e r e c t i o n of a f i t t i n g monument
to h i s memory.

The monument stands today i n the southeast c o m e r of t h e

f i n e Bluff Cemetery, high up on t h e h i l l overlooking t h e l i t t l e c i t y of
Hephi.

I t i s eighteen and one-half f e e t high, the bottom stone i s of

Utah g p a n i t e , weighing upwards of thpee t o n s | the shaft Is of Vermont grey
g r a n i t e embellished with a draped um*

A box was placed i n the base a t

the time of i t s dedication by Apostle feasdale* 2
Duping t h i s peplod (1075-1901) many b i g events wepe happening i n
the Church*

The cornerstone of the Temple was being l a i d a t Manti, and

the S a l t Lake Temple was dedicated, Edwin Harley recorded a l l these t h i n g s
in hio diapy:
Appn 11, 1879*
Most of the Twelve are here tonight on their way to Manti to
lay t h e Corner Stone of the Temple.
This evening 1 had the pleasure of entertaining k of the
Twelve Apostles,
Appil lu, 1879*
Witnessed the laying of the C O P U C P Stone of the Temple.
Appil 6, 1893*
At the Bedecaton £siel services in fee fopenoon of the Temple
of the LoPd at Salt Lake City*3
Hon-Lattep-day Saint Chupches
Until the coning of the pailpoad in 1879 the non-#omon residents
of Juab Valley could be counted on the fingeps of both hands, but with
i n.fii in i .i • w
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1
The Deseret Mews (Salt Lake City), ST* 599, as cited in Jenson,
History of ^uab Stake* op* cit.
2
Ibid. In this box was placed the names of the presiding officers
of the Stake at his demise, a Maori Book of Momon and hynn book, statistical peport of the Australian Mission in 1 8 # , newspapep clippings, poetry,
memorial cards got up by th» Sunday School, X.L.M.I.A, and Belief Society,
family genealogy, Sunday School hymn book* and a photograph of the deceased
and donors. The monument was dedicated October 15, 1898, before a large
gpoup of people,
•*narley, op, cit.
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this event, the influx of Gentiles1 increased until they had a sufficient
aeffltoepsbiu to construct their own houses of worship.
In the middle lS30fs a branch of the Uethodiat Church was established. The members did not build their own chapel but rented vapious
2
buildings in town for school and religious purposes.

In 1888 the Salt

Lake Herald r^eopdedi *fhe iethodists have pented the Rebo Hall for school
and religious purposes. Rev, George S* Jayne of Ogden will hold forth
there next Sunday,tt3

After the "Metis Chicago* period of Nephi ended,

most of the Methodists left, and the church m d school wepe discontinued.
The Presbyterians wepe such nore successful. In 1886 a church,
called the Huntington Chapel, was established in Mephi, It was named
after a Mps. Huntington, as e a s t e r n lady and pplncipal donor to the construction of the building*

Fpo© 1886 to 190a grade school was M i d in

the building, iiss Fidelia dee and Miss Hnlburt wepe the first teachers.
The fipst sinister was Rev, 1, S, P. Dailey, who came to Hephi in 1888.
Edwin Hapley mentioned this chupch several tinea in his diary.
Here are two examplesi
March 26, 1890
Governor A, L. Thomas,. .presented a Flag to the Presbyterian
school. % spoke in the Tabepnaele in the evening, and attended
a reception Ball In t h e Coupthouse.
D®oerabep 28, 1096
At the funeral of Mr. John Eirgan, The severs of the Odd
Fellows Lodge conducted the Funeral at the Presbetrlm (sic]
meeting house.**
^Gentiles were considered by Latter-day Saints at this tine to be
anyone that was not a Morsacn.
2
McCune, op v cit,, p, 108.

^The S a l t Lake Herald, Deceniber 12, 1888.
**Harley, op, c i t .

90
In August of lB9k the Presbyterians of the s t a t e of fltah held
t h e i r convention i n i e n h i , and i t l a s t e d for two weeks, 1 This narked the
high point of Freabyterlanisn in Hephi, and by the turn of the century
many inembers had moved away.

Meetings were discontinued in the e a r l y

twenties, but the chapel, located a t 2$5 Morth Main, was not torn down
2
u n t i l the I930»s. Today (19!$) there are no other churches in Juab Valley
except those of the Latter-day S a i n t s .

-
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The Deseret Evening ^ewa (Salt Lake City), September 10, 169a*
McCune, op, cit,, p. 109*
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Sxperlnent Farm Established on the Levan !Udge
Senatop Qeorge C, Whitmope from Mephi was pesponslble fop introducing a bill to the State Legislature aaeurlng an appropriation for experiaental work with dpy-land cpops.

This appropriation was granted in the

year 1902,
In 1903 the TJtah Agricultural College2 became interested in the
Levan Ridge development,
S. R, Bo swell saidt
In 1903 the Utah experissent station becase intepested in the
venture. D P , ?, A, lodep, dipectop. Dr. John A, lidtsoe, professor of chemistry ®nd William Japdlne and L* A, Meppill, agronomists, walked ovep the d r y land f a m undep father's direction**
As a result of this investigation, and after the Juab County
Commissioners bought the Shaw property and then leased it free to the
Utah Agricultural College, a forty acre experiment station was established
on the Levan Ridge*1
; -..About the same tine that the Utah experiment station started the
experiujent, f a m , a farmer's Institute was started in the old iephl
^-Boevell, o^* cit*

2

How Utah S t a t e University, Logan, Otah,

%oswell, op* c i t .
U

Ibid.
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Tabepnacle, undep the direction of L. A. Merrill. Each winter far a few
years, different professors came to Mephi to give lectures.
In 1905 the Levan Hidge experiment station produced its first
crop, giving definite proof that wheat could be raised without irrigation.
This same year an excursion was held for all interested cltlaens.to see
what had been done at the experimental farm. A. goes' crowd turned out and
were favorably impressed.
The first supervisor of the Levan Ridge Experimental farm was
Stephen Boswell, followed in 1907 by Dr. F, D* Farrell, who serv«d until
1909 when Mp. P. f* Cardon assumed the reigns. In 1912, Arthur B, Ellison,
a graduate of Utah's land grant college, became Superintendent, and he
was followed hy Jenkin Jones. Aaron F. Bracken succeeded Mr. Jones and
served with honor until his death in 19149*

$0 one was appointed to

succeed Mr. Bracken.
Today (1958) the experimental f a m is not active,

Mephi Plaster Becomes World*-?amoua
Early in 1907, a fire of unknown origin destroyed the plant of the
Hephi Mill and Manufacturing Company, So tine was wasted in rebuilding the
mill, and this was done on a much larger scale. Additional grinding
equipment and kettles were added and warehouse space was increased, A
diversion canal and larger water wheel were completed in 1908, Approximately twenty-five men were employed at the plant during these years,
X

Ibid,

2
Hephi1 s Centennial Jubilge, 1351-19.3., op, cit,, p, 30*
3

Ibid*, p. 30.

tt

Ibid., p. 31.
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The Juab County Times said of this new plant in 19095
n * » , •«mmmmmimm4wiiim*nt**iiim mm*mm^mm»mmmmv»\ ******** ***

Last Tuesday morning the new 150,000 mill of the Nephi
Plaster and Manufacturing Company started wopk full blast* The
big structure is composed entirely of steel and concrete and is
absolutely fipc proof throughout and is regarded by experts as
one of the best of its kind in the country*1
A second fire in 1$U*, caused by an overheated stove in the sack
repair room, burned out the interior of the west portion of the sill.
This was rebuilt in tine to furnish *HE?HXW plaster for all the buildings
and ornamental construction used at the Panama-Califomia Exposition
held in San Diego, California in 1915.2

?bis beautiful colored product

that the Mephi mill supplied received much favorable comment from •architects and artista over the country.*•*
I n 1916, when the mill was rebuilt, a cement plant was built as
an auxiliary feature to the gypsum mill.
Said the Juab County* Times of this new addition:
awniiawssinNnisweSMi w n p n e w w 11

name*-

Officials of the ffephi Plaster 6 Manufacturing Company
announced last week the completion of a Kenan's cement plant, as
an auxiliary feature to its large gypsum mill at Mephi. All
crushing, grinding, screening, and general machinery has been
installed and kilns completed, together with stock pooms, etc.
Hephi gypsum products for general plastering and ornamental
purposes have a splendid reputation throughout the west,,..Samples
exhibited,,.compare f a v o r a b l y with the fannus English Keene's
cement,^
Minor plant and product Improvements were made in the years following until 1925« when a new deposit of gypsum one and one-half miles
north of the present mill site was developed, and the gypsum was
•i
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"•Juab County Times (Hephi), October 29, 1909*
2
Kephi1a Centennial Jubilee,. 1851-1951* op* c i t . , p . 31*
The Juata County 'fines (&'ephi), March t k , 1916,
^ I b i d . , March 2k, 1916.
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transported to the mill by an automatic aerial tramway*
George Bigler, a long tins employee at the Plaster Mill, wpote a
short history of his work there:
In 1939 It was sold to the United States Sypsun So. They
make many kinds of plaster * hardwall, wood fiber, casting, Patching
plaster. Pebble, and tand Plaster. Keenes Cement, trowel finishing. Gauging, Concrete, and Dsntal plasters are also made. There
are two large brick kilns it the back of the mill that bake the
pock for making Seenes Cement,
The old rock quarry is by the mill, it was used for many
years. It had a track running into the forks of the tunnel for
the rock cars to Pun on. The full ones would come down by themselves, into a large rock bin and dump themselves, but a horse
wsuld pull the ear back into the tunnel. When the beet rock was
used in the ground quapry, a new one was built at the top of the
hill* Here also, waa a track for the ears| the full ones coming
down pulled the empty caps back up the hill**
The United States Oypsum Company continued to operate the plant
until March, 1952^ when operations ceased, and the property was sold to
Mephi City Corporation. A much larger deposit was discovered in Sevier
County, near Sigurd, and a modern mill waa built in that place. It was a
blew to Mephi's economy and necessitated many families moving to other
areas for employment. As one drives up Salt Creek Canyon today and sees
the falling remains of a once-ppoud and important industpy, he cannot help
but feel.a tinge of sadness, and perhaps this is best illustrated by the
fact that over three years ago the City advertised for someone to tear
down the building, but no Hephi people have responded yet. Even though
the building is. not operating, it still stands as a reminder that ffephi
once made a product that became world-famous.
•
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George Bigler, Hk Personal Account* written fop &my 0* IftrnwT by
George Biglep, a fifty y e a r employee of the Plastep Mill, 191*7. (typewritten) •
^Personal Intepview with Amy 0, Warner, June 2 1 , 1958,
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Continued Growth of the Flour Mills
In 1917 T. C. and Egbert Winn built a new flour mill on First
Horth and Second lest and did business thepe fop a nusbep of years*
The Hague Mill at lot) last and First South Streets waa bought out in 19S7
by a group oftfeohiand Fountain Green men. They organised into the Juab
County Will and Elevator Conpany and made flour. In 1933 this company
bought out the Winn Brothers* Nephi Mill and Manufacturing Company2 and
moved all their flour-making operations to this larger mill, using the
old Hague Mill to make sixed-feed ^pains.^ TheiP n Q m n and *5nowflafce*
flour, made from the famous Levan Ridge *9wftNp Red Wheat,n ma4e a superior
flour ard soon became famous and greatly In demand throughout the central
and southern portion of the state.
In the late forties the t e e d m i l l was discontinued, and the
tenon Hermansen family of Spanish Fork bought all the stock of the Juab
rfill and ^levator Conoany In 191*9 •** today (1958) the large nill at Fipst
Morth and -ieoond West continues to operate, having a capacity of foup
hundred sacks per day, and employing as nany as twenty men duping the
rush season*^
Of all the early industries established, the flour nills h a m
best survived the test of time. Present indications are that this mill
w i n operate as long as Turkey Red Wheat is grown on the Levan Ridge.
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-^•aphi's Centennial J u b i l e e , 18$L-19£L, op* c i t * , p* 37.
2

XMd., p . 37.
^Interview with tCathryn S , Shaw, June 27, 1958,

Personal interview with Clarence Warner, Manager of Juab County
Mill and Elevator Company, June 27, lff9«
P e r s o n a l interview with Bert Powell, June 27, %$$&*
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Many Town Bands Organised
The period fro® 1900 to 1926 was a.tine when mmy banes wepe
organised in the town of Nephi* • The Wephj Record tells of a coponet
band,, with eighteen nenbers, being organised in 1903 under the dipection
of Apch LatiJisep.1 from I896 to 190U, Clapence Hawkins led the Mephi Brass
Band, Fpoa 190h to 1909, Charles Henry Bperry conducted ajoand, and menbeps of this group formed an opchestpa which furnished music when shsws
2
were presented,
•

Unique among the town bands was an all-girls band directed by
Al Udall, This was^rganlsed in 1916, The Juab County Times editorialised
at the time of its organisation:
Last week a request for a band of mme kind was made in the
columns of The Times, In that article we stated that Alvln Udall
was organiain;: a band made up of young ladies. At this writing it
has been reported to us that the organisation has been successfully completed and the work well under way. At the last rehearsal
thepe were thirty-two present.
The girls made their early appearances in middy blouses and sklpts
but latep their official costume was a bright red areas and cape, leggings
buttoned with gold buttons, a band-type cap with gold braid trim* A small

k
white band was worn around the hat with the iiuprlnt B0ellu Band.*1

The

band gave many programs at home and in surrounding towns. Probably t h e
highlight of theip opganiaation waa an appearance at fusous SaltaiP, where
the Dellu Band and Sweeten*s Band furnished alternate dance nuatoers, one
X

The Mephi Eecord* Appil I S , 1903*

2
Fepsonal Intepview with George Opd, June 2 1 , 1953,
3
The Juab County Tines (Mephi), June 3 3 , 1916*
^Nepal's Centennial J u b i l e e , l8gl-19$l* op. c i t . , p . 15*
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band in either end of the pavilion.
During the First World War they performed their greatest service.
This band was always at the station to bid the boys farewell and to welcome
them home, Mp. Udell left Hephi befape the war ended, but his request was
that they remain together until the last Sephi boy had returned home.
?iola Worthinrrton (Ookey) became band leader, and a welcome home concert
2
was played to each returning hero before the organisation was discontinued.
In 1921-22 the Boy Scouts of the three Wards of Mephi organised a
fifty-piece band, and this was successful for some time.
School bands took the place of the Hephi town bands. This did
not happen all at once, but gradually, as the schools increased and took
over many of the functions that the community had formerly performed, the
school bancs became most important. The A* S, Plumb land was one of the
first school bands and was very popular in Mephi during the period 19124
15*
It was a Juvenile band,
.

By the middle twenties the high school band had become very
important, and since that time, except for a short period during the
Second Wopld War, Hephi has always boasted a high school band,
.
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The Moving Picture Replaces the Opepa House
Dpama has always played a big part in the story of Hephi. In the
early days, the Social Hall was the scene of many plays. As Nephi incpeased
in el%e, a larger hall waa needed, and the Opera House, op Arlington, as
11
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Ibid., p. 15,
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Ibld., p, l$m
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1921-22. *»The ^ephi M.I.A. Scout Band, The Improvement Sra Vol. 26, 57®,
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Personal interview with George Ord, June 27, 1958*
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i t was more commonly known, was b u i l t *

During the l a t e SO's and 90•s and

the early 1900*8 the Opera House was a t i t s peak.

The town newspaper

gave a good picture of what was playing' a t the time*
The Mephi Record, November 13, 1903*
At the Opera feuse
Wednesday evening, Mov. I d - *In a Woman's Power,*1
Friday evening, !iov. 20- *?ho m i t l a Ball5*
Monday evening, Mov. 2 3 - John S, Lindsay with a strong
r e p o r t oir enmpany*
The Mephi Record, December 18, 1903
The .'greatest of a l l drama, *T»n l i g h t s in a Bar-room* w i l l
be a t the Opera House Saturday, Bee. 19th, and the c i t i z e n s of
Hephi w i l l have an opportunity of seeing t h i s grand old *?Iay
ppoduced as i t was wpitten*
nm Nephi Record. &ar?h h, l?0l**
~~*k Woman1 s Honor* a t the Opera House, Monday ani Tuesday i
March 7th -and 8th.
The Mephi Hecopd, October 1U, 190k •
"Opera"feuse "two nights commencing Saturday, October l £ t h .
Miss Alice HeCorkle supported by the Handler Steele Company, in
t h a t famous
melodrama ^Cantain Heme*. Seats mm on s^le Prices,
1

2S-35-50.

In 1909 the notion picture case t o Hephi,

The Juab County Times

adveptised as follows on November £, 1909?
'ior the picture shows ceramic ing a t t h e Arlington Monday
evening, the services of Mr, Hathan Wood, the famous English
tenor v o c a l i s t and p i a n i s t , have been secured, Coae and see
h i s f i r s t appearance in Henhi. 2
In 1910 several Mephi men purchased the Wool Growers1 Building,
which was located on the comep of Second South and Main, and tpansfcrmed
i t into an *Electrle Theatre.*

The l o c a l papep said of this?

The p i c t u r e s w i l l be of such a high c l a s s and mopal tone
t h a t no parent w i l l h e s i t a t e to allow Ills children t o attend fop
mmmmmmmmWmmmmmmimmmmmi mV»..m*Mk, I W W •llHlllnn* IIIHWWPWHWH !•*>*• *%%%%%%%% **• H M — M i S • •>••—MW»I1«M»W|H| *1m1m%Wmm%%*mmm%mm*1mtmm^^^
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fhe Mephi Record, Novenoer 13, 1903, December 13, 1903* «aroh Ii,
190U, and October ill, 190U*
The Juab bounty Tines (ftephl), ioreafoer 5, 1909.
3

Yhe Juab County Tines (Mephi), August S, 1910.
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fear of having 'them see any questionable scenes or suggestive
acting.1
This building became known as the Emro, The price of admission was 10#,
Movies ware shown froas 1910 to 1912 at three different locations,
the Arlington, Emro, and Pay's Hall (now t h e office of the Mountain States
Telephone and telegraph Co.,), but the Knro proved to be the best by far*
In 1912 the Emro Company wasr formed, m d a new orchestra waa employed to
furnish music for the soundless movies, ?h« orchestra was made up of
A, D, Plumb, Alvin IWall, George Ord, Mrs. Morton, and a Mr. aad Kr»,
3
Eaely,

Mr, and Mrs. Sasly were colored people and had poons at the home

of Judge J. 3, Cooper. They wepe s fine couple, and many iephl people
remember them fondly. They were the first colored people to reside in
Meohi as far as can be discovered J*
Although the motion picture replaced the Opera House, plays wepe
given fop many years after no^ies were introduced. As late as 1921 the
Nebo Dramatics Club, a local organisation, was giving plays in the Venice
Theatre**
in 19iu a new moving picture theatre cosipany was famed* and a
modern building was constructed at 76 Smith Main, numerous inprovenents
have been added through the yeaps until today (l95';<0 Hephi boasts a very
modern theatre equipped with clnercaecepe scpeen, plush seats, and a
beautiful foyer. Sob Anderson is the manager*
M f W M . *
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Pepsonal interview with Kathryn S, Shaw, mlnne 2 1 , 19SB*
S h e Times jtggj (*ff*i)* April 8, 1921.
%jm Juab County Tinea (Mephi), august S, 1910,
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liany changes have b e m brought .about through the fifty years,

kt

first the ;n-)vies were soundless and an orchestra, or the piano, accomnmied
the picture m 6 played appropriate aUssIc* In the twenties "talkies*1 c^me,
and vaudeville p r o g r a m were given after the ?*aln feature. Sharing the
twenties and thirties, serials becane important, and during the depression
years "lank Hlght* was alnost an Institution in t'erhl* 5*vervnne would put
their names i n the big box, then once each week lhaf mmW have a drawing.
If the person"a name was called out, be would get 150,00 i * he were present,
if not, Utt ISO.GO would be added onto the fifty to be given the next week,
Sonetines there was $ilta a sizeable sn«
Today in America the movie is having a lot of competition from
television, and this situation exists in Hephi, Today (1958) the attendance at novice Is so poor that the theatre is closed one day a meek, mad
only one show Is played each evening, Only tine will tell if this type
of entertainment will survive at all,
Hephi*s Contributions to the First World War
On April 6, 1917, the United States declared war against imperial
Germany and entered the terrible holocaust that had been ravaging neat of
Europe for three long years.

In cities and towns throughout the nation

young men left their homes to give service to their country, ?fephi was
no exception.
Before the young men left, the town turned out enmasse and gave
the© a splendid reception, they .had a program, dance, and free pictupe,
2
and nothing was spared to show the boys t m y were appreciated. Hhen they
were ready to enbark for their Journey to Salt Lalre and thence to training

Roberts, op, cit., ¥ol. 6, p, * 0 «
^ h e Times-News (Nephi), May 31, 1918
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caatpe throughout the country, the Midtea Dellu hand gave then a farewell
concert at the depot, and amidst cheers

nd fond goodbyes thpy embarked on

1
their new careers. Host of th» Hephi boys served with the llifth F.A*
9tn*, and many sa^r service overseen.
Fred Phillips wrote an account of the departure of the last contingent ;
Last Saturday afternoon witnessed the departure of Juab
County1s last contingent. Overhead the sun shone in all its glory
and oast its bright effulgence over the scene :f patriotic act!*
vity being enacted in this beautiful little Utah city. Along its
ioain thoroughfare • vast assembles had gathered to bid farewell
to our soldiep boys. I n the corr^any was a brothep, husband, son,
lover or friend, and hearts ence nappy and young &nd gay, realised
the uncertainty of the future, and dreaded the separation from
those whom they loved. Suddenly the band be,*-»n to play, and as
the sweet stpains rose and fell In the cadences of a popular air,
a great wave of expectancy overswept the large concourse. Again
the Ladies' Bell i Band rendered a beautiful selection of universal
popularity, and the appreciate audience responded with hearty
encore and injected one hundred per cent Americanism into the
demonstration, With military carriage the musical organisation
moved forward, followed by those snnaacned to %%%h colors, and
relatives m d friends. To the depot the procession proceeded and
thepe the soldier boys mounted the iron horse that would transport
them to their destination in the north where many o t h e r brave sons
of Juab would welcome their new comrades in arms. After hasty
farewells were exchanged, and oouL-atirring sheers were offeped,
and the stpains of inspiring music echoed and reechoed in the
distance, the boys departed cm their $onrney, the end of which
may be "over there,**
^he first two to enlist from Mephi wepe Victor Coopep and Fleet
iltt.3
Patriotic duping the wap reached such a .peak that July I k , the
French National Holiday, waa celebrated in Nephi on the sans day in 1913*
•^bid*. May 31, 1913.
2

Ibid., 'My 31, 1918,
3_
personal interview with Sathryn $• Shaw, June 1 1 , 1958*
enlisted in the Navy,

They
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A large crowd assembled a t the Tabernacle and l i s t e n e d t o speeches t e l l i n g
of the history of the French Revolution, France's p a r t in t h e American
Revolution, rand ftnericafs debt to .Trance.

The choir sang "Vhe - a r s e i i l a i s e *

and a vocal solo was given, e n t i t l e d "Joan of A r c *

At the close of the

meet in,; the audience gave a stand in . vote t h a t the.* would support *r»nce
'urtll victory waa won. This resolution waa sent to the Comnittee an
Allied Tribut€, in Hew York, who in t a r n sailed i t to the French Government,*
The Tires-Sews said of the .xectinj:
w

- . , . , • » UK .mil, i „ „ I I i l.i. Mini

The program throughout Hat i n s p i r i t , arid the a t t i t u d e a horn
by the large audience present was indicative of the feeling of
sympathy of the c l t i a e n s of Mephi for the Republic of /ranee."
The people of Kephl and surrounding towns gnvn not only tj.eir
sons and p a t r i o t i c speeches, but they alao gave t h e i r money in supporting
Liberty Loans,
•

They went over the top more than $l*i;,OO0* The T U.^~.>ews
**

*

• - . . * * -

• M m W M i H ^ ' M \mm\.nr«immmmMMmjmm.

recorded on. April 19, 19181
East Juab County oompristug the towns of I;ephl, l e / a n , ^ona
and Mills, went over the top by t h e end of the f i r s t week, oversubscribing i t s allotment by several thousands of d o l l a r s .
The anonnt apportioned to E, Joab County by the S t a t e Liberty
Loan Comnittee was fU5,OCK3, .Nephi alone subserved t h i s ant* by
the end of the week f s d r i v e .
East Juab County was oiva of the f i r s t to receive t h e i r honor flag for s a i l ing t h e i r allotment of Liberty t o a n s , *
I t o t a l of one hundr«*d ninety-two men from Hephi served in the
F i r s t World War,

Nine gave t h e i r a l l for Democracy. 5

1
The Tines-Kevs (Mephi), July 19, 1919*
mmmmwmm 'ummmM\Wt»mp''mmummmmtmmm)m\ W m m W r n
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*

Ibid,, July 19, 1918.

^ *

3
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Ib id., April 1 9 , 1916.

^loid,, *pril 26, 1918.

5
riaque in the halla of Juab High School, Those who gave their
lives werei Lawrence Evans, France Ostler, Ray (lowers, Meils S'celn OP Skeen,
oeynoup Howell, rani 0. Hanson, Amaaa L. Qreen, JP., Thomas W, Ostler, and
') shone Sutton,
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By the year 191? moat af the scrviccaen had returned, and Hyrua
Carter, one of the town's prominent c i t i z e n s , f e l t they should be shorn
the proper appreciation for t h e i r Servian*

At his own enpense he provided

a hu^e banquet a t the Forrest Hotel for them, followed by a dance a t the
Arlington for a l l over eighteen.

1

In 192$, as a f i t t i n g t r i b u t e sad Kiemorial to a l l the servicemen
of the F i r s t World War, a Memory S t a r wao placed i n the middle of &aln
S t r e e t where i t I n t e r s e c t s with Center S t r e e t .

The Times-Hews gave the

following description of ItJ
A f i t t i n g program marked the unveiling of the Memory Star in
honor of the ex-service men of t h i s c i t y , erected by the Service
Star Legion, which took place on the evening of July l*th.,.
The Sfenory S t a r as seen in the p i c t u r e seta on an iron arch
supported by four iron post*-, with a l i g h t on each c o r m r . The
s t a r has 62 colored l i g h t s of red, white, and b l u e . A sign i s
suspended from the arch g^Ting the in.fometion and the purpose of
the n e n o r i a l . Four isore l i g h t s are placed i n the center of the
lawn, with a foundation spray attached, to water the grass and
flowers, the l a t t e r being i n the f o r s of a s t a r .
The memorial stands at the i n t e r s e c t i o n of U&iM and Center
s t r e e t s artl i s very a t t r a c t i v e when lighted a t n i g h t . Much
c r e d i t i s due the members of the Service Star teglon for t h e i r
enterprise In bringing the undertaking t o a successful completion.
I t i s a recognition of the efforts put forth by the ex-service men
of Sephi, i n the World War, and i s not intended by the.Service
S t a r Region to serve as a .?*emorial in the s t r i c t sense of the tepm,
but rather as a remembrance of t h e i r many s a c r i f i c e s In behalf of
the c i t l s e n s of our country**
As the years passed and automobile t r a f f i c increased, the monument
became a hazard am was removed from the middle of the s t r e e t .

Plana were

to place i t in the c i t y park, but vandals and souvenlp hunters had I t d i s mantled before t h i s could be accomplished.
•^•www^<n*»i inmn*Mi>«M'iifimii»<fc,i,w«<w«-i^ ii*iiww*^wi*w**»*MwawM<»fi*fci**waiW!»rw^»MWi !.•*• %jLim^mmWmmi\i%mmmtm\mm^
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fhe Tinea-News (Hephi), May 23, 1919*

i b i d . , July 10, 1926. This stcnuaent was called by l o c a l e l t i s e n s
^Aunt J u l i a ' s Dolly* a f t e r J u l i a Paosnan who did nuch toward obtaining the
nonunent*

V
Personal interview with kmy 0, Warner, June 2 1 , 19!$*
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A Mew- High School Building
The e a r l y quarter of the 1900*a witnessed a tremendous growth in
high schools throughout Utah,

t h e flephi nigh School had men established

in 1B99 arid by 1911 i t was one of the leading high schools in. t h e s t a t e .
The Mephi High .School advertised i n uuany of the s t a t e ' s newspapers*
Aug, 25, 1911.
Mephi ilgh School.
The first rural high school established la Utah*
The first hl^h school to teach the "Mew V4ucation**
The high school that serves the neeas ox Its counmnity*
The high school that trains young sen and women for the
practical affaips of life*
The high school that assets college entpance pequipements.
The high school that gets state aid this year,
Tho hl.-;h school that stands first in the line of nearly
fifty now in Utah,
The high school that youp papents own, suppopt and control*
The high school that you will attend this sumner*
New rooms and equipment added this auaner*
Will open on Monday, £ept* 11th,
Call, telephone or write to Principal RCff F, miiYM, Mephi,
Utah*
At first, high school classes were held in the elementary building,
called the Central School, but as enrollment increased, new quarters had
to be sought. In 1909-1910, the new building just east of the Tabernacle
was rented.2

This served for a time. Then various buildings throughout

the town were used.
As early as 1916, agitation from the townspeople and especially
the alumni was strong f o r a new high school building. The school board
asinutes for February 19* 1917, record 1
—»"'
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^ h e Timea-^ews (Mephi). August 2S, 1 9 U .
2
Mephi*a Centennial J u b i l e e , l.SSl-lgffL, op* c i t . , p . 2£* The
Booster, op. c i t . Later t h i s building became the Amory Hall and today
(1953) I t belongs t o the c i t y . Various d a b and c i v i c nee tings a r e held
t h e r e . The bottom p a r t i s used for s t o r i n g two of the f i r e engines.
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Petitions were read from the Alumni Association and from the
Student Body Officers, of the Bephi Sigh 3ohool, and George A,
^perry appeared in behalf of the Faculty, giving reasons why a
building for the High School should be erected at this time* The
board discussed it and appointed a (onmittew composed of Messr*
Grace, I»unt and Fajcnan be acomittee to investigate and make
report at as early a date as possible. Carried,
flans were progressing well when the United States entered the
First World War. This curtailed all building of this nature for the
duration of the war*
January 27, 1919, uiarked the next time that a high school building
was discussed. In this netting of the school board a letter was read
from the State Council of Defense, asking the- board to start a building
program, if possible. A committee composed of I* R. Grace, J, H* Lunt,
and Jansa Garrett, J r * , were appointed to secure a suitable site for a
High School Building*2
This same year, board meiabers visited schools between $ephi and
3righam City to ascertain what type of building they had and what good
features of each building could be included In the one to be built at
Nephi*

After visiting the various schools, the Board appointed Mr, Joseph

Kelson* of ^rovo, the architect to draw up plans.
On January 22, 1920, Mr. Kelson net with the Board and submitted
plans for the proposed High School Building. The ninutes record thst the
Board examined the plans and o f f e r e d some suggestions far changes. Then
"it was moved by J. F. Newton that the Board ask the taxpayers to bond for
$175,000 for the purpose of building a new high school in Juab School
District.«3
• mn*i

^•Minute book 2, p, 66,
2

Ibid,* ppm 12G-021*

3

Ibid*. p, 153.
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In 1921 t h e S e l l s building was disposed of and the Foote p r o p e r t y
on Main Street between Fipst and Second Morth was chosen as the site for
1
the high school*

The general contract was swarded to Tolboe Company,

and Hayden I*ong of Salt Lake City secured the plumbing and heating eonThe Salt t a k e Brick Company fupnished the r e d brick. Tile waa

tract.

placed in the swimming pool, which, with a modern gymnasium with lockers
and showers for both boys and girls, was built downstairs*
five hundred seat auditorium with a large stage *

Upstairs was a

The pest of the building

included classrooms and offices*
By January, 1923, the building was completed. On the 3rd, the
dedication program was held. The cltiaens were invited to inspect the
building fpom 10 A.M. to 1 P,M,f and a fine progpam was held fron 1*30
to k P*M, in the auditorium.

At the close of the meeting the building

was dedicated by Ppesident James W. Paxnan of Juab Stake*
After the nesting all the high school students paraded through
Main Street, then a banquet was held at the Forrest Hotel for all the
visiting offielads and members of the committees*

In the evening another

program was held at which representatives from the state's three chief
institutions of highep leapnlng spoke,k

The day ended with a fpee dance

in the new gymnasium for all the citisens*
January k t h was called student day, and the exercises wepe undep
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Ibid*, p* 200*
2
Ibid,, p , £36,
3
Ibid,* p, 252*
^These wepe DP* Franklin 3 , Harris, i r i ^ i a n loung University |
0rw Geopge Thomas, University of Utah? and Ppofessop Henry Peterson,
Agricultural College of Utah,
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d i r e c t i o n of the Faculty and the Alumni Association. 3 ,
In the l a t e t h i r t i e s a Gymnasium and Mechanical Arts b u i l d i n g , a t
a cost of approximately |BO,000, was added to the high school p l a n t .
the l a t e foptles a balcony was I n s t a l l e d in the Gymnasium*2

In

Today (1958)

t h i s building i s used fop the following departments! boys 1 physical educ a t i o n , I n d u s t r i a l A r t s , and Agriculture*
The new high school building served the d i s t r i c t very well with
only minop pepalps u n t i l 19k3 when the school burned, almost to the ground.
About one o f clock on the morning of September 5, 191*3, the b l a s e destroyed
almost everything but the e a s t wing of the building where the auditorium,
swimming pool, *nd gymnasium were located,*
on September 12,

School was to have s t a r t e d

On the evening of Septembep 5 the school board met with

the c i t y o f f i c i a l s and decided to hold school in t h e old shop building^
and the old armopy building*^
Much wopk was done in the next two and one-half weeks, and by
S s p t e ^ e p 23, the buildings were ready and school was underway, with the
Junior High occupying the shop building and the High School the armory
building.6
Ashton and Evans did the r e b u i l d i n g , and by the f i r s t of 191*5 the
g i r l s * gymnasium was finished.

In 191*6 the school was occupied once more*

^ h e Times-Mews (Mephi), December 29, 1922.
#mmm>mmmmmmmlmmjmmmmM^^
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Minute book 6, p* 13*

3.
The Keoonian* (Yearbook of Juab High School* 19U5), p* it*
^hls was the old building located next to the Central School
building. It was torn down in the late forties.
%inute book 5, p. 131*
6
Ibid,, p, 131*
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The fipe took a total of I5li,000 wopth of ppopepty, which cost ovep 1100,000
1
to restore. Many modern improvements were added to the building until
today, even though the building is one of the oldep type in the state, it
presents quite a modern appearance and has many of the latest facilities,
A new track and football field was constructed back of the high
school in the early fifties, and in 195k the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints added a new Seminary, located northeast of the high
school. The buildings accommodate today approximately five hundred Junior
and Senior high school students.
Other School Changes and Accomplishments
In order to pecopd all the changes and accomplishments that have
taken place In the schools it would take quite a lengthy volume. Only
the changes that were most Important are included*
Until 1911 each town In the valley had its own school district,
but this year, with incpeased costs and tpansportation mope peadily available, it was decided to consolidate several of the smaller districts• The
following Is pecopded in the minutes of the Mephi Member 2, School Board,
Septembep 13, 1911*
Mr* Hague reported that at the meeting of the County Commissioners held on the 12th, they designated the east side of
the county as a High School District and also annexed Juab District
to the Levan District and two-thirds of 8ebo District to Hephi
District and one-third of Mebo to Mona District,2
In the October 25, 1911* minutes it was recordedI
Communication from County Supt, Ivan C, Dalby, stating that
the oehool Districts In Juab County had been divided into two
High School Districts to be known as Bast Juab County High School
The Mebonian, op, cit., p* $m
Minute book 1, p* 187*
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District, and the Tintic High School Distpict.1
Soon aftep the county was consolidated into two high school districts, an election of all the residents of last Juab County was held to
determine whepe the distpict high school should be located. The majopity
2
of votes wepe in favor of locating it in Mephi. It waa decided to transport Mona and Levan students to Mephi for their high school work*
Levan objected to this arrangement and petitioned the school board
for a branch high school to be established at Levan,^ After consideping
the petition, the board decided on June 3, 1912 that they would establish
a branch high school at this place where the students could gain their
first two years of high school work,^ Accordingly, two teachers, Hiss
Ethel Erdraan of Bpigham City and Mp# A, J, laatt of Logan, were hired at
the rate of 190.00 p e r month, fop a nine month period,^* The Levan Branch
High Sohool operated until the late twenties when, because of a lack of
students and the adoption of the 3-3 plan , it was necessary to bring their
tenth grade students to $ephi High School, Mona has always had an eight
year school, and In their ninth year the students have come to Hephi, as
have all other children of the district*
111
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Ibid*, p. 192.

2
Minute book la, QeceiwOer 16, 1911, P* 12. Total votes cast, 539*
Votes for High School, kSl* Votes against High School, 80,
3

Ibid., May 25, 1912, p. 19.
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^Xbid,, p, 21m

6

Three years of Junior High, 7, 5, 9 , and three years of Senior
High, 10, 11, 12.
^Minute book 3, Mapch k , 1929, p* «it*
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Today there is agitation in the district to fupthep consolidate
and bring all students fpom the Seventh Grade to the Twelfth into Mephi
fop theip schooling, but Mona aod Levan ape objecting strenuously*

Whether

-

it will be accomplished remains for the future*
In 1915 Mona District, Levan Distpict and Hephi District were all
consolidated Into one district which they called the East Juab County High
School District,1 This name was to differentiate them from the West Juab
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County High School District, later called Tintic School District*
At the turn of the century elementapy schools wepe being operated
as followsJ One at Stapp, one at Mona, one at Levan, and three at Mephi*
In 1916 a schoolhouse was built at Mills and this ran until the thirties
2

when the students were transpopted to Levan,

m,

The students fpom Juab

attended school at Levan. Starr had a small schoolhouse for some time,
but during the twenties it was closed and the students transported to Mona.3
York students went to Mona, All other ranching and farming areas of the
valley attended school in Hephi,
Three schools existed In Hephi until the thirties, but gradually
additions wepe made to t h e Central School, creating more room. By 1933,
all elementary activities for Mephi City were located in the Central School**
and they remained so until 1 9 % when a new Hephi Elementapy School was
constructed at Second lopth between Third and Fourth Bast,^
""•"•'''*""•
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Minute book 2, pp, 1, 2,
2

Minute book h , March 9, 1933.

^Personal interview with Kathryn S* Shaw, June 28, 1953*
Minute book It, Appil k 9 1933*
^This building contains six classrooms, a beautiful siulti-puppose
auditorium and central lunch P O O ® for the district, speech therapy roon,
and offices*

Ill
Today (1958) this building houses the Kindergarten and first Two Spades,
and the Central School handles grades Three through Six, Plans a r e to
eventually build onto the Nephi Elementary School and consolidate all
elementary activities into one building again. The Central School would
then be used as a Junior High, The Sephl Elementary School Is very modepn
and a cpodlt to the community*
Many changes and developments have cose about thpough the years,
and nany of t h m were Initiated during the period 1901-1926,
Unlike assy of the high schools of the state, ^ephi High School
inaugurated from the Start a program which they called the "Hew Education,"
OP a program of ppactisal education. Besides the regular courses of
English, History,-geography, science, mathematics, etc,, physical education
courses, domestic art, domestic science, typewriting, shop work, physics,
bookkeeping, music, and many other ppactical courses were added 'to the
curriculum*

y*ntil 1917 the boys wepe able to take a course in blacksmith

work, and not until 1921 was sewin? and carpentry work discontinued in the
2
3
Sixth Grade.

In 1917', physics was added to the «lgh School courae.

In 1915 German was taught under the direction of Gratchen Herat***
When the high school was first established, a tuition of $15*00
was charged to al pupils eighteen years o r o v e r , and t o r those undep
eighteen, a tuition of 110*00 was charged,^ special students wepe charged
according to the number of classes In which they enrolled.

In a o m ways

this early high school was operated more like a college than a secondary
school. Bach year the school presented a catalogue, and In it would be
Included s m n information as school board membeps, faculty and qualifications,
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Minute book 2, pp, 16-17.
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I b i d . , July 9, 1917, p* 77.
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Ibid*, Aug. 31, 1917, p . 221
fobldU.

^Minute book 1, Aug, 2, 1909, P» 109*

p , 21.
6

Mtnute book 2 , pp. 16-17*
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school calendar for the coming year, aim m d ptsrpom of the school,
entrance requirements, credit system, and graduation requirements* A ppogpna of studies was also included and a brief description of the social
activities of the school.1 This issuing of catalogues was discontinued in
the thirties. The thirties also brought the end of tuition or registration
fee.

In 1915 the activity card had been introduced, and gradually this

took the place of t h e tuition. In 1931 the activity card cost for a high
school student was thpee dollars*
It Is interesting to look through the school board records and
see some of the rules, e t c , that wex*e passed*
January 27, 1925
The question of students being allowed to enter the swimming
pool without suits was discussed, and on motion of Ockey sec by
Garfield which cappied unanimously, that all boys be compelled to
go Into the pool naked."
March lu, 192d* At this meeting the board decided that any teachep
mappylng duping the school year would automatically have theip contpact
cancelled*-^
January 15th, 1930
Moved, by Dalby seconded by Belllston which carried that
commencing with the school year of 1930-31 no organisation except
of a scholastic nature be allowed in the schools of the district*«
On January 5, 1931* It was decided by the school board that a
uniform dpess would be designed by Miss Blackett, the Domestic Art teachep,

Catalogue of the Hephi High School, 1919-1920.
2

Minute book 2, p* 333.

3
Minute book 3, p* 21. This was obviously directed toward the
women teachOPS*
U

Ibid«, P. 63*
Ibid,, p. dU.
•

•
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that would not exceed three dollars and this dress would be worn by a H
of the Junior High gipls graduating at their commencement exercises that
year.
The accomplishments of Sephi High School, since the year 1930
named Juab High School, hav© been compapable with other schools of the
state. In the early years after its establishment, debating seemed to be
the most popular activity. In the years 191o-l6 the debating team was
one of the most successful in the state,2

In the twenties music and

athletics were at their peak.
In 1922 the iephl High School ladies alee Club sang at M.I.A,
June Conference of the Chupch of Jesws Ghplst of Latter-day Saints and
were given hearty congpatulatlons by Oscar A. Kipkham, Executive Director,
and Clarissa A. Beesley, General Secretary, t.L*M.I*A.

Sister Beesley

wrote to K, J, Bird, dipector*
If you could heap all the compliments that have been paid
to youp Girls1 Slee Club for the beautiful music which you
rendered at our Conference, I believe you would feel repaid fop
the effopt you made in pendering us this sepvice.^
In 1923 State Superintendent C, £« Jensen told Professor Bipd that
*the H. H # S. Chopus was the best high school chopus he had e v e r heard in
the state of Utah*"*4 Qovepnop Mabey asked Mp, Bird to heartily congratulate
the chorus.
In 1926 the Hephi High School Band played for the Track and Field
1

Ibid,, p. 3U.

2

The Juab County Times (Hephi)* April 21, 1916.

3

The Times-Hews (Nephi), June 16, 1922,

U

Ibld,, January 12, 1923*

llh
meet at BtU Invitational, and the Prove Herald bad this to say about themt
The forty-piece band of the Hephi High School, under the
direction of Prof* Charles J* Kngar created a very favorable
impression in Provo Saturday, The band paraded the streets preparatory to the big field and track events at the toun: University
then played several selections on the lawn of the Stake Tabernacle.
Professor Kngar Is recognised in musical circles as one of
the foremost band leaders In the high schools of the state.
The Hephi boys looted snlendid in their white trousers, blue
coats and brown straw hats.
The beat Juab High School or Its predecessor, iephi High School,
has ever been able to achieve as a team in athletics is third place in
the State Basketball Tournament In 193k* but many individuals have achieved
2
high honors.
The so-called dessert or glamour of high school is not the real
test of the school's worth. What the school teaches from day t o day,
without any fan-fare, is the main coarse and determines what type individuals the school will turn out, Juab High School has accomplished much in
this apea.
Since 1889 when the first graduating class? received their diplomas,
more than two thousand students have graduated fpom the local high school*
Many of them have become national and state figures^
^ h e PPOVO Herald. April 25, 1926.
aien Worthlngton, Cleo Petty, Hapold Belllston, Earl Sells, Mont
Bailey, Garth Belllston, to mention only a few of the outstanding ones*
^Included among the alumni of the school is an officep of the
National Red Cposs, Harold Belllston} a sometime assistant to M r a Taft
Benson, Secpetapy of Agriculture, Daken Broadhead| the Ppesident of tltah
State University, Dapyl Ghasei many university instructors, Wallace fleScers,
Keith Brough, Barbara Jones, William Hoyt, Wilson H, Foote| the Superintendent of Alpine School District, Alma B^rtoni nine Utah high school coaches,
Marcus Garrett, Mont dailey. Alma Garrett, Gapth Belllston, ?arl ^ndweeks.
Mack Silkey, Udell Wankiep, Cleo Petty, and Glen »orthin:ton| the head
mathematician at Pan-American Airways, Kathy Latimer| an operatic star
and instructor at Julliard School of Kuaic, Anna Julia Royt| a KSL television
personality, nUncle*1 iioscoe Oroveri a district judge, fill L. Hoytj and
sevepal hundred teachera In schools throughout the west.
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The Chupch Inaugurates * m y New Programs
For a-number of years the Church had sponsored Old-Folks1 Parties*
One of the most outstanding of these early parties was held Nio?eaher 12,
1909.

An account of it was given in the local paper as follows*
From the time that the doors of the tabernacle were thrown
open, the good spirit of the occasion waa made manifest. The
committee extended to every one, Mormon OP non-Mormon, pich, poop,
inmate of the Infirmary, the cordial glad hand, and every aged
person, widow, and widower were made to feel that they were
honored guests, shown the greatest homage.
Everyone came attired in his or her beat "bib and tucker,"
and at 12 M wepe promptly seated at the long banquet tables which
fairly groaned beneath their load of good things. During the
entire progress of the banquet some very beautiful, music was
rendered by the Sperry orchestra*
One hundred and eighty sat down to the banquet table.
In the evening, despite the inclement weather, the old folks
completely filled the spacious Arlington pavilion where old time
dances were indulged in to the merriment of all. As specialties
fop the evening, W, A. C. Bryan danced the "Highland Fling,* Grandpa Charles Sperry, (80 years old) danced a Jig with all the
sprightllness of a man of thirty; Gelestia Jackson stepped onto
the floor and showed them that she could Hcome and trip It as you
go on the light fantastic toe11! so did Mps* Sob Pyperj P, R,
Wilson danced the •Fisher's Hornpipe," and "Uncle Jake* B O W C P S
gave a "Heap big Injun dance•**
In 1912 a Stake Missionary program was inaugurated in Juab Stake.

The purpose of the ppogpan was •to awaken mope intepest among the isembeps
o
of the Chupch.*
The mission, when completed, was composed of six con-"
fepences, fo^ar in Mephi, one in Levan and one in Mona, T, C. Winn was
chosen as missionary president. The Council of Seventies net together with
Sip* Winn and selected confepence presidents. "The special work of those
who ape called to labop in this capacity,* said the Tines, is to 'visit
3
among the people aid encoupage them to attend to theip peligious duties*"^
in •
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^The Juab County Tinea (Mephi), Hovenbep 12, 1909*
2

Ibid., June Hi, 1912.

3

Ibid,, June Ik, 1912.
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This was the beginning of the Stake Missionary system as it is carried out
today.

The year 1921 narked the Inauguration by the M.I.A. of the Juab
Sta*e f a t h e r s 1 and Sons* Outing.

The Tinea-Sews said of t h i a i

On July 23rd, 2nth, and 2Sth, the fathers and sons of Juab
Stake w i l l have a three-day camping t r i p to I t , Sated* The outing
w i l l be held under the auspices of the M.l.A. and the Stake Officers w i l l endeavor to make t h i s f i r s t outing a big success* These
a f f a i r s have been held i n various p a r t s of the S t a t e the past few
years acid have met with the hearty approval of a l l . I
The outing was a huge success.

.Twelve hundped people attended and

far exceeded even the g r e a t e s t expectations of t h e leadeps.

Programs wepe

given, a hike was made to the summit of Hebo, and fatheps and sons exchanged
s t o r i e s and sang aonga around the biasing f i r e i n the evenings* This event
has become an annual a f f a i r .
In the year 191k iephi had grown to the extent t h a t anothep ward
was c r e a t e d .

The F i r s t and Second Wards wepe dissolved, and three new

wards were created.

They were called the 8ephi South, Mephi Horth, and the

new ward, the Hephi Centep,

Thomas Bailey was chosen and sustained as

Bishop of the Hephi Center Wapd with Farley P* Christensen as F i r s t and
John C, Hall as Second Counselor.
the name of the new ward.

Later the name Centep was dropped fpoa

This name always stayed with Mephi people,

although I t wasn*t t h e ppoper one.
Duping t h i s period (1901-1926) the wards Increased t h e l p physical
plants.

The Mephi Second Ward, l a t e r North Ward, led the way In 1910 by

adding an amusement h a l l , stage, eight classrooms, and kitchen onto theiP
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The Times-news (Hephi), June 17, 1921* "
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Jenson, History of Juab Stake, op* c i t . The Mephi Centep Ward
was organized from t h a t portion of the Nephi F i r a t Ward lying between Center
S t r e e t and F i r s t S®uth S t r e e t , and t h a t portion of t h e Nephi Second »ard
lying between Center S t r e e t and Third I o r t h Street*
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building. Steam heat was Installed throughout the building. The local
paper comntenting on It said* "Taking the whole building together with the
new addition, the coat will total $l£,000, making it the finest building
1
of Its kind in the cownty."
In 1916 the South Ward completed their fine new meeting house,
and the first meetin- was held in it June 3«

The Juab County flees said

of the events
Sunday marked the opening of the South Ward meeting house,.,*
At 10?30 Sun. mopning a lapge cpowd of Sunday School children and
parents assembled in the vepy modem building* Many who had never
been on the interior of the building expressed their surprise at
the artistic and well planned arrangement of the building,•»
The paper continued with an explanation of the fine programs held
both in the morning and that evening, and the final paragraph gave a good
description of the building.
The chapel is built of buff colored pressed bpiek and contains
eight splendid class pooms and Is finished with white sawed oak
throughout the interior, is equipped with hot and cold water,
steam heat and all the modern conveniences, the auditorium is
seated with oak benches. The people boast of having one of the
most modern and up to date meeting houses in the state,"
Owing to the great cost of the building (over $1£,000) and the
Church's policy of not dedicating a chapel until it is completely paid
for, the South Ward chapel was not dedicated until 1922, Apostle Janes E*
Talmage of the Council of the Twelve dedicated the edifice on Octobep lh.^
In 1923 the Juab Stake Seminary building was completed. The TimesHews said of this building when it was nearing completion*
The Seminary is a beautiful little edifice designed by John
Richardson under the direction of the Stake Presidency,.,.It is

The Juab. County Times (Mephi), September 30, 1910,
2

Ibid,, June 9 , 1916,

3

lbid,, Octobep 20, 1922.
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constricted of the very latest types of material and the best of
workmanship. The foundation is made of concrete with pebble dash
finish. The brick are known as the tapestry type giving a v e r y
beautiful and restful appearance to the eye.
The building la a two-story construction* The basement has
one large assembly room Id by 2k feet. One office Poom 12 by 16
feet. A furnace room and a vault* The npver floor has an assembly
poom 2k by 2k feet, one office room 10 by 12 feet, hall and a
toilet room. All floors are maple with a very fine finish* The
building will cost when complete and furnished, anoroxlmately
I7,000.X
This building was built through the generous efforts of the people
of the Stake. The largest donors toward the building were the First National
Bank and the George C, Whitmope Company, The papep encouraged evepyone to
support the Seminary fOP
By supporting this move the people of Juab Stake are supporting
the Church in the very latest Ideas and giving their children an
opportunity to enrich their lives with that religious teaching
which they all require in some form. This movement is also advocated by our greatest educators of today in the nation at lapge.
The students ape showing by their enrollment that they appreciate this opportunity*^
This building sepved for thirty yeaps, and although not used as
a Seminary building today, It still stands and is used as the offices of
Udell J e n s e n , Attorney,

Hephi Becomes Modern
New Buildings,—Many of the buildings constpucted during this
period have already been discussed, but still others wepe to be constpucted
and renovated.
Probably the most important building constpucted during the period
1901-1926 was the City Hall,

In 1921* a bond election was held to see If

the taxpayers would support the .city in thelp venture to supply themselves
•^The Times Hews (Hephi)4 February 2, 1923*
2
Ibid,, February 2 , 1923,

U9
a new hone. The issue carried by a vote of 91 to 99• 1

In the l a t t e r part of June, 192$, wopk was comenced on the city
h a l l , and by Octobep of that sane yeap the building waa nearly completed* .
The Times-Mews said*
* m m ii

i

•
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The city offices wepe moved yestepday into the new City Hall* ,
This building is now nearly completed and In a short time will be
fully occupied.
The building is located north of the Blxon-Taylop Hussell
store, and Is a two story stpuctupe. It la adequate in every way
to take care of the needs of this city fop many years. The building will also house the public library and a room about £0 by 20
feet has been reserved for this purpose*
The article then gives a good description
of what the building contained* .
iesjcp
The courtpoon is on the second floor and is a room twenty
one b y forty feet. This room will also be used fop public meetings
of various kinds. Offices have been provided fop the Mayor,
r e c o r d e r , tpeasurep, attorney, and nnrshnl* The Council ehanber
Is a spacious and well lighted room and adjoins the tfayor'a office.
One o f the features of the building is the room that has been
specially provided fop the members of the American Legion* Provision has also been made fop the electric light and water wopks
department, fipe department, and jail* The structupe is well
built and appears to be substantial in e v e r y respect**
This building is standing today on East Main Stpeet between Centep
and First North and Is still a fine looking building and should give many
nore years of service*
In 1926 an Open-air dance hall was constructed just nopth of the
Hsphi Seminary*

This became v e r y popular and "Nebona Gardens* as it was

known, attracted dancers from all of central Utah*- In the forties it was
abandoned and later topn down to make way for the Hwana Drive-inn*
Quite a number o f business buildings

improved and constructed

Ibid*, November 7, 192u*
2
Ibid., June 6, 1919* The Hephi Public tibrary started on Saturday , June 7, 1919, and was housed In two upper story rooms of the Juab County
Courthouse until the city hall was built*
3

Ibid** June 6, 1919*
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during this time* In 1903 the Alfred Lunt building was constructed, and
the city council used i t for their chambers until the nm city hall was
b u i l t , 1 Today (19SS) i t is the building that houses Oarbett's Ladies
Ready-to-¥esr and the Eobert Hall Pharmacy, Also this same year the
. 2
Arlington, which has been mentioned previously, was erected.
In 1926 the Forrest family erected a new twenty-five room colonial
style hotel on the COPUCP of Main! and Fipst MoPth Streets, The Times-Mews
described it as followsi
The new hostelry has a large lobby, a dining room, and twentyfive guest rooms, eleven bathpoons. The building is of red brick.
The electric wiring is complete in e v e r y detail with basin
lights, wall lights, and table lamps and a telephone installed' in
each room*-5
During the eaply twenties a new telephone office was opened over
the Bailey Furniture Supply Company's Store,• and the most modern equipment
waa installed*
Last, but not least, Hep^il gained a new slaughter house in 1922,
and in that day it was very important as all the meat sold in the butcher
shops was killed locally, John A, Israelson. State Calry and Food Co«mlssloner, pponounced it "the best equipped and most sanitary In Utah*11^
Electric Plant,—Mrs, Mcpune, in her History of Juab County, states
that on *June 30, 1902, Mayop Isaac B, Gpace issued a proclamation t o
appropriate water out of Salt Cpeek fop powep purposes and this originated
".•nm nm •• mmmm
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^The Juab County Tlises (Nephi), June 26, 1908,
2

Minute Book Mo, 3, Mephi City, Febpuapy 7, 1906, p . 165,

%he Times-Hews (Mephi), Movembep 11, 1921*
^Formerly Pay's Hall,
%he Times-Hews (Nephi), May S, 1922,
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the municipal power plant of Sephl City,*

The city records give no in-

dication of this, but at a special meeting of the City Council, held September 27, 1902, the Mayor was authorised to employ Mr. F* C.ffelseyto
survey, plan, and make specifications for constructing a pace in the Canyon
f
fop the puppose of bringing water to the ppopoaed electric light plant.
The minutes of April 17, 1903, pecopd that the go-ahead was given
to bcrpow money fpom the First National Bank of Nephi so that the canal
could be constructed and electricity produced,^ By June the canal was complete, and Mr, Stanley Crawford had presented plans to the City Council
for a powep house,*1
On August 7, 1903, the City Council decided to put stpeet lights
on Main and Depot Streets and at the intersection of Hague and School
In December, T. H. Carter was appointed Supervisor of ElectPic

Streets,5
Lights,6

As lights were extended to Mephi citlsens, some humopous incidents
occurred. One such concerned a Mp, 1, F, Ostlep who appeared before the
council and called attention to the fact that an electplc pole had been
placed so neap his gate that it waa impossible fop his to get in and out
wittent damaging his fence. The minutes recopd that u a motion was made
and carried that the electrician be Instructed to remove said pole and
—
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McCune, op* clt»* p* 120*
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Mlnute Book Kuafcer 2 , Mephi City, p . 270*
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I b l d . , p . 306.
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Ibid.* pp. 317, 330*
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replant same out of the way of Mr. >stltp*s gate,*1 The lights were tamed
on in Mephi in September, 190B,
Soon after the lights were turned on it was discovered that the
electric light plant was not large enough, so in 1910 the plant was enlarged,
During the 1930*s an additional plant was constructed east of the
main plant. This became known as the upper power plant. These two plants,
supplemented by standby sepvice from Telluride Power Company, gave Hephi
good service. In 191*8 sepvice with Telluride was discontinued. When
Utah Power and light extended theip line to Theraoid Rubber riant, the
city used the services of the Otah Power and Light Company,
In 1951 a terrible flood destroyed much of the upper power plant
equipment, and the building was closed. In Appil, 1955, the lower plant
closed, and Hephi now obtains a l l of its electricity from Utah Power and
Light*3
Sidewalks*—The paving of sidewalks started in Mephi in 1907,**
and by 1913, requests were coming into t h e City Council from every section
of the city. That y e a r seven miles were paved5 and in succeeding years
more areas were completed.

In 1922 t h e Times-Hews reported*

Side-walk paving in Distpict Number I k commenced this week,
Uynm Haynes, a local contractor secured the $ob, and work is
now proceeding in the southeast part of the city. When the present
* " — — • » ! ii
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Minute Book Humbep 3, Mephi City, July 6, 1906, p* 1*1,

2

Ibid*» October 7, 1910, p. 355.
Personal interview with Lucille M, Warner, June 23, 1958*

^Minute Book Huaber 3, iephi City, May 10, 1907, pp. 100-101*
h h e Juab County Times (Hephi), March 28, 1913.
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contract is finished Mephi will have more paved sidewalks than
any other town in the State for its siae. This city was among
the fipst in the State, of the smaller towns to pave their sidej
walks the first paving being done here about fifteen years ago*
Streets,—^ntil 1912 the streets in Jlephi were given names rather
than numbers,2 Brother Alfred J, Oowers, the second oldest man in Nephi,
saidi *The streets were named more less after the prominent family that
lived on the street, as I remember, Adams, Andrews, Lunt, and so on»*^
Brother James ?iakers, the oldest resident of »ephi, said in an
interview: "Second Morth was called Price Street, Fifth South was called
Oarton Street, and Seventh S^uth was called Orme Street****
These were only a few of the streets| the city records mention
many others,^
At first the streets were Just dirt, and this was not too bad in
the summer, but when the rain and snow came the street was turned into a
mud hole. Gradually gravel was hauled onto the streets. Gravel Bay
became an Important event In Hephi*
The Juab County Times printed the following proclamation in 1910,
Inviting evepyone to participate in Gravel Dayt
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The Times-News (Kephi ) f October 13, 1922.
2~
Record Book number k , Mephi, Utah, p* 88, 1912 Is the f i r s t
mention of s t r e e t s as they are i n Mephi today. Evidently they were changed
i?hen Ordinances WCPC revised, Appil 2k, 1912.
%epsonal intepview with Alfred J* Dowers, June 27, 1958.

b
Personal intepview with James Hckeps, June 27, 1958*
Minute Recopd Book dumber 1, Hephi City. Other streets that are
mentioned ape Wilson Street, S p e r r y and Norwood Streets, Bpown Stpeet,
Depot |treat, Warner Street, Wall, Hollow, Foote, Karris, Sells, Jensen,
Railroad, West, Sutton, School, Burton, North Square, South Squape, and
Bean StPeets*

m
WHEREAS, the streets and sidewalks of Nephi City are in a
deplorable condition caused by the recent storms and the melting
snow, causing such a condition of mud that some of the streets and
sidewalks are almost Impassable, and
Whereas, the Mephi Commercial Club has requested that a day
be set apart and declared a holiday, and that the citisens be
urged to haul and distribute gravel upon the sidewalks and streets
of the city.
How therefore, I, 8* M, Whltmore, Mayor of Hephi City, by
virtue of the authority in me vested, do hepeby declare and set
apart Tuesday, larch 6th, 1910, as a holiday, and urgently request
that all citizens on that day turn out and assist in the improving
of oup streets and sidewalks by hauling distributing of gravel
thereon*
0* M, WMtmore
1
Mayor of Hephi City
On Octobep h , 1912, the Juab County; Times recorded that Main
Street was completely graded and *the business street Is as tidy as any
3
in the state,"
It further states, "the coming winter will see no such
ponds and ruts as have been seen In previous years*w

3

The City Council did not have money to grade all of the streets,
so the public spirited citizens donated money and labor and accomplished
i

the work themselves.

As automobiles increased, the need f o r paved roads became important. In 1921 Sephi began to work toward paving Main Street, and by 192h
the work was completed*'
Today most of iephl*s twenty-plus miles of streets are paved,
and Main Street has been oiled from curb to curb throughout the town,
Mona has also made much progress in oiling its streets, but Levan has not
1
The Juab County Times (N^phi), March k, 1910.
2

Ibid.. Octobep k , 1912*

3

Ibid., Octobep k, 1912*

k

The Tines-Wans (Mephi), Mapch li, 1921 and Appil S, 1921,

SXbid., June 13, 1921*.
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as yet attempted this work.
Parka*—Mephi did not have an honest-to-goodnesa perk until the
late twenties, A Mr. Vlitbeck had donated his land at Sixth East and
Fourth South fop this purpose, trees were planted, and for a time It was
used. Most Hephi people felt it was too far out of the way, and it was
eventually abandoned* Today sheep %ra%e in this area,
In 1926 a community park and playground waa established between
the Hephi High School and the Central School. Flans called for the
2 **
erection of playground equipment and the planting of lawn. This was
accomplished and a band stand was also built. When the swimming pool
was built in the area, the park was sacpificed to make room.
In the thipties the north square, located on Main StPeet between
Fifth and Sixth Horth, was bought by Hephi City from Juab School District
and turned over to the Daughters of the Utah Fioneeps to make into a beautiful Fioneep Memorial Park. This they did, planting a pine tree fop each
of the fipst seventeen families m d beautifying the park with flowers,
trees, and shrabs.
In 1933, as has been stated in Chapter Three, a piece of the Old
Fort Wall waa moved to the park and Is ppesepved thepe•

In the year 193k

a memopial log cabin was epected under the sponsorship of the County
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers as a lasting tribute to the pioneers of
Juab Valley. The actual cost of the building, inclining material and
skilled labor, was $533*30*^
———>——
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^Personal Interview with Any G. Warner, June 27, 1953 •
2

The Times-Hews (Mephi), March 12, 1926.

•^Personal Interview with Any 0 . Warner, June 27, 195S*
^McCune, op. c i t * , p , 29u*

^Ibid.* p , 29i*
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Today (195B) t h i s park i s one of the beauty spots of ^ephi*

It

has picnic tables and an outdoor fireplace for the picnicker, swings md
t e e t e r - t o t t e r s for the k i d d i e s , and an area fop the teen-ageps to play
soft-ball.
Cemeteries,--The Hephi City Cemetery, located between Thipd Morth
and Fourth and Fifth E a s t , was the f i r s t cemetery t o be established i n the
city.

Gradually t h i s became Inadequate and a much l a r g e r cemetery, called

the Vine Bluff, was located on the h i l l s above Fourth East and Seventh
Horth,

In 1923, under the d i r e c t i o n of Mayor T, H, Surton, tpees and lawn

were planted a t the fine Bluff Cemetery. 1
In 192h A. W, McCune, a millionaire of S a l t Uke City and a native
of Hephi, gave one thousand d o l l a r s for the improvement of the Hephi. City
Cemetery as a memorial to h i s wife, Elisabeth Claridge McCune, who had
2
just been burled thepe.

Today a full tins sexton is employed by the city

at each of the cemetepies, and the grounds are kept up very well.
Highways,—As automobiles increased, the need for highways becasn
apparent, and the various cities vied with each other fop the State Highway. Hephi soon discovered that it would be located on the highway and
eageply looked to the time when this would be accomplished.

In 1911 the

Juab County Times pecorded that the State Highway had peached fork.3

Soon

aftep it came to Hephi* This was only a gpaveled poad and did not ppove
successful. In the 1920fs a paved poad was started south froaa Salt lake
City, and by 1922 the road had reached Hephi.1* A big celebration honored
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The Times-Hews (Mephi), Appil 20, 1923*
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The Juab County Tines (Mephi), Moveaber 17, 1911.
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the completion of the road. The Tinea-News said of this celebrations
»i in

n

-in ii in in

mull

Citiaens of Juab County turned out in force last Friday evening at the formal opening of the paved highway between this city
and the Utah County line. Headed by the Payson Band, a parade of
automobiles, many of them decorated, left the Tabernacle at 5 P^
and tpaveled to Mona, on the paved poad. Here the band played
several selections and returned to this city*
The parade, as it stretched out along the concrete highway,
was nearly five niles long, there being from two to three hundred
cars in the parade, it is estimated.
Arrivini in Mephi the cpowd adjourned to the library grounds
where a big steer had been, roasted. The barbecue committee had
been busy for a couple of hours carving up the Posst beef, and
before the big cpowd had all been satisfied, 13^0 sandwiches had
been served by the committee in charge, and 12$ loaves of bpead
had been used.
After the bapbecue a ppogpam of songs and speeches wepe given,,
..which was crowded to its capacity,1
By 1928 the poad had been designated H« S, Highway 91. and markers
had been extended from Oreat Falls, Montana, to Hephi, The markers were
eventually extended to Los Angeles,*
In 1931 the State Road was oiled fpo® iephi City up Salt Creek
Canyon to the Sanpete County line to connect with the Sanpete towns and
U, S, Highway 89 at iphralm,^

This road is now called State Highway 11,

In the late forties State Highway 132 was oiled fpom Hephi to
Lynndyl in Millapd County to connect with U, 3* Highway 6.** Surely Hephi
Is in an enviable position toiEPist-wise*
As the seventy-fifth anniversary of $ephi City rolled around, she
could look back on a period of accompllshaent#

She had electric lights,

sidewalks and gpaveled streets, paved highways, good schools, well equipped
churches, and businesses, aovies and everything else connected with a
modern twentieth-centupy world*
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The Times-Mews (Mephi), November 3 , 1922*
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"neCune, op* c i t , , p , 135.
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Ibid.* June 13, 1931*

CHAPTER v*II
CONTINUED
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Raising Canning Crops, An Experiment
In the l a t e t h i r t i e s Juab ?alley farmers wepe in dips need of
something to r a i s e (besides wheat, a l f a l f a , and lucerne) t h a t would bring
them ready cash and give mope employment to the young people.

The c i t y ,

county, farm bureau, and c i t i z e n s in general determined to do something
about i t .

They f e l t possibly truck-garden crops could be grown on the

i r r i g a t e d land.

The Eddlngton Canning Company of Sppingville was contacted.

W. ft* Eddington, manager of the p l a n t , agreed to buy twenty-five acres of
peas and ten acres of pole beans t h a t year, 1938.*
The crops were successful In 1933 so the next year the acreage
Many farmers of Juab ? a l l e y planted peas and beans. c

was Incpeased.

In 191*1* forty-thpee farmers In and around ienhi planted one
hundred forty-five acres of peas fop canning.

The avepage net petum was

160.00 to 165.00 per acpe, and some averaged as high as 1100 pep acre*
In 19i*l Del Monte Canning Factory, located i n Spanish Fopk, contracted with sixteen farmers for pole beans.

Returns fpom t h i s CPOP netted

the gpoweps |8£.00 to $165*00 per acpe.
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•hfhe Times-Mews (Mephi), January 1 3 , 193o*
2
Clyde Shaw, Lester Briggs, ffilaon Glaslep, Karl Howard, Roy
Ostler, George T. Oatler, Therol Ostler, I r v l e Andrews, B i l l and Grant
Allen, Allen and Fred Pace, Ernest Brcugh, Sid and Apt S c o t t , Ray Howell,
and Fenton Memmott, to mention some of t h e largep ones*
3

The Times-Mews (N©phi), febr-dary 19, 19h2.
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In the eaply forties, Hunt Canning Conpaqr of liphralm contracted
with many Mephi growers for their peas and beans, but t h i s proved a bad
move on the part of the growers. Hunt Canning Company went out of business
because of opepation expenses that they could not meet and because many
of the farmeps felt they wepe not being given a square deal. At this
time insects ravaged the crops. By the middle forties many farmers had

1
become discoupaged and stopped r a i s i n j the earning crops*
Today (195S) very few peas or beans are grown in the valley*
Kent farmers grow a l f a l f a , c o m , or potatoes, and some sugar b e e t s .

This

experiment did not prove l a s t i n g , but i t was successful for five or s i x
years and brought much-needed money and employment to the c i t i z e n s of the
Valley.

Msny young boys a t that- t i n e , including the w r i t e r , would have

had no employment in the summer i f i t had not been for canning crops*
Civic, f r a t e r n a l , and Social Clubs Benefit the Co«unity
Although some clubs were organised In Hephi before 1920,

e

they

did not get a good s t a p t u n t i l 1927, when the women of the town led out i n
the organisation of a club called "The Hephi Business and Ppofessional
*onen's Club.'*

I t peceived i t s chartep as the baby club from Miss Sli&abeth

Fitzgerald of S a l t Lake City, S t a t e President, In Septenber*
Ized with a neasbepship of twenty-five* 3

I t was opgsja-

Today ( W 0 1 t h i s club i s i n a c t i v e ,

though s t i l l organised*
#ot to be outdone by t h e i r s i s t e r s , the business men of Sephi
organised into an association in March, 1930* They chose as theip p p e s i dent, J . Karl lie i d . Manager of the Toggery, and as vice p r e s i d e n t , Spencep
eisw>wiiawws0san*na>>ws«ewMei»>nanai nwjispwnwn<wwain»ainwiMi*enwMwiinWw^^

j >nwaiwMinw>inaiW|<111^^
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1
Personal interview with Clyde Shaw, June 30, 19J>8*

2
I00F, Modern Woodnen of America, Boosters and Commercial Ciub*
3

The Tines-Mews (Mephi), Feb* 3, 1927*

^Ibid.* June S, 1930.
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S. Forrest, Manager of Nephi's largest hotel. This group worked to encourage home trade.
FOP a number of years this organisation waa very active, but
gradually it became doraant* By 19^0 mme of the younger businessmen
realised the importance of an organization for all of the businessmen of
the city. Max Thomas, 3eorge B* Haynond, and several other leading business
men led out In the new organisation which haa b e m successful ts the present day. (19?6).
Recognising the need to preserve the heritage they possessed, the
Daughters of the Utah Pioneers effected an organisation on June 1, 1930.
At the time of its organisation the Tinea-Mean saidt
nil

IIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

The society is non-sectarian and i t s object is to perpetuate
the names and achievements of the men and women who were the
pioneers in founding this conmonnealth*
Any woman over the age of 18 years, of good character, and a
lineal descendant of an ancestor who cane to Utah prior to the 1
advent of the railroad May 10, 1869, is eligible for membership*
The officers elected to serve were capable and soon had an active
organisation in Hephi.2 The county units of the organisation are called
companies, and the smaller organisations within the companies are known
as camps. During the year 1931, five camps were organised in East Juab
County.-*
Mephi owes much to this organisation.

I t was responsible for

X

Tbid., June S, 1930*
2
President, Florence R. Winnt #trst Vice-President, Alice P. McCune|
Second Vice-president, Catherine Bowles1 Recording Secretary, Ruby Garterj
Corresponding Secretary, Stella Olpinj Historian, Rose M* Lunt; Treasurer,
Etta Sidwell; Chaplain, Sarah Brownj Registrar, Henrietta J. ) » ,
McCune, op. cit,* p. 293. These camps were known as Salt Cpeek
Csmp, Fort Wall Camp, and Birch Creek Camp in Nephi| Chicken Cpeek Camp
in Levan; and Mt. Hebo Camp in Mona.

—<iF—

beautification of the city park, the building of the pioneer cabin on that
park, and the placing there of the few remaining pieces of the old Fort
Wall, They also have erected a beautiful monument in Salt Cpeek Canyon
to some Sanpete pioneers that were killed and scalped by the Indians in
1656.1

These are the pioneers that wepe mentioned in Chapter Three. The

Daughters have also erected a monument to the pioneers in the Mona Perk,
and a Memorial Cabin at Levan.2
Mephi has its share of Vetepans Organisations. On June 20, 1919*
the American Legion was opganised and became the fipst post in Utah, organising before Salt Lake City by only a few days. The chaptep was gpanted on

3
July 1, 1919, and James H, Ockey became the first post commander*

A

Ladies Auxiliary was organised in 1929, and Slnora Foote was elected the
fipst president. Both of these groups are active today (19>B)*
In 1921 the iephi Chaptep of the Service Stap Legion was opganised
with M P S . Maude Forrest as first president. During the First World War
thousands of articles wepe made and sent to the needy by this organisation*
In 1932 the Mount Mebo Post Humber 2367 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars was completed with J. W, Howarth as commander. This organisation was
active for some tins but does not exist today in Hephi*^
The Hephi Xiwanis Club was organised April 5, 1922. It came as
a direct outgrowth of the Commercial Club, Charles H. 3racc, In wpitlng
X

Ibid.t p. 2 9 6 .
Ibid., p. 298-299.

3

Ibid.t p. 129.

li

Xbid.» p. 131.

The Tiaes-Sewa (Mephi), January 28, 1932.
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to the local paper in 193d, explained It this way:
I think I was instrumental in effecting the first farmer®
organisation in Hephi, at least I can recall and which later
developed into the first commercial club which Hephi had.1
He then explained that he invited all the farmers of the area to a meeting
in the Relief Society hall where they effected an organisation. He continued:
After running under this head for some time Roscoe drover and
J. A, Hyde moved that the organisation be turned into a commercial
club....He had a splendid representation of the representative men
of Nephi, consisting of bankers, lawyers, doctors, merchants,
cattlemen and dairymen arid It proved an up-to-date organisation
and one that was awake to the interests of Nephi*s welfare, but as
a few years gilded along there were a few became somewhat disgruntled and wanted to introduce the pool tables into the chamber,
which was put to a vote and was voted down*^
He continues, saying that even though it was voted d^om, those who wanted
the pool tables would not give in and rented another building where they
installed them. This ceased bad feelings between the members and proved
to be a weakening link In the chain of the once successful club. Some
of the oldep members proposed that they organize a Klnanls club with an
entrance fee of twenty dollars, which was later lowered. This was effected
in 1922, and since then the Siwanis has worked for the farmer, businessmen,
and all others.-*
In 193o the Junior Chamber of Comnaree was organised in the month
of April* Alsja P. Burton was the fipst president of the organization.*
This club has been one of Nephi*s most active, arranging for Santa Claus
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Ibid., January 13, 1933*

2

Ibid*. January 13, 1938*
Ibid** January 13, 1938.
Ibid., November 12, 1936.
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to visitftephieach ChPistmae, and wopking fop new industries fop nephi*
This organisation did most of the publicity work for the valley until the
Chamber of Gommepce was organised In 1953*
An Interesting organisation that functioned for several years waa
a male chorus with approximately forty voices, under the direction of
Frank Wanlasa, with Keith Kendall as accompanist.2
The last of the Men*a service organizations to be opganised was
the Lion*s Club which this yeap (1953) celebrated its tenth annivepsapy*
The fipst officers-* wepe very active in fiipthering projects for Hephi City.
One of the most interesting activities that they now sponsor is an lasteregg hunt for the kiddies. All iephi children look forward to this gala
affalp which has become traditional since 19U9«**
A unique organisation that has been active for eight years now is
the wHephi Native Sons and Daughters.* Requirements of membership in this
organization a r e t
First, those born in Hephi prioP to January 1, 1891? second,
those who resided in Mephi ppiop to that datej OP thipd, husband
OP wife of one who meets either of the requipements of birth or
residence prior to January 1, 1391•
Joseph H, Greenhalgh was the first chairman**
Ladies' Literary Clubs became popular in Mephi during the late
thirties and early forties. The Ladies* Litepary Club had been organised
••

in 1905 but no others had their beginning until 1931, when the Twentieth
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Ibid*. Novembep 26, 1936.

Often DeSpain, Theo iestplng, Dp. Kendall Dutson, Eugene Worthington, Glade Sanders, Maraden Caalep, Merle White, and J. 3. Cowan*

The Tinas-Sena (Nephi), April 1U, 19U9*
^Ibid., April 27, 19^0*
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Century Club was started.

The year 1932 brought the organization of the

Lit-a-Lype Club and soon others wep® opganised, until today (1953) thepe
1
a r e nine that are opganised into what is called the Federated Clubs,
9

which are in tupn affiliated with the state and national organisations*
These women have given many hours of service in community projects,
such as helping with Cancer drives, Ttaherculosis drives, and immunisation
clinics. They have given play equipment, phonographs, and library books
to the elementary schools) along with lephi City they helped establish a
beautiful municipal liose Garden as a fitting tribute to the Veterans of
World Wap Two*

Duping the war each club purchased several war bonds to

help the war effort* They help on any project connected with the Utah
State Hospital or Veteran*s Hospitals*** At the present time they are working on various projects to obtain money for a new swimming pool for the
city. The Sephi federated Clubs won first priae this year (1958) in the
state contest for the Xear of Achievement project.^
Other clubs in the community that give these and other services
and that have been opganised in the last twenty yeaps apes Jaycee Janea,
•Ciwanis Ladies Auxiliary, lady Lions, Rose Garden Club, Hiding Club, and
the most pecent one that has been opganised less than five yeaps, the
Chamber of Commerce.
All of these clubs are doing t h e i r part to make Nephi a better
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1
Indies Literary, Twentieth Century, Lit-a-Lure, Fine Arts, Beta
Litepapy, Chalice, Delphic Club, Nautilus, Litepary League.
2
Fepsonal interview with Hita S, Andrews, President of the Uebo
district federated Clubs, State of Utah, June 30, 1958.
3

The Times-iews (Hephi), Appil 10, 19a7*

Personal interview with Kathryn 8, Shaw, June 30, 1958*

5

.

The Times^ews (Mephi), May IS, 1958*
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community, a more deslpable place to lives they are working to create more
opportunities for worlc and play. They play a vital part In the community*

The Blackhawk Celebration of 1935 and the Birth of
The tJte Stampede
Soon after the Blackhawk War was fought and peace came once more
to tftah*s valleys, it was decided to hold a three O P foup day celebration
each yeap in honor of those who had participated in the wap. Bach y e a r a
diffspent town would be the host city to veterans fpom all over central
and southern Utah. On August 3, U, 5, 1910, Nephi was the host city
and put on a good show. The Times-Hews said of the coming affairs
»i»»<wi>wwwwiiwiiiii»,iilw-i[»ii»wnii*iiiii*>iiiii*«Miiiww

Everything is practically in readiness for the big Indian far
Vstepans* Pow Wow next week. The committees have been working
hard perfectin»* every detail of the big affair, and ape planning
to show the viaitops the time of theiP lives. The city park where
the veterans will camp is well lighted with electric lights, there
is a good band stand, a #ood sanitary fountain running f r e e l y ,
good shade, and plenty of good seats. Every morning the veterans
and their families will bo suoplied free of cost plenty of good
beef, fresh milk, fuel, orovinder fop theip teams, straw fop beds.
One big dance will be giv^n the veterans free of cost. Thepe will
be public meetings at the park, addressed by Governor Spry, Senator
Reed Samot, and other prominent speakers of the state. Three bands
will discourse music. Baseball games, horse races, parades, picture
shows, theatres, three dancing halls and all kinds of street
attractions will give plenty of entertainment to everybody.^
The next opportunity Nephi had to be the host city for the Blackhawk Encampment was fifteen years later, In 193£«
planned for five days, August 13 through the 17th*

The big celebpatlon was
Nothing was apared in

the line of entertainment and variety for the visitors. During the five
days the following was offered to the thousands of visitors who came to
witness the big event? baseball games, pageant depleting the early history
of Nephi, boxing and wrestling matches, mammoth parade with fifteen bands,
more than a mile of floats, dances, programs from the following cities of
L

fhe Juab County Times (Nephi), July 2 9 , 1910-
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Utah: Lehl, Sppingville, Moroni, Ooshen, Spanish Fork, fountain Green,
Cedar City, Faipview, and a combined program with numbers from every city
of central and southern Utah, and a talk fpom Governor Henry H. Blood,
honoped guest*

On the thlpd day horse pace3 were held, and a parachute

jump was another big feature of that day. The Blackhawk Queen was Miss
Florence Chapman (illkey), with attendants Blanco 3roadhead and Miss
Lorna Kendall (iorthington). Miss LaMarr Hawkins was chosen to be Miss

1
Mephi,

Miss Marion Chriatensen was chosen to be Goddess of Liberty.

All of these g i r l s had been chosen by popular vote of the o i t i s e n s .

&aeh

c i t l a e n received one vote with each twenty-five cent purchase a t any of
2
the Nephi s t o r e s .

The g i r l s had been nominated by p e t i t i o n e a r l i e r .

The f i n a l two days featured a moonlight hike to the top of Nebo
the f i r s t day and a hopseback r i d e to the top the l a s t day. Out of everything presented, however, the Rodeo a t t r a c t e d the l a r g e s t crowds and created
t h e most excitement.

The rodeo was presented by t h e famous group that Md

pepformed i n Madison Square Garden, a t the World's Fair in Chicago and
S a l t Lake C i t y ' s Covered Wagon Days.^
The Blackhawk Celebration was so successful that Mephi decided to
hold an a m u a l celebration and homecoming, and the tfta Stampede was born.
The name, Ote Stampede, was given to the celebpation by Mayor F*
1* Jones and the committee t h a t sponsored the f i r s t Ote Stampede in 1936*
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The 1936 celebration lasted for three days and featured papades,
band festival with thipty-thpee bands, rodeo, Indian danceps, and carnival,1
In 1937 a special pageant was presented, named "The Sacrifice of
Princess On-a-ron-to*"

It was thened around a legend of early Indian days

in ^ephi. The pageant was written by Leftoy Whitehead and featured a cast
of one hundred fifty*2
The Ute Stampede has been held continuously' except for three years
during the 3econd World War. The local paper said of this cancellation*
Authorisation was recently given by the Ute Stampede Inc.
committee members for the purchase of a 11000.00 United States
lap Bond, according toft*K* iirm, chairman of the general committee of h'ephi's annual celebration.
At the same time, the committee decided to cancel the 19ii2
celebpatlon In opdep that people of the state would not unnecessarily use their tipes and automobiles in attending the celebpatlon,*. •
"With peace will again come the Stampede" Mp, Winn said, n m d
it will be bigger than ever before."*
During 1914?, the Centennial tear of the entrance of the pioneers
into Salt Lake •'alley, the Stampede featured «i»a Caleen Robinson, the
State Centennial Queen. Other features were a Queen's Centennial Pioneer
Banquet with Miss Elaine raacnan, Queen of the East Juab Centennial, and
her attendants, Mrs. Geniel Pratt McAllister and Miss Kildped Powell, as
hostesses to Miss Robinson,
A beautiful pageant was also presented that year, entitled "And
It Shall Be a Choice Land**
writer of Salt Lake City*

It was written by Evelyn food, veteran pageant

ii

x.he Times-Hews (Mephi), June 11 and June 25, 1936.
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Ibid.. June 2o, 191*2.

klbid,» lent 26, 19U7.
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In 1951 ^ephi peached the age of one hundped years, and Airing the
Ute Stanpnde Celebration everyone celebrated for five days. Highlight of
the whole extravaganza was • beaut ifvil pageant wFrom Obscurity to Light,"
written and directed by Dr. Harold I* Hansen and Lael J. Woodbury*

One

account of the pageant said*
The setting is unique with the Red Cliffs aid Mt.,Hebo aa
the backdrop and a canopy of stars overhead, making an inspirational setting for the pageant which begins with Father Escalante's
entrance; until the present day.
'>ne hundred and fifty people will participate, the actors
pantonlning the part with the voice coming frora a central until
booth amplified with loud speakers on each of the five stages.
Each stage will be lighted by f l o o d lights, color spots, and foot
lights controlled from a master switch board. The central stage
Is 1+6 feet long and 20 feet deep. A ewe-hundred voice choir undep
the direction of '/tolaff.Ockey will furnish the musical score
with Hheta Sperry, accompanist**
Many changes have taken place through the years, some important,
others not so much, but always Interesting. Mo longer do the citiaens
vote for the queen; tryouts are conducted for any single girl in the State
of ytah who cares to compete and can furnish her own horse* Haw both a Uta
Staspede queen is picked with her attendants and also a Missftephiand hep
attendants. Many.people feel the lattep honop is more to be coveted.
The rides and concessions have changed from east Center Street
to the high school gpounds, and in pecent yeaps have been held at the Juab
County Faipgpounds, Miniature papades have taken the place of band contests, and bathing beauty papades ape popular at the present tine (1953) #
Parades are now held in the afternoon instead of th» morning as when the
celebration first started,
With all the changes, the celebration still remains basically the
same with the center attraction being the rodeo, now rated twelfth in the
mmmmmmmmm
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nation. This rodeo attracts the best of the nationf« cowboys, and last
year it was witnessed by almost twenty thousand people. Certainly this is
a celebration that $ephi can be ppoud of.
The Second World l?ap Brings Many Changes to a Small Town
Many parts of the country gained much new industry as a result of
the war, but Juab Valley faced one of the hardest tints it had ever had.
1
sot only did the war take its young manhood

but the large aircraft indus-

tries of the coast states and the military installations of northern Utah
promised high wages and more opportunity, and ©any of the valley *s residents heeded the call of big money.
In Nephi, food, was rationed, gas was rationed, and the bright
lights were tupned off at night in preparation for blackout exercises.
Over six-hundred of the valley's young mm were serving their
country in the steaming jungles of H@w Quinea or the war-swept hills of
Mormandy.

Many an anxious mother was praying for her boy*s return. Most

did but a few made the supreme sacrifice.
Hephi made every effort to gain new industry, but she was never
successful. When Geneva Steel was' built, many Mephi people obtained
employment there and commuted back and forth in car pools and buses*
The schools were affected,

»'.any fellows were drafted before they

could finish school. The older hi^h school boys went to the Vocational
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oil served in the krmed forces fpom Juab Valley* Levan sent 118,
Mona 71, and Hephi U22*
2McCune, op. cit.. p. 27d, Those who gave their lives% Clayton
Aagard, Lawrence C, Paystrup, Uarn i« TunbPidge, Dean J. Sates, Wayne E.
tfantsn, William Veloy lent* James L* Belllston, Clyde Bpoadhead, Clarence
f* 8rou,jh, Wesley Christiansen, Jay S. Sowers, Glenn C, Lomax, Jack i).
Malloy.
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School in Prove every afternoon for training. Yearbooks and anything that
required paper wepe prohibited*

Everyone prayed for the day when the war

would end*
The year 19u5 brought the end, ard Hephi celebrated with a dance
In the middle of Main Street and special prayeps of thanks to God in its
churches. With the war's end, faany people who had sought the pot of gold
returned to their old hoaie town, new industries were developed, and normalcy returned to Juab Valley,
New Industries Developed After the War
The Poultry Plant.—In 1930 a poultry plant was built in Hephi at
Second Morth and Third »est. The cost was 110,000 and the business has
1
been one of the most successful enterprises In the valley.
The chicken and egg industry had its impetus in the early twenties.
In 1922 the first carload of chickens was shipped fpom Hephi, and the
next year the first carload of eggs left*
In this same year the Hephi PoultryBien, Inc. was organized, and
•3

they worked toward the expansion of this industry in the area*

In 1925

a conrounlty hatchery was started, and this was very successful for nany
years.* This organisation is now (l95d) affiliated with the Utah Poultry
Cooperative Association*
Mephi Processing Plant*—After the war the young men returned,
in
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11*0
new industries had to be developed.
1
In 191*3, 7500 turkeys were being raised in the valley by two men*
They were being sent to Moroni to be processed, others decided that this
valley would be an Ideal place to raise and process turkeys,. It oresented
a dry climate, and there was plenty of area to raise the turkeys. Led by
Milton L. Harmon, the Nephi Processing Plant was organised in July of 191*5
with the following incoppopators as officersi Milton &* Harnon, President
2
and General Manager, Sad T. Ostler and James P* McCune, directors.
Building began issiedlately. By October the construction was far
enough along to start dressing turkeys f o r the 191*5 season*

Dressing

CORK

tinued from then until late in January of 191*6, making it a very successful
season for both growers and the corporation*

As the plant proved a suc-

cess, more people entered the turkey-raising business.^
In 191*7, 12,000 turkeys were raised. This increased until in
1951* there were 1*00,000 turkeys raised In the valley, and the plant pros'
cessed six million pounds of turkey*7
The physical plant of the processing industry located at 295 $est
Fourth South has had a big growth, then it was first built it contained
eight thousand square feet. After a few years the building area was increased to forty-seven thousand square feet, with eighteen thousand feet
WDWBWMW m
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gephj's Centennial Jubilee^ I851pl95l, op* c i t . , p . 38*
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Ibid., p. 30.
^Those already mentioned. Also Theodore Park, Max Orme, Wayne
ftosequist.
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Personal intepview with Milton 1. Harmon, President and General
Manager of the Mephi *rocesain& Plant, June 3 0 , 195-3•

of refpigerated space that is capable of a temperature as low as 63 degpees
below a e r o * 1

The plant now processes six million pounds of turkey annually.

It employs one-hundped thipty-flve people during its peak period m d has
an average daily payroll of almost 11,000.

It has the first imaersion

freezing of poultpy, and today in the United States thepe are only three*

2

Mr. Harmon believes that the valley has a gpeat future in the turkey
industry. He says only one-tenth of the capacity of the valley to raise
turkeys is being utilised. According to Mr. Harnon, "Two thousand persons
should be directly employed, with 1,200,000 turkeys being raised, and
20,000,000 pounds of turkey being processed yearly.*
Mr. Harnon thinks the valley is capable of supporting e v e r y p a r t
of the turkey industry*

He says the eggs should be laid hepe, there

should be hatchepies, thepe should be canning, boiling and rolling of tur*
key. f*very phase
)has< that poultry goes through from the egg to the Thanksgiving dinner! table can be carried on in this valley.
The Juab Valley Feed Compaq.—Actually thepe Is no business with
this name in the vallty today, but the writer has chosen to call It this
because this was the name It bad when It started operations* Evep since
the Feed Mill'of the Juab County Mill k Elevator Company had ceased
operations, the farmers of the valley felt a keen need f o r a m i l l to
operate which would chop thelp grain into feed f o r theip livestock*
19i*7 the above naned company was organised, and a modern, up-to-date

In

11*2
plant was bulli at 265 West Centep. The cost was 150,000. In 1951 the
coiapany had one-hundred thirty stockholders, most of whom resided in Hephi*
Then the mill had a capacity of 55,000 bushels of grain. The Company had
two mixers and two choppers. One to take care of the regular milling and
one fop small custom jobs.1

This Company waa purchased by the Utah Poultry

In 1956.2
ThermoId Western Company*—The latest and largest industry to
come to Hephi was the Thermoid Western Company, manufacturer of rubber
products*

Construction of the plant began late in 191*6. Early in the fall

of 191*7 the first machinery was installed, hut the building was not. substantially completed until the late fall of that year. The coat was
$3,500,000.
On June 9, 191$, the ThermoidCompany was dedicated and opened to
the public for inspection. Some 3000 took advantage of the opportunity.
President Fred Schluter from the main thermold plant located at Trenton,
Sew Jersey, came to attend the dedication. He praised very highly the
choice of Utah and Nephi for the plant and said!
We can confirm that after two years hope our decision was
coppect in the selection of Utah and of Hephi as a plant site.
We have at this point found enthusiastic and cooperative working
men and women who thus far aeem to take just as much pride in
the effort ac management does,...
We realise now that most of the enlightened leaders of Utah
have their eyes upon our performance and want us to succeed. We
also know that many other industries considering expansion or
relocation are going to use our performance as a test*3
Attorney General Grower A. Giles, Salt Lake City, termed the
entrance of Themoid company into Utah "the opening of a golden era in
• n mi i i
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Personal interview with Bert Powell, June 27, 1953.

2
The! Times-Hews (?«ephi)* February 23, 1956*
3
The, Times-News (#ephi), June 10, 19i*B*
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Me said* "the erection of the plant on what had formerly

be<m an a l f a l f a field was a testimony t o the high character of the people
of Nephi area who ape working fop i t s success.
President McKay, then counselor in the F i r s t Presidency of
Church of Jesus Christ of l a t t e r - d a y Sainta, said*
the blessings of t h i s planning in future years.**

*OUP

f

he

childpen w i l l reap

2

Many other d i g n i t a r i e s were present, Including President McKay
and President Schluter.

Dr. A, Ray Olpin, President of the University

of Utah, Dr. Franklin S. Harris, President of the U. S. A. C,, and Heber
Bennion, J P , , acting Clovernor of Utah,

One-hundred S a l t Lake business men

came down i n s p e c i a l bvsea for the occasion, ard Qua P. Backman, Executive
Secretary of the S a l t Laks Chaiaber of Commerce, spoke b r i e f l y . ^

The Juab

High School band furnished the music for the occasion*
The plant today (1953) i s one of the most modem of i t s kind in
America.

Among the unique features i s t h e underground c e n t r a l power chan-

nel proceeding from the power plant down the center of the building, under
the f l o o r .

Branch connections reach out into t h e numerous departments.

All e l e c t r i c a l conduit, steam, water and hydraulic pressure l i n e s are so
designed to permit an immediate power take-off a t any point.

The impres-

sive horizontal braider i s the l a r g e s t and only one of i t s kind in the
United S t a t e s .

The floor area i s 193,01*1* square f e e t .

The land on uhlch

I t stands comprises twenty-three and one-half acres*
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lbid*, June 10, 191*8.

Ibid.. June 10, 19i*8*
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Ibid.. June 10, 191*8*
Personal lnter?3,ew with Earl F, Dunn, General Manager, July 1, 195$,

n*u
Among the products manufactured by the Thermoid Company arc conveyor and transmission b e l t i n g , braided, knitted and molded types of
i n d u s t r i a l hose f o r o i l f i e l d s , automotive fan b e l t s , i n d u s t r i a l v - b e l t s
including f r a c t i o n a l horsepower b e l t s , molded and l a t h e - c u t mechanical
rubber products, and tank lining*
The gross sales from the Mephi plant during the year 1950, the
f i r s t year that the Company showed a p r o f i t , were three million five
hundred thousand d o l l a r s $3,500,000.00).

This has Increased u n t i l 1956-57

the gross s a l e s reached over six million d o l l a r s .

The recession t h i s year

(1953) which i s genepal throughout the countpy w i l l decrease the sales
somewhat*
Until the recent recession there were ovep three-hundred people
employed, with a monthly payroll of s«venty-five thousand d o l l a r s .
the recession the force has been cut i n half.

Since

A feeling of confidence

s t i l l e x i s t s , however, t h a t the recession w i l l soon end and conditions w i l l
take an upturn.

Mp* Dunn saids "The s t a b i l i t y of employment i s one of the

outstanding factors of the p l a n t , some men having been hepe sine© the e s t a b lishment of the plant ten yeaps ago**
i

The establishment of Thepmoid brought many sepvice industpies t o
the area,

EIRoy Melson, d i r e c t o r of the Bureau of Economics and Business

Research of the University of tltah, said at a banquet of business leaders
In Hephi, June 30, 19k9*
Today one new job in a basic industry generally means one
ne« job in a service industry*
In many nays Hephi f s economic pattern in 19i*9 represents an
ideal of every a g r i c u l t u r a l community in the nation* A new indust r i a l establishment has been added to the t y p i c a l a g r i c u l t u r a l

1

Personal interview with Earl F* Dunn, General Manager, July 1, 1953.

115
community. I t means a g r e a t e r d i v e r s i f i c a t i o n in the basic p a t t e r n , an added source of income, job opportunities fop-the youth,
and additional challenges t o the community leadership.
He then continued to point out the new Industpies t h a t had been
added to the economy of Hephi since Thensoid's establishment. 2

In addition

t o t h i s thepe was an expansion of oldep furniture s t o r e s , grocepy s t o r e s ,
etc.
As IS common with most i n d u s t r i a l establishments, the laboring
force of Thermoid i s unionized,

Surprisingly enough, however, the union

with which they ape a f f i l i a t e d i s not the rubber manufacturers union, but
the International Association of Machinists•**
Besides service i n d u s t r i e s , many new homes were b u i l t , and the
Foppest Hotel Annex owned by Bent Bpyan was bought by the Thermoid Company,
remodeled, and used exclusively for Thepmold employees.
i s also pented out to others than employees of Thermoid.

Today (1958) i t
Many people fpom

Sanpete County and some fpom Utah County make t h e i r l i v i n g a t t h i s e s t a b lishment**4
^h« Times-Mews said of Theraoid when i t had been established two
yeaps*
The officials of Thermoid Company have told us that they do
not want this great plant, this great industry, huge as it is, to
dominate the economy of our community. They have not come here
to disrupt the economy but to further balance the economy of our
community, to make it a stronger, better, happier and. more
X

The Tlmes-riewa (-!ephl), June 30, 1958*

A sijpep market, two ladles peady to wear shops, two cafes, a
dairy bar, paint and wallpaper store, lumber yard, motel (expansion;,
specialty store, two service stations, and two farm machinery distributors.
-^Personal interview with Earl F. Dunn, Qeneral Manager, July 1, 1956.
**The Times-Mews (Mephi), March 20, 19l*7.
i

*

1U6
prosperous place in which to live*
It is the opinion of the writer that although the plant does not
dominate the community it certainly supplies the means of making a living
for many people and sup;lements the income for many more. It has brought
a greater balance to the economy of the valley, and it would be sorely
missed if it were discontinued.

Community Development During This Period
Recreation.—When the Hephi High School was built in 1922, a
swimming pool was Included in the plans. This became one of the few high
schools In the state of Utah with a pool. This was used not only during
the winter months, but also as a coMunity pool In the summsp. In 1925
the local papep published the following I
l}he swimming pool was authorised to be opened fop the use of
the people of the school distpict commencing from Thursday, July
29th. The pool will be opened Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,
of each week from 1* p.m. until 10 p.m. Mo tickets will be sold
after 9 p.m. -Admission for children under 12 will be 15$* Adults
?5#. Sach person must provide their own bathing suit**
Along with swimming and dancing, baseball was the only sport that
much of the community participated in. 0*" course there were occasional
pabbit hunts, sponsored by some of the clubs,I and some men even did some
big-game hunting to rid the range of mountain lions," but most of the
recreation was by individuals and small groups. However, In the middle
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Ibid., July 31, 1925*

ibid,, January k, 1929.

h

ibid., Febr-iary 7, 1929• "Sunday Hoy Mlelson, Walt Anderson,
Edgar Park, and Flo ran Ingram, brought In a kitten which measured 5 feet
fo«r inches from tip to tip, and Tuesday they brought in another kitten,
the same size. They used the dogs to capture these animals....The lions
were captured in the area'between Salt Greek Canyon and Gardner1s Canyon.

11*7
thirties, with the depression s^nd money very scarce, the city took It upon
itself to provide recreation for its citizens. Glen V/orthington was appointed recreational director, and- with several assistants

they developed

a rather complete program*
A fi|t hole goIX course "with approaches arranged from different
angles so thai nine holes could be played*1
Fairgrounds in 193U*

in 1936 community programs, band concerts, and

sports events were popular,
members,

was built at the Juab County

A rifle club waa also organized with forty

A sjjki hill was built in 1937 thpough the cooperation of the

Junior Chamber of Commerce and a ^roup of Hephi ski enthusiasts. It was
built on the north slope of the hills just above the forks in Salt Creek
Canyon on the Ockey ranch property.7

By 1938 night Softball was becoming

popular and that year Hephi dedicated its new lighted Softball park.

It

was located between the high school and Central School grounds. In the
fifties it was removed to make way for a new football field.
Xn 1931* an outdoor seimmlng pool was built just east of t h e Juab
High School gymnasium, where the track and football field is now located.
It was used cactensively until the late forties when it was torn down and
the high school pool served the community once more*
11
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^nelden Wopthington, Gpant sperry, and Arvll Sp^ppy,
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The Times-Hews (nephi), A-igust 2, 1931* •
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By 19U0 iephi had one of the most complete recreational programs
of any small city In the state of Utah* Swimming, tennis, Softball,
horseshoe pitching, and supervised play for the youngsters provided a
well-Pounded program*
Thpe^ Softball leagues wepe in operation and the whole town
turned out to watch the contests, Monday was known as •Park Day1 for the
young children with supervised play being undertaken for the .Primary age
childpen, at the Pioneer Manorial Park, and at. the South Ward church lawns.
Story classes, games, and play occupied the time of the children from
10 A*H* to noon and from 2 to k fcjf»' In the late fall and winter of
191*0-1*1 the Juab High School gym was provided with facilities to play
handball, volleyball, basketball, and paddle tennis*
The $eoondVbrld War brought a curtailment of recreational activities*

Gradually many recreational activities have been brought back as

they wepe before, but many have changed.
today (1958) the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
sponsors a very active boys and girls Softball league. Little Leagues
have gained the attention of the young boys nine through twelve, and
competition is keen between the various groups* Three, tennis courts give
1

Ibid., June 27, 19U0.

Ibid*, June 27, 191*0* Commercial league playing on Monday even*
injsj Recreational league on Wednesday nights? and the Central Utah league
on Friday. Tne Connercial league Is nade up of teams sponsored by Miens
Cash Store, Bailey-MoCune Site Way, Juab County Abstract Gonoany, and the
Mutual Cpeaaery* Recpeatlonal league teams are sponsored by the ttepbi
Juniop Chamber of C'Wweree, Hephi City employees. Battery I and Wayne
Ostler*s Oilers. The Central Utah League la comprised of teams from
Centpal Utah cities.
3

ibidi., June 27, 19i*0*
kr
ibid*, timmtem 21, l9i*0.

11*9
ample room for those Interested in this sport. Mephi ISM always had an
outstanding baseball teas.

It has usually been affiliated with the Central
o
Utah League,1 although at tines they have Joined the Sanpete League,

They have won the championship aany tinea, as their trophy case in the
Nephi City Hal^L will attest. Levan, their sister city to the south,
sponsors one of the outstanding invitational baseball tournaments in the
Beehive State, It is held every year at the close of the summer and brings
froa as rfar north as Granger, as far east as Hiawatha, and as far
south as Utah's Uixie.
In the winter the school a m the Church provide ample recreational
opportunities,
•

•

•

.

At the present time (19o*o) Nephi does not have a swimaing pool.
The outdoor pool *ias tauten up to iiake way for playground area and the
football and track program.

The high school pool was condemned ajid Is

no® being f i l l e d in to make way for new music rooms.

The c i t i z e n s must

r a i s e two thousand d o l l a r s isore before a new outdoor swimming pool, to be
one of tha noat nodern in the s t a t e , will-be constructed.
Much of c h i l d r e n ' s tine today i s taken up with the t e l e v i s i o n set*
I t i s the w r i t e r ' s opinion t h a t r e c r e a t i o n a l programs are needed and those
now operating perform a r e a l service to the community.
Airport,—On iepteaaber 2r>, 191$, culmination of several years of
p a t i e n t work was sesn as the Hephi Airport was dedicated.
The f i r s t steps were taken during t h e administration of Mayor M i ford Bailey, 1936-39, when a piece of ground west of t h e r a i l r o a d track
and north of the Meadow Lane waa purchased by Nephi City,
reana from Utah and Wasatch Counties.
%eams fro® Sanpete and Sevier Counties*

This ground was
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soon found to he unsuitable as it was too close to the mountains and would
not provide poon fop an east-west runway*

The land was sold, and later

the proceeds fpom this wepe used to purchase another site about a mile
noPth and two miles west of t h e city. This was accomplished under the
administrations of F. L, Jones and D. Eugene Ostler. By X9kk the options
were consummated and the title obtained by Mephi City,
I n the spring of 19kS a landing strip was bladed on the field
and members of the Nenhl Klwanis Club formed the Hephi Flying Club, purchases a plane, and many members learned to fly*

Bering this same year a

saall office building was placed on the field by the city and a telephone
was installed*

In the spring of 19U6 the Hephi Flying Club built a two-

plane hanger, and in 191*7 Dudley Bray built a quonset hut hanger, forty by
sixty feet, together with an office and living quarters made out of cinder
block. Mephi City drilled a well for water and installed a pump and a
o
tank. At the same time they also extended electricity to the airport.*
During the mayorship of H, C, Crane in 19l*7, tin city fathers
appropriated ten thousand dollars toward the Improvement of the airport*
Juab County appropriated six thousand dollars, and the State Aeronautics
Board matched this with sixteen thousand dollars. The Federal Government
placed eighty thousand dollars on the project, making a total of onehundred twelve thousand dollars for Improvements to the Nephi City Airport.
Latep fifteen hundred foilers was appropriated by the State Aeronautics

Board for the graveling of the runways*
X

The Times-Hews (nephi), August 26, 19i*8*
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I b i d , , August 26, 191*6*
l b l d . , August 26, 194*8.
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Preliminary survey of the aipport was made April 1, 191*8, and
gpading was s t a r t e d by the contractor on April 9* About April 29 the
gravel base was s t a r t e d .

The gravel waa secured on the south end of the

a i r p o r t grounds and was placed on the north-south runway to form the base
f i l l for the runway.

A gravel p i t about two miles north of Hephi, on the

east side of Highway 9 1 , on land owned by hynn Jackson, was opened and a
cpushep placed In sepvice t o secure the gpavel fop the runway supface. This
gravel was placed i n rows and mixed with o i l *

On July 26 the W, W. Clyde

Co., contractors of S p p i n g v i l l e , s t a r t e d the appending operations and r o l l ing the o i l i n t o place.

On August 23 ths s e a l coat was s t a p t e d , and by

September 5 the work was completed.
The field w i l l accommodate a U but the l a r g e s t m i l i t a r y p l a n e s .
The north-south runway i s 1*600 feet long and fine hundred f e e t wide from
shoulder t o shoulder.

Each of the shoulders i s one-hundred seventy-five

feet wide with a paved runway in the center, one-hundred fifty feet wide.
The east-west runway i s 2527 feet long and three-hundred feet wide with
2
one-hundred feet graveled ruiuray In the center*
The dedication was very successful. l&any townspeople, d i g n i t a r i e s ,
and plane owners throughout the s t a t e were there and took p a r t In approp r i a t e ceremonies.- 5

Today (l95c>) the f i e l d in used by p r i v a t e plane

owners and any others who care t o land on the f i e l d , however, Hephi has no
pegulap passenger or mail a i r l i n e s e r v i c e .
Sewer System.—then big industry by the name of Thermoid Western
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came to Hephi, It created many new jobs, but It also brought many ppoblems
that a little town such as Mephi had not faced before. One of these probless was watep and sewage. Nephi had never had any sewer system, septic
tanks anl cesspools serving the purpose. But thermoid required lots of
water and this would not do. Tha city fathers put It befope the people and
asked them whethep they would support the extra cost it would take to lnstallia sewer system. The people gave a resounding vote of confidence to the
administration.*
Said the Timen-news.in October, 19U7f
Nephi City Corporation was given the *go ahead" signal fop
construction of a sanitary sewer and a sewer disposal plant, and
for the extension of Hephi City's water works system to include
additional supply and extension of lines at the special bond
election held last Friday*
The city Immediately went ahead and constricted the sewep system
In the most populated papts of the city. %

the fall of 191*9 most of the

work was completed.
ElEoy Kelson said In 191*9. of the sewep and watep project*
Sephi pathep stands out ahead of most othep Utah communities
in facing its ppoblems. To a considepable extent the immediate
results and even the long range effects of a capital outlay of
1700,000 In the city are not easily seen. But lephi must be comae nded for its long pange programming.
The expenditures include generally*
Sewage collection system m d complete sewage disposal plant*
This has cost approximately $330,000* In addition to a typical
collection system the disposal plant Is the first complete sewage
disposal plant In the state,»
-I m . i . . . . . . . . .
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Minute Book, nephi City, S e p t . 16, 191*7, pp.li*-l7. The vote was for
310 and 30 against*
2
The Times-Hews (Mephi), October 23, 19l*7.
^Personal Interview with Dr. Preston L. Jones, former Mayor of
Mephi, July 1, 1953*
^The Tlmes-Msws (Hephi), June 30, 195&, Talk by BIBoy kelson to
Neohi business'leaders.
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He continued, telling of the other expenditures such as new firefighting equipment, road-oiling ppojects, etc.
The question of paying fop the sewep system presented a real problem to the City Council. As not everyone in the city was attached to the
sewer system, it would not have been fair to meet the debt thpough a
genepal obligation bond.

In an intepview with Par* P* L* Jones, the then

may O P of Hephi, he told the wpitep that the Council met many hours each
night for weeks on end and finally wopked out an ordinance in which all
those who had sewep connections would pay for it in connection with their
water bill. If they did not pay for the sewep bill their watep could be
stopped. The ordinance states*
Where sewep sepvice is available to a ppopePty ownep, no
water sepvice shall be separately sold O P billed. "Water and
Sewer** sepvice only, shall be available and the monthly charges
for such service shall be rendered as a single billing*
This ordinance was questioned as to its legality and eventually
reached the State Supreme Court. The Court gave a puling that Mephi City
was legally and lawfully within its rights. This ordinance has since
been r e f e r r e d t o very often as the Hephi Ordinance by various cities
throughout the nation*^
In the fifties the scrwep system was extended to many othep papts
"
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Tioday (195S) Hephi has thpee modepn fire engines with m active
volunteer fire department, enough to take cape of any need that may arise.
This summep will complete the oiling of practically all of the twenty-four
miles of streets In Nephi*
Revised Opdinances of Mephi City, State of Utah, 1951, Section
61*6.
^Personal intepview with Dp. F. t . Jones, farmer Mayor of Hephi
City, July 1, 1953.
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of the city until today (I95d) the major papt of the city benefits from
1
this service.
City Manager System.—During the forties many ppoblems presented
themselves, and they required the help of a trained engineer. The Mayor
and City Council decided to try the City Manager system which was then
being tried in Ogden and several other Utah cities* On January lit* 19UB,
the

Ordinance was created that provided for a City Manager,

Briefly,

the City Manager was to be responsible for utilities in the city and recommend, advise, and counsel the mayor and City Council in mattors of city
improvement. He can sit in on meetings of the City Council and voice his
opinion, but he does not have a vote* He can also discharge employees whom
he does not feel are carrying on their dities properly*

The City Manager

can be discharged when the Mayor and City Council deem it advisable.*
Daniel Davis served fop a short in an unofficial capacity*u
In 19i*o Geopge Matkin was appointed City Managep. George Matkin, a native
of Idaho and a graduate of H a h State Agricultural College (now Utah State
University), was a qualified man for t h e job. he had worked as a survey
engineer for the Bureau of Reclamation before coming to Mephi.5 He served
the city faithfully until 19$* when he left to became City Manager of
Anchorage, Alaska. The writer had two Interviews with City officials
who had worked with him and they said of him, in substance*
m m m m m m mm mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Minute Book, Hephi City, p p . 66-68.

Revised Opdinances of Hephi City, section 703, pp. 213-21S,
^During 19i*7.
^Personal intepview with Raymond Christiansen, Hephi City Recorder,
Jtily 1, l9Sd*
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He saved the city a lot of money. He drew plans for the
city* He was able to estimate prices of pipe, and other equipment
connected with sewer &nd water problems, m was good at drawing
maps. He was worth much more than the $5,000*00 he received**
Another said*
He was able to save the city much money* He was responsible
for Nephi obtaining -the apadley Springs watep, the sewep system,
and under his direction the power system waa completely rebuilt*2
Leonard Wiaeonbe, a forner city recorder of Sppingville, and an
electrical engineer, served for one year aftep lip, Matkin*

He did not

prove successful and was peleased. Since that time (1951*5 Kephi has not
had a City Manager*^ The Ordinance Is still in effect, however, and If
the Mayor deens it necessary and the City Council apppoves, a City Managep
can be appointed*
Hew Buildings*—the late 1920*s brought new building and expansion
of existing buildings in the business section of the city*

In 192S the

First national Bank Building was constpucted at a cost of fifty thousand
dollars. It was dedicated to the memopy of Qeorgeftbitnorn,prominent
Hephi boostep and banker. The fimes-Kews said of the building*
"'»

~ « i i in •mil, ilium II

•

the new bank building is constpucted of glased gpanite bplck
and tepra cotta, with gpanite trimmings, fhe ground floor houses
the president's office, cashier*& and tellers' departments, and
has a spacious lobby that fop both sis® and beauty of design,
would grace a metropolitan banking house* A featupe of the bank1*
facilities is that it has thpee separate steel lined concpete
vaults,, one fop safety deposit boxes, and two for the bank's valuables .
This building stands today and has served two otter banking institutions, the Commercial Bank and now (1958) the First Secupity Sank* It is
well-kept and a credit to the business section*
* * — — — " " ' i " ' ' i"
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Personal interview with Dr. P, 1* Jones, July 1, 1958.

^Personal interview with Raymond Christiansen, Mephi City Recordep,
July 1, 195c.
kThe Times-Mews (Hephi), Appil 13, 192o.
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I n 1929 the Forrest Hotel announced that because of their Increased
business they would add sixteen more rooms. Work was commenced immediately
and finished In June of that same year. The new addition extended west
from the north end of the building, this addition made the hotel one of
the best small hotels In the state of Utah*

1

Hejhl did not obtain a federal building until July 25* 1932. Plans
wepe completed long before this, but the First Wopld lap brought curtailment
of practically all constriction and it was not resumed for some time afterward.
In September, 1931, the old Tithing House was torn down and the
Federal Building constructed in its place on the east side of Uain at
Center Street.* Fitting ceremonies and a ppogpam marked the dedication.
Including the placing of a memory box in the eomepstone that contained
the history of the .Nephi Post Office fpom the time that Timothy B. Foote
fipst sepved as postmaster to the time of dedication*^
The Post Office and Forest Service now are housed in the Federal
Building, During 19U2* Hephifs Post Office had grona in volume and business
to the extent that It was made a Second Class Post Office.
In 193d a new National Guard Apnopy was dedicated in Hephi* The
cost of the building was thirty-eight thousand dollars*^ The building la
located dipectly across the stpeet south fpom the Centpal School located
on Fipst MoPth and Fipst East. It is equipped with a large dpill hall and
•' i "
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several smaller rooms for equipment and offices* Today (1953) it houses
Battery B, li*5th P. A. Bn*
During the year 1937* twenty-five new homes wepe built and the
South Ward Chupch added an amusement hall and additional class pooas to
their chapel*
Besides the Tithing House, two mope old landmarks were torn down
o
in 1938 to make way for a new service station*
the Times-Hews said of
*
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Crews are this week tearing down two well-known Hephi buildings, the Old Foote Hotel, which in recent years has housed t h e
Hephi Cafe and Confectionary and the Arlington building*-*
The article said of the Apllngton building*
The Apllngton building was originally built as a theatre,
replacing the Old Opera House, which during 190? or 1908 was torn
down* The Arlington dance hall, on the upper floop of the building was also built at that time* In 1920, the Arlington p r o p e r t y
was pupcbased by Russell Hawkins, who changed the building*s lowep
floor into a gapage. The dance hall in the building has one of
the finest floops in the state of Utah, and was used until a y e a r
op so ago, following the sale of the property.**
In 191*0 the Juab County Mill mid Elevator Company built two additional storage elevatops and installed new machinepy in their plant at a
cost of twenty-two thousand, five hundred dollars.
The years after the Second World War have seen much construction
of new business houses. The next few years will probably see more school
and Church construction*
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The ntah Oil Hefinlng Company s t a t i o n was b u i l t here*
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The Schools develop Mew Programs to Meet the Changing Times
The Same~Change Controversy.—Soon after the new high school was
dedicated some Individuals felt the name should be changed from Hephi High
School to something that would more fully typify the whole valley, as
students from all over the valley were going to the high school. The
Board discussed It, and among the names mentioned were *£a«t Juab High*
and ^Bast Juab County High,* but nothing definite was decided upon.
Nothing more was said about it in the local newspaper or the
School Board minutes until the yeap 1930. In that year the School Board
siinutes recorded the following*
President Foote, explained the natupe of the meeting and the
purpose for which it was called, that of transferring the 10th
Grade from Levan to the Uephl High School, also of changing the
name of the iephi High School, to the Juab High School*
Owen Bsmett was the superintendent at the time and he told of
the benefits that would be derived educationally by such a change, and he
asked that it be given a fair trial* A delegation of Levan citizens were
there at the meeting and several of them spoke against the proposed change*
After discussing it, the Board voted and both proposals passed.
However, soon after Levan people petitioned for their students to remain
in Levan until the Eleventh Grade, but this was defeated.3
Immediately the controversy began to wage between the three towns.
Moat of Levan and Mona wanted to see the name changed but Sephl people
who had graduated from Mephi High School felt it would bplng an end to the
active Alumni Association that had existed since 1900 and that had had
n ~ in, 1.1.1 .n.i I I . . „
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such close relations with their- alma mater since that time. The school
board pointed out that in 1915* under the new law of state consolidation.
Section 1891-XL, that all the schools of East Juab County were merged
under one head, and the corporate name of Juab School District was givan
the new organization. They also pointed out that in ordep to confopm with
the intent of the law, they changed the name June 17, 1930, to Juab a lgh
School, as this was the distpict. high school. ,
The Hephi Alumni Association also pointed out some facts* That
Nephi people opganised, built and paid f o r the Hephi High School. That
It was the third high school established in the state and the first rural
high school and had obtained an excellent peputation* They felt it would
2
be foolish to attach a new name to such a distinguished institution* That
if the School Boapd had wanted to conform to the new law of consolidation
which was passed in 1915, why did thsy wait for fifteen years to change
the name, for every class that graduated from 1935 until 1930 bore the
name of Sephi High School*

They further stated*

By minute entry dated June 3, 1912, the new board established
a high school at Levan, which was tepmed a branch high school
in order to conform to the vote of the people to have only one
high school. This was then and has ever since bean calledffThe
Levan High School*"*
They also pointed out that when the new high school was built in
1922 "the letters Nephi High School were imprinted in the huge name stones
above the entrance, the emblem •H.H.S** was cast in iron on every
mmmm*
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auditorium seat, and a large 'S* placed on each of the stage curtains*•
They further pointed out that In a catalogue Issued the sane year, the
name "Catalogue of Mephi High School Juab School District, 1922-23* *«&
1
on the front page.
In pelation to the recent action by the School Board the Alumni
said*
This was not an action to officially adopt the name of Juab High
School to conform with the intent of the law, the law absolutely
does not now, nop has never, intended to name individual high
schools In this state. This was clearly an action changing a
name that actually existed to another and new name, and it is
the only entpy on any pecord book of the local school districts
where the status of the name of the Mephi Sigh School has e v e r
been questioned o r changed,2
The contpovepsy waged on and Mephi hadn't seen anything like it
since the Big Hollow Ipisodes*^
On March 8, 1933 a committee of townspeople and Alumni met with
the Board to have them peconsider. The School Board minutes for this date
recordt
All members p r e s e n t * A committee composed of James P* ScCune,
Thomas Bailey, Ronald Shaw, Fred aadd, and r'* *t. Sanders met with
n m m m nm
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statement as I very carefully checked all of the records pertaining to
this period from 1911 to 1930*
during the i8601a iephi had a destructive flood that brought
down huge trees, rocks, and boulders, and cut a big ditch fifty feet wide
and almost that deep through the middle of town. In the early days young
hoodlums In the north part of town would not let people pass Into their
part of town, and if they tried to, they threw pocks at them and sometimes
thepe were fights. Often the south warders treated t h e northepneps the
same way. I can pemembep as a youngster feaping to go ovep the ablg hollow11
to my aunt's because the Morth Warders would beat up on me. Today (l958)
bridges have been built across most of the big hollow and there are no
more controversies*
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The Board and presented a petition signed by the Alumni nsafears
and citixena of Mephi, asking that the name of Juab High School
be changed back to the Rephi High School* A lengthy discussion
followed on the question as to the merits of the petition*
The following action was taken by the Boardi Moved by Paltyr,
that the matter of changing the name of the Juab Sigh School be
deferred until the next meeting of the Board, March 22nd, 1933,
to allow for further investigation of the question. The notion
was seconded by Hellaan, and the vote on the motion follows! Ayeat
Dalby, Kailsen, Belllston, lays* Foote, Sells, The motion was
carried.*
At the meeting on March 23$ both Levan and Mona residents presented petitions that the na^e remain Juab High School, and the Board
then voted whether to change the name back to Hephi High School. The mJjftutes recorded the following*
Moved by Sells, seconded by f o o t e , that the name of Juab
High School be changed back to the Mephi High School* The vote
was as follows* leas* Foots, Sells, Hays: Belllston, Dalby,
Mellsen. Motion Lost**
This ended the argument once and for all, at least on paper, but
it took many years for some people to accept the change. The Nephi High
School Alumni lost interest in the school, stopped holding their banquets
that had been so outstanding, stopped giving "M* pins to the outstanding
graduate, and stopped painting the n U n on the hill*
This organization had saidi
Decades must pas^ before the nana of the Juab High School
will be accepted locally or before it can possibly attain the
prominence, recognition and reputation built and enjoyed by the
Hephi High School.3
They wepe right, for as late as the middle forties the big red
r o c k at the base of the flag pole In front of the High School waa alternately being painted with a crimson n J n or *i.rt
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settled the controversy by painting the rock all r e d and It renaina ao
to this day (1958)*
But decades have passed and the breach has been healed. This year
a "J* was placed upon the hill above town and a narquee with a biasing neon ,
saying *Juab High School,* was left to the school by the Senior Class, and
no one seemed to object. The school now has a fairly active Alumni Association, and very good relations prevail between the students from the three
town,.1
The School Lunch Program*—The School Lunch Program had a very
humble beginning*

It was started in Hephi in the winter of 193.3. At first

only a bowl of hot soup, donated by parents and grocaryraen, waa served to
the children to supplement their diet and give then some wars* food to go
with the lunches they had brought from hone*2 This was served in the hall
of the high school*^
AfterftbrldWar II started and so wany women were working, it was
decided with the help of State and national Qovmmment aid to give the
children a complete nealr* The old carpentry building Just north of the
Central School was utilised for this purpose*^
When the new elementary building was constpucted in 19Sk, &H t h e
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Feelings s t i l l exist among some of the oldep residents of the
three towns.
2
The Tiffles-^ews (Hephi), February 9, 1933*
^Feraonal intepview with Susie §« Wopwood, July 3, 1958*
E. Allen Batesan, *The Place and Purpose of School Food Services
in the'Total Educational Frogran in Elementary and Secondary Schools,*
Talk at national Conference on School X»unch and Direct Distribution Programs, Washington, B.C., August 27, 19S1.
^Personal intepview with Susie B* Worwood, July 3, 1956*
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school lunch operations were noved to that building where, in a centpal
kitchen, the meala a r e prepared for all schools of the district*
A complete list of those who have served In the program is not
available, but some of the very earliest wopkeps were Seattle Belllston,
Birdie Jones, and Susie B. Wopwood. Today Gladys Brown is the head supervisor, and she has a staff of eight women who help her-to prepare the
nutritious meals.
Mrs* Brown and her staff have won two outstanding awards. In 1957,
in a state contest called *The Twenty Menus Contest,n the Juab School District lunch program was given one of three blue ribbons out of f o r t y d i s t r i c t s competing*

This year (1956) the local school lunch program was given

by the state an excellent rating for ovep-all wopk, with special mention fop
variety in the menus*1 Ail citissens of the valley are ppoud of the program
and the vital sepvice it is p e r f o r m i n g .
School Mupse Frograsi.—The Times-Mews of February h , 1921, recorded
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m a r e pleased to announce the appivsl in ov^r city of Miss
Mary Tipton of Salt l*ake City who will for the next few weeks
become a part of the Juab School system. She has bean brmighfe
here for an important wopk—that of health education which Is
now looked upon all over the civilised world as one of the most
important functions of the school. Hep field of work i s unique
In so far as we know the people in this end of the county have
never been visited by a school or public nurse, and thepe is
probably no other vocation that affords greater opportunities to
serve*2
The article continues, saying that *her specific wopk will be to
visit the hoaes where there are childpen suffering physical defects...*
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Personal interview with Gladys Brown, lunch supervisor, Juab
School District, July 3, 195$.
The Times-Hews (Mephi), February Ii, 1921*
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and in a spirit of love and sympathy encoupage then to have something done
1
fop the children*w
This is the first Pecopd of any school nupse in the valley. Soon
after this, howevep, in connection with the county, a school nurae program
2
waa established. A poster of all who have been school nurses has been
impossible to find, but those who sepved for any length of time were Euan
Cole Cannon, Hedra Hall (Starr), Sana Cole Cannon Warnon, Kitty Beard, and
the present school nurse, Martha Van Wagoner*
Driver*a Training i*pogpan*—The Drivep Training frogram was institoted at Juab High School In 19u&*

On HovesbeP 3, 19^7, the school boapd

minutes pecopds "The matter of cooperating with the Chevrolet Motor Company
In giving free driving lessons...wepe discussed*-* The minutes farther
pecopd that the board decided to cooperate in this project.
In 19n6* the program was started. Rex ilrthlln, the local Chevrolet dealer, furnished the car to the school, and Theron Snyder gave instructions to the Tenth draders. The Tines-Hews wrote in 19kBt
The program consists of at least 36 hours of class work and
32 hours Inside the car training, eight hours of which must be
spent in actual driving tan car. Twenty-five students of the
10th grade are now taking the course under the direction of Theron
Snydep of tin high school faculty**
The program has continued to gpow during these past ten years.
This y e a r (1958) the students started talcing theiP actual driving training
Him, mmmmm

1
Ibid., February k, 1921.
Personal Interview with Albert C. Starp, Clerk of Juab School
District, July 3, 195S.
3<*
bdbool Board minute book 6, p* 13.
Ibid*, p. 13.

5
The Titses-Hews (Mephi), October 21, 19k6*
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during the summer, and they will take their written work during the regular
school year*
Briver training instructors since Mp. Snyder have been M. Clark
Newell, Marcus Gappett, and Max Fpaapton.
Special Education Programs .—Since the Second tor Id War thepe has
I
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been Increased enphasls throughout the distpict on Special Education Programs*

Juab School distpict is one of the state leaders in this phase of

education.
The first of these programs, an elementary remedial reading program, was coamsenced in 1955 under t h e able supervision of Vllnah ftnn* The
next year, 1956, Miss Kenna Larson (Worthington) began the speech and
hearing therapy program throughout the distpict. The following y e a r , 1957,
MPS*

Cleora Oheres began a classroom for the petapded child, which bpings

students from the whole distpict. These three p r o g r a m ha*/e been well
accepted in the distpict and have ppoved very successful.
Future plans for special education are fop a reading therapist in
the secondary schools. This was tried for one year under C, Ray Kvans,
now retired, and It proved quite successful.
Church Opowth Bpings Division of Wards
In the y e a r 19U1 the thre$ wards of Hephi were divided into four
wards, called the First, Second, Third, and Fourth. This was done March 23,
19U7. The wards were divided as evenly as possible.* Mew .Bishoprics
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1
Ibid*, March 27, I9k7* The following boundaries were set for the
four wards of Hephi. First eard. South-east portion of the city, comprising
that district east of First East and south of First Sorth* (Later this was
changed slightly.) Second Ward, all area south of First Morth and West
of First East. Third fard, all area north of First Horth and West of First
East. Fourth lard, all area north of First Sorth and East of First East.
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were chosen fop each of the wards,1 and building progress were started,
immediately, the First and Second Wards shared the old South Ward, and
the Third and- Fourth Wards shared the old Morth Ward building. Both.of
these buildings have already been discussed. In 1955 the Fourth Ward
dedicated their own building. The modern build±m was constructed at 3U5
East on Fifth North Street. The First and. Second Ward own the old South
Ward building conjointly and will continue to share the building with their
meetings held at different times so they will not conflict. The Third Ward
is usins the old North $ard building, but it Is getting old and plans ape
now to build a Third lard meeting house and Stake Center combined*
in. 19k9 Mona Ward broke ground for their new 170,000 ohaoel, and
In 1952 the building was dedicated. This is the most beautiful building
in Mona today. The Deseret lews said of the dedication and building?
The new Mona Ward Chapel, Juab Stake, waa dedicated Sunday,
April 18, 1952, by Elder Alma Sonne, Assistant to the Council of
the Twelve. Bishop Vaughn Molyneaux conducted the scpvices* The
new structure has a chapel seating capacity of 210, a recreation
hall, kitchen. Relief Society Boom, and five classrooms*
Levan Is badly in need of a new building and is collecting funds
now to start on the constriction, but no starting date has as yet been set*
Other Church construction during this period has included a new
fpont that was built on the Tabepnacle in 1930, and this building served
until the 191*0* s when it was torn down** a twenty thousand dollar addition
to the South Ward Meeting house,** and the building of a new Stake Welfare

5
Center*
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Ibid., March 27, lfh7* The Bishops were* First »ard, -Lester H.
Belllston\""Second Hard, John Harmon| Third Ward, Elgin R. Garrett; Fourth
Ward, J. Ivan Tew.
the Deseret Hews (Salt Lake City), May 21, 1952.
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The Times-Mews (Hephi), Hay 15* 1930. . ^Ibid., March 2$, 1937*
5Jenson, History of Juab Stake, op. c i t .
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CHAPTER VIII

WHAT OF THE m rf PJ8
The Tourist Trade
Tourist^wise, 8ephi has great p o s s i b i l i t i e s .
a t the Crossroads of Utah*

The c i t y i s located

The well-traveled • t , S* Highway 91 which runs

to Los Angeles becones the c i t y ' s Main S t r e e t .

S t a t e Highway 11 runs east

through Salt Creek Canyon to Sanpete where i t connects with tJ. 3 # 89 Just
north of Sphrain. ttighnay 89 serves the toupists going to Bryce, Zion, and
Qrand Canyons.

Utah Highway 32 runs west to hynndyl where i t connects with

y. S* 6 which in t a r n n n s to Sly, Mevada and thsnce to Los Angeles, Call*
fornla*

All of these national highways are well traveled md bring such

isoney into the town.

Hephi has eight c a f e s , eight motels, and s i x t e e n

service s t a t i o n s , t h a t a l l do well during the sumaep ssontha when the touri s t season i s at i t s peak.
The ppoble?B Mephi faces, as do a l l of hep s l s t e p c i t i e s , i s t h a t
of getting the t o u r i s t t o stay in the area longer.

Hephi has great

p o t e n t i a l i f i t were developed.
The Mt. Neho area i s one of the most beautiful i n the nation*
Good caajp-gpounds and picnic areas are provided, but wore must be opened*
Governor Clyde said r e c e n t l y , *ihen we get the highways, these mountains
of ours w i l l be the playgpound fop the midwest and the coast*>*' The Kebo
1
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Governor Ceorge -0. Clyde at a talk to business leaders and townspeople, Hephi, Utah, June 18, 1958*
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Loop Drive is unrivaled in color during the fall and it would be a raecca
fop tourists, if a good oiled road mere provided*
The Mt. Hisbo apea would be a good place for a dnde ranch, and
organised tours, both on foot and hopseback, could be provided to the top
of Mt. Nebo. This is one of the few mountains in the stats with a send
trail fop hopseback riding*

The rugged r e d cliffs Just south of Heohi

can alao be tpavepsed on hopseback. All of the mountain a r e a has tremendous
potential.
Another means of holding the tourist would be to advertise the
unique things around him such as the fipst dry-land farm, called •Perjury
Fam," and the historical things of the city. Hephi has a beautiful park
that would make an interesting spot to display more of these relics*
An Information booth located in the center of town to tell tourists
of the attractions would be of benefit, also*
The people of Juab Valley, along with the people from othep valleys
of the state, saust take advantage of their dry and invigorating climate.
They must publicize the four distinct seasons* Qovernor Clyde says* •*«•
nust develop summer places In our mountains for the people of the Southerns t who want to escape the Intense summer heat.*
The tourist business is very lucrative and if developed properly
could bring much industry into these valleys*
The Mew Federal Highway
What effect will the building of the new federal highway have on
Hephi arid Juab Valley?

It la impossible to say with any accupacy, but all

indications point to the following, accopding toft*I* Winn, MayoP of Hephi s

Governor George B. Clyde, op. cit.
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Traveling time will be out considerably. Frovo will be less than
an hour away. Salt Lake City will be only one hour and fifteen minutes
distant. Cafes, sepvice stations, and motels will ppobably suffer from
this nearness to the larger centers, but this will be offset in part by
the fact that as Salt Lake and Utah Valleys become mrm crowded, people
will look to Juab Valley as a residential apea, away fpom the smoke and
the cpowds.
Anothep possibility, however, is that nearness to the larger centers will make Juab Valley an Industrial possibility, and leaders of industry will look upon the valley more favorably for location of plants and
factoples.
At the ppesent time the federal highway is slated to follow present Highway 91 to iortonville, located thpee miles north of Hephi, then
turn west, crossing the Union Pacific tracks and thence south. Cloverleafs
will be located on the north and south ends of Mephi so that travelers and
pesldenta may e n t e r the town.

This will present a real challenge to Mephi

citiaens to make their city attractive enough that people will want to
turn off and spend a few hours there.

The Central Utah Project
The Central Utah Project, in which water will be brought from
rivers and streams of eastern Wtah to the valleys of central !Jtah, is a
cooperative project with the great Colorado Hiwer project. This project
will mean much to Hephi and Juab Valley*
—mmmmmmmm*
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*This is only the proposed route. Before actual work starts a
hearing must be held for all the residents so that they may present any
grievances or suggestions that they may have for the proposed route* Some
citiaens feel the highway should follow the east side of the valley, and
they no doubt will present this at the hearing*
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By a system of storage reservoirs and aqueducts, water will be
brought into the valley, and through a system of canals arid ditches,
1
parts of the waterless ridge will be irrigated.

The possibilities pre-

sented are tremendous. Much greater yields of wheat will be possible,
alfalfa, potatoes, com, and possibly some track gardening, as well as
fruit orchards will be grown. Also more water will be provided for that
land already under irrigation* The Irrigated farmland of the valley will
Increase tremendously*
The Meed for Expansion of Existing Industries and More
Diversified Industry
At the present tine (195$) Nephi supports the following industries.
one rubber factory, one flour mill, one feed mill and poultry plant, one
turkey processing plant, as well as the usual business eatabllshenents and
2
professions.

All of these industries, especially the turkey industry,

could be expanded* This valley has the climate and the potential for a
great turkey industry*
The industries that exist support the four thousand residents of
the valley quite well| however, If the valley expects to grow, it must
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''""Central Utah Project," Map and circular of the United States
Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation*
At the present time Nephi supportst six grocery stores, one
funeral home, one florist, three lawyers, twenty service stations, garages,
and automobile dealers, eight cafes, drive-inns, and soft ice cream shops,
ten notela a m hotels, three plunobinj companies, three barbep shops, three
beauty shops, three physicians and surgeons, one optometrist, two shoe
and sbos repair shops, one furniture store, one photo studio, two hardware
stored, two cleaners, three sportsmen*s supply shops, six insurance agents,
two department stores, one telephone company, one credit bureau, one soft
water service, one bank, two ladies1 shops, one nen's wear shop, one building contractor, one newspaper, printing and publishing shop, one tire service, two dentists, one flour mill, one rubber factory, one turkey processing plant, two feed mills, two drug stores, one jewelry store, one packing
plant, two beer parlors, one billiard parlor, two dairies, two lu*ep companies, two electrical apoliance dealers, two imisic dealers, two candy
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attpact other industries. Small industries such as chenieal, plastic,
clothing, etc., could do very well in this valley*
Conclusion
In this thesis the settlement, gpowth, and development of a community have been poptrayed. Nephi today is one-hundred seven years old
and is a thriving and progressive community. But is it growing?

The

answep must be no. It is scarcely larger now in population than It was
twenty-five or thirty years ago.
It has gpeat possibilities to develop* All the things that have
been mentioned could be exploited into something great*

However, Mephi

and Juab Valley must wake up* Too often the story of UepM. has been one of
gpeat intepest in the initial development, but when evepything has not gone
as well as was hoped, people have lost intepest, and the ppojects have been
allowed to die*

Nephi today can boast of a modern up-to-date hospital,

1

a complete
2

sewep system, and a sewage disposal plant, adequate lights and watep,
good recreational facilities, most of the main streets are oiled, adequate
business establishments, good schools, churches, and a lovely park. But
there are many things that the community should do to improve. Weeds are
too prevalent in the community and many old barns that are falling and
decrepit are seen throughout the community. Many residences have beautiful
lawns inside their premises, but outside between the sidewalks and the
ditch banks, unsightly weeds almost hide the beautiful lots. Many hones
have garbage and trash around them and the houses are badly in need of
companies, one bakery, one theatre, three gas distributops, one
pallpoad, one liquor stope, and one vapiety store*
xhis is actually a county hospital.
2$nough to support a city twice the slae of Hephi.
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paint*
8ephl has to make an extra effort to improve the looks of its town
so that the town will be inviting and people will be attracted to it.
In considering the question, wWill the town grow?" the answer must
be "yes. If the citiaens will wake up arid strive to support new industries,
give their support to the oldep ones who want to expand, and make an extpa
effort to make their community inviting."
It is hoped that those citiaens of Juab Valley who pead this history will find something to be proud of and will see through the years the
developments that have taken place and their relationships to the present,
and in this reading will develop a pride and a desire to build upon that
which has been planted to make a better Nephi and Juab Valley*

•
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The Problem*—There Is no adequate history of Juab Valley, partiPWWnnw
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oularly the city of Sephi* ,«any shopt histories of the city have been
written covering the time up to 1900*

fhere are mmy dlnerepanoiea among

the various histories, m d the writer felt that a history needed to be
written that would take the bust from each and combine the® into a more
accurate and complete story*
So many phases of iephi*s development have never b a t o n been
covered, i.e., schools, clubs, the »orld tars, development of agriculture,
ohupch growth and ehanga, buildings, and numerous others, that X have
given special consideration to these, particularly the latter period*.
The study cover* the period of a century, l<i$l*1951»

I hate

not hesitated to .include developments since 1951 when 1 felt they •were
important to the total picture- of the town's development*
-Procedure*—An much as poaslble I have directed my research to
primary soupces. I have had several original diaries and short accounts
found in family histories of the early settlement and growth of Mephi.
The records in the Church Historian*s Office have be«*n of great
help in this early period*

Finally, I have relied for stories and local

color urxm the previously written histories*
In the later periods, '1900 to the present, I have relied principally
upon the local newspaper, city, county and school pecopds, aa well as some
local ma^aalne articles* Personal interviews ha*e been v®ry helpful*
Conclusion®•—fhe citiaens of Hephi and Juab falley builded well*
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t h e beginnings were good and a fine settlement was created*
By |Sff the r a i l r o a d had come to Xephi and the city became the
hub for the g r e a t c a t t l e and sheep industry of southern Utah a m Nevada.
;?.uoh peal e s t a t e changed ImMa, new bueine**** caste into being, and Mephi
became so prosperous and busy t h a t i t was nifik«n*ised " L i t t l e Chicago,•
When things looked best the Denver and Ulo Qrande Hailroad by-massed
Hephi, and the l i t t l e c i t y had to turn to other things t o support i t s
population*
impetus*

Plantar waa worked| s a l t waa mined| dry~farming had i t s

This eould not take the olace of the Iron riorse.

Mephi stopped

growing in population and steadied hepself with t h r e e thousand i n h a b i t a n t s ,
which t o t h i s day <195i) she has not been able t o exceed.
The early 1900** brought development of dry-land farming and!
the s t a r t toward staking Nephi a modern city*

The water works, e l e c t r i c i t y ,

grading of a t r e e t a , and construction of b e t t e r buildings a l l had t h e i r
start*

School* wer® developed and a high school was established*

town organised

mm

The

¥ bmda and dancing became the most .popular e n t e r t a i n -

The degression years brought MephVn hardest tin**, but i t also
brought many public works projects which benefitted the community and a
recreation program which brought eonnanity s o l i d a r i t y not se«n since
H o m e r tinea*
The Second World ^ap brought Many changes and Mephi struggled
for existence*

The l a r g e r centers a t t r a c t e d sany of i t s e i t i s a n a , and no

new industries seemed to be interested in $ephi locations*
t h e l a t e f o r t i e s brought the eatahliahnent of fberaold Company**
ind the introduction of bi*~ industry,

A period not unlike the

US
"Little Chicago" period enveloped the city for a decade. The greatest
expansion of Nephi public works ever undertaken was completed.
prospects for Nephi becoming large were good.

Again

They did not materialize.
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"a*ephi Blackhawk Edition"

The Deaepet Itews (Salt ham C i t y ) .
........ mm .1 a a

August 10,

„....,„•,..••...„„».,

1935.
"The Mephi M.I.A. Scout Band"

The lappoventent Ipa*
mi»i ••|»i.niii-ii-.-i(uit«.i-ii<i.ir.ii>-TO*i'i,m»<iii.ii:,.riiMiirLiii...»--ii«iWi..

Tol 26, 5?S. f 1921-22.

-

Woodbury, Angus M., Cotton, Clarence, and Dugden, John W. Annotated
Check L i s t of the Birds of Otah* B u l l e t i n of the 'tfniwersity of
Utah, i o U 39, Mo. 16. i 3 S | take Cityi University of Utah, 19U9*
New* papers
""

Ill n»f«.i. «1»|..).III1>|. I--WI

The deseret Eventngjiava w a i t Lake C i t y ) .
m

m

m m m m i..i .«•• .nil-* i... mmmmmmmmmmmm :m nm—it

The Deseret flews (Salt Lake City)
The Juab County Times (Hephi).
The Hephi Record*
The S a l t Lake Herald.
The Tines-News (Mephi).
Diaries
Hum I..,.- -in i n —

The Diary of Edwin Harley*

Microfilmed copy of Mr. and Mrs. Slnont Garter,

M I I I I H I W ' I H •mmmmmm m • mmmm <mmmmmmmmm mmmm

lephl.
The Journal of Martha Spence Heyiood*
mmmmmmmmmmmmm

n ••

Typed copy of Sadie K. Greenhalgh,
w m

mmmmmmmmmm* mtmmmmmmmmmmmm m m m m * m m

nephi*
Unpublished Material
— " ' " ' • • ' • • - • ' • • ' • " • • "••"'

.I""•

••""-..'.•-•«•»»

, George. "Personal Account of the Plaster Mill," wpitten fop Any
0. Warner, 1 9 $ 1 .
First tax assessment levied in Salt Cpeek.
Garrett, Wanda. "A History of Se|phi, U50-1870*" Typewritten copy of
Sadie H. Greenhalgh.
"Historical Sketch of Juab County^" Otah Writers Project. Typed cony at
the Utah State Histories1! Society, Salt Lake City, Utah, 1936*
Jenson, Andrew* "History of Juab Stake.1* Salt Lake City?
Office.

Church Historian$s

Juab County Minute Sooks.
Minutes Vof
Juab School
J- District,
V i . t f i J , W | Hephi
**Vfr*Um, Utah
UMiilj
<K4iitMin(9
* the
Wt*BJ nestings
W£m w*«*£,«• of
w** the
««»w Juab
— s*«DMur
chool District Board •:>$ Education. 1902-1951. (Typewritten)
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Hephi City Minute Books*
Record Book "A," Hephi Branch, Salt Lake City*

Church Historian*® Office*

Record Book of the First vtaorua of Seventies, Hephi Spanch.
A short biographical sketch of Andrew Love, an earlyftechiresident.
The Trustee Minute Book of District Mo. 2, Mephi, Utah Territory, for the
years 1883-1-393*
Personal Interviews
Personal interview with Raynaud Christiansen, Recorder, Hephi City, July 1,
1958.
Personal interview with Earl F. Dunn, General Manager, Thernoid Western Co.,
July 1, 1953.
Fersonal interview with Alton o. Oadd, July 1. 1953*
Personal Interview with Roy E. aibaon. Editor, The Tlses-Mews, June 27, 1958.
Personal Interview with Wilson Glassier, &ay 5, 1958*
Fersonal interview with Alfred J. lowers, June 27* 1958.
Fersonal interview with Milton 1. Harmon, Manager of the turkey plant,
June 30, 1958.
Personal interview with Preston Lime Jones, former 'dayor of Saphi City,
July 1, 1958.
Personal interview with George 3rd, June 27, 1958*
Personal Interview with Bert Powell, June 27, 1958*
Personal Interview with J. Earl Held, local.sportsman, June 16, 1958*
Personal interview with Clyde 3haw, June 30, 1958.
Personal Intepview with Clyde 3baw, June 30, 1958.
Personal Interview with JCathryn 3. Shaw, June 27, 28, 30,
Personal intepview with A3bert C, Starr, Clerk, Juab School District,
July 3, 1958.
Fersonal Interview with James Vickers, June 27, 1958.
Personal interview with kmy 0. Warner, June 2 1 , 19581
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Fersonal interview with Clarence lamer, June 27, 1958.
Personal Interview with Lucille Warner, June 27, 1958*
Personal Interview with R. £, &lnn, Mayor of Itephi City, July 1, 1958*
Personal interview with Susie 8, Wopwood, June 3, 1958.

Othep Sources
Clyde, Governor George D, "Talk to business leaders and townspeople of
Hephi." June 13, 1958.
flacque honoring World War I veterans and those who gave their lives.
Located in the lower hall of Juab High School, $ephi, Utah.

